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Nä ‘aumäkua mai ka lä hiki a ka lä kau,

Mai ka ho‘oku‘i a ka häläwai.

Nä ‘aumäkua iä ka hina kua, iä ka hina alo,

Iä ka’a ‘äkau i ka lani. 

‘O kïhä i ka lani,

‘Owë i ka lani,

Nunulu i ka lani,

Käholo i ka lani.

Eia ka pulapula a ‘oukou, nä ‘öiwi o Hawai‘i nei.

E mälama ‘oukou iä mäkou.

E ulu i ka lani,

E ulu i ka honua,

E ulu i ka pae ‘äina o Hawai‘i.

E hö mai i ka ‘ike,

E hö mai i ka ikaika,

E hö mai i ke akamai,

E hö mai i ka maopopo pono,

E hö mai i ka ‘ike päpälua,

E hö mai i ka mana.

You ancestral gods from the rising to the 

setting sun,

From the zenith to the horizon!

You ancestral gods who stand at our back 

and at our front,

You gods who stand at our right hand!

A breathing in the heavens,

A murmuring in the heavens,

A clear, ringing voice in the heavens,

A voice reverberating in the heavens!

Here are your children, the native people of 

Hawai‘i.

Safeguard us!

That we may grow in the heavens,

That we may grow on the earth,

That we may flourish in the islands of

Hawai‘i!

Grant us knowledge,

Grant us strength,

Grant us intelligence,

Grant us true understanding,

Grant us the gift of second sight,

Grant us spiritual power.
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ix

ka ‘ölelo‘öiwi
We are living in exciting times: Hawaiian-

language immersion schools from pre-school

through high school have been established

on all the main islands of Hawai‘i; more and

more high schools—both public and 

private—are adding Hawaiian-language

classes to their curriculum; enrollment is up

in Hawaiian-language classes at the college

and university level across the state.

Despite the increased interest in and aware-

ness of ka ‘ölelo ‘öiwi (the native language),

or perhaps because of it, several points of

contention regarding translations and the

use of diacritical marks (the ‘okina, or glottal

stop; and the [kaha]kö, or macron) have

arisen in the past several years. This is not a

new subject. Since the first missionaries

sought to represent the spoken language

using a standardized alphabet and written

form, issues of “proper” or “correct” mark-

ing, vocabulary, grammar, and translation

have been disputed by Hawaiians and 

‘Ölelo Ho‘äkäka

‘A’ole pau ka ‘ike i ka hälau ho’okahi. I

mäkia maika’i küpono nö paha këia no

käkou a pau e ho’omaopopo ai ke komo

aku käkou i loko o ia mähele ‘o ka 

ho’oponopono. I loko nö o ko käkou hänai

‘ia a kula ‘ia ‘ana paha ma ka ‘ike ë he

‘ao’ao pololei a he ‘ao’ao hewa ko nä nïnau

a pau, ke ‘ike nei nö na’e käkou i ka

na’auao o ia ‘ölelo e kau maila ma luna nei,

‘o ia ho’i, ua hänai ‘ia käkou ma loko o nä

hälau like ‘ole he nui wale a ua ‘oko’a ka

mana’o o kekahi a ‘oko’a ho’i ko kekahi.

‘A’ohe hälau e kaena a’e i mua o ke äkea ua

pau ka ‘ike i lalo o kona kaupoku, no ka

mea, ma kona kaena ‘ana i ka pololei o

kona mana’o, eia nö kä ‘o ia ke kapa nei i ka

mana’o ‘oko’a o kona hoa i ka hewa. Mali’a

o ‘ike ‘ia auane’i i ka lä ‘apöpö ka pololei o

ka mea e ho’okae ‘ia nei i këia lä ua hewa.

Na wai ho’i e ‘ole ka hilahila?

No ka hö’ike ‘ana i ko käkou mana’o ma o

ka palapala, ‘a’ole ana paha e nele ke kü
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non-Hawaiians alike. The disputes are not a

matter of mere whim, but are seriously 

considered choices arising from different

philosophies regarding language—its place

in our lives; its power and its inadequacies in

representing the oral; its ability and its 

limitations in capturing thought and feeling

and in translating that thought and feeling

into another, sometimes very foreign 

language.

In response to the diversity of perspectives,

we are implementing a policy regarding 

language use which allows for broad 

individual choice. This policy applies to

Hawaiian, English, Pidgin, and any other 

language. Translation of works between

Hawaiian and English is also left to the 

discretion of the author, even though we

have decided—not unanimously—to 

translate material from the past (such as

nineteenth-century Hawaiian-language

newspapers and other historical documents)

into English in order to make them more

accessible to those who can’t read Hawaiian.

This policy explains the seeming inconsisten-

cies you may notice from piece to piece—

why some have been translated and others

weren’t; why some include diacritical marks

and some don’t; why some names are

marked and others aren’t. The differences

reflect the vitality of language.

mai o kekahi kanaka me ke koikoi ‘ana mai

e mälama ‘ia kekahi kulekele kümau ma ka

pela ‘ana i nä hua’ölelo Hawai’i me ka

‘okina a me ke kahakö. E ‘ölelo mai paha

këlä ë ‘o ia ka mea e akäka ai ka mana’o o

ia mau hua’ölelo ke heluhelu aku. A he

mana’o maika’i nö paha këlä. Eia na’e, e

kü’ë mai paha auane’i ka mana’o o kekahi

kanaka ë he mea këlä e pa’a ai këlä mana’o

a ‘ike ‘ole ‘ia ai ho’i kona na’auao ma ke

‘ano laulä a hohonu paha. A no laila, ma

kahi o ka ho’oka’awale ‘ana i këia mau 

mana’o e like me ko käkou mana’o he

pololei a he hewa, e huli hou aku käkou i ka

‘ölelo a ko käkou po’e küpuna i ho’oili maila

ma luna o käkou, a no ka mea, ‘o ia ana ko

käkou ‘ike a mahalo ho’i i ka na’auao o ua

mau hälau lä a ‘elua.

Mai nö a kuhihewa e ka mea heluhelu ë he

pono käkau wale aku ka hana me ka nänä

‘ole i nä loina käkau e laha nei i këia wä a

käkou e ‘ike nei. ‘A’ole nö pëlä ka hana.

‘A’ole lä! He nänä ‘ia nö e nä luna 

ho’oponopono këlä me këia hua’ölelo me ka

loihape pono aku o ka maka ma nä ‘ano a

pau. ‘O ke ‘ano na’e o ia ho’oponopono

‘ana, ‘o ia ho’i, ua waiho ‘ia ka mana 

ho’oholo i loko o ka lima o ka mea käkau e

ho’oponopono ai i käna hana pono’ï e like

me kona mana’o he pono.
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nä luna
MÄHEALANI DUDOIT

Two key words were in my mind when I first

conceived of this journal and they have 

continued to guide it. One is “genealogy.”

Within the issue of Hawaiian perspectives—

the history of Hawaiian perspectives—it’s

been important for me to see how we today

are part of the genealogy of Hawaiian 

people and culture. The second word is

“kuleana.” What is our kuleana today within

the mo‘okü‘auhau of our people? I chose to

call the press “Kuleana ‘Öiwi Press” because 

I wanted to keep that word “kuleana” 

dominant in people’s minds. “Kuleana”

means both “privilege” and “responsibility.”

We have certain privileges, and those 

privileges also carry responsibility. The word

“kuleana” expresses that relationship

between privilege and responsibility in a way

that you cannot detach one from the other.

So I am approaching the journal with a kind

of assertiveness as both a duty, a responsibili-

ty we have, as well as a statement that we

Hili hewa ka mana‘o ke ‘ole ke kükäkükä.
(Discussion brings clarity to ideas.)

N ä  L u n a  o  ‘ Ö i w i •  N ä  L u n a  o  ‘ Ö i w i •  N ä  L u n a  o  ‘ Ö i w i •  N ä  L u n a  o  ‘ Ö i w i

Editors’ Note: Kuleana ‘Öiwi
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have a privileged position here in these

islands as the ‘öiwi, the native people.

LAIANA WONG

I’ve been thinking about this for a long time,

the need for a journal by Hawaiians, 

especially to include things in Hawaiian 

language. For a long time now I’ve been 

saying that it’s important for us to begin to

document the way we feel about things

going on now in Hawaiian so that when we

look back we won’t only have the English

worldview. I’ve been saying this a long time,

but I think now is the time to put my 

energies where my mouth is. You know, pa‘a

ka waha, hana ka lima, yeah? I think having

a journal is important, because it provides an

avenue for Hawaiian people to express

themselves, and express a Hawaiian way of

looking at things.

KU‘UALOHA MEYER HO‘OMANAWANUI

To look back into the past is good and that’s

always been a value that’s been upheld from

the pre-contact through post-contact 

periods. But at the same time, I look at our

kuleana as moving the culture forward and

progressing on our terms, not on haole

terms. What’s so good about this journal and

the whole idea of kuleana is that there is no

point in history that I have found where

Hawaiians have denied new technology. At

every point—from finding nails on pieces of

wood to the introduction of paper and pen

and the printing press—Hawaiians took the

new technology and “Hawaiian-ized” it.

They said, “Ey, neat. Metal works better

than shell.” And they incorporated metal

into their own cultural uses. And when they

found out—hey!—writing is a great way to

preserve genealogies and to preserve 

histories and mo‘olelo, as well as the spoken

or performance aspects of hula, they 

incorporated it as well. They never said, “Oh

no, you keep your metal because the stone is

more traditional.” No ways! They were very

akamai people and they always went 

forward. Now, that is, until the twentieth

century. There was an explosion in the 

nineteenth century of newspaper writing,

with over seventy papers in the Hawaiian

language. And then, all of a sudden, we

undergo the turmoil of the overthrow and

annexation and statehood, and almost all of

this activity stops. I look at this journal as our

kuleana in the way Laiana said. We’re 

leaving a written record of our times.

But the point is not just to look back later

and pat ourselves on the back and say, “That

was nice that we did that.” I look at it as our

kuleana to carry on, to look back at the old

stuff and incorporate it, or to see how we do

things today one way and recognize—Ey—

that’s something that they did a hundred

years ago or two hundred years ago or three

hundred years ago. And at the same time, to

carry it through into the twenty-first 

century. That is our kuleana to leave this for

the next generation, to discuss our thoughts

and feelings in Hawaiian, in English, in 

Pidgin, in whatever our mode of expression.

And we don’t share one thought. We all are

aware of the different factions that have

occurred in the past and still occur today

between institutions, between individuals,

between people of different political

thought. This journal wants to be a bridge

to bring people together. It’s okay to 

disagree politically, and it’s okay to not look

at everything the same way. But we have to

have a venue to bring this diversity together

and lay out a collage and show that we are

a very diverse people and not be pigeon-

holed into stereotypes of Hawaiians being a

particular way. That is our kuleana, too, to

show that we have a rainbow of mana‘o,

and to show that’s a good thing.
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LESLIE KELI‘ILAUAHI STEWART

I’m taking a summer class in American

Studies, and today we were talking about

different points of view about sovereignty. A

haole guy in the class said, “You know, you

Hawaiians just can’t get it together.” And

this African-American turns around and says,

“No, no, no, no. You gotta get this straight

right now, okay? That’s not a bad thing. Isn’t

it interesting that the Hawaiian community

gets bashed on for having all these different

ideas about sovereignty? Isn’t that good?

Aren’t you guys supposed to have all these

different ideas?” And he goes, “I don’t see a

problem with that. You know in our African-

American community we now have Jesse

Jackson and Louis Farrakhan. And, you

know, we’re still here.” He was making a

funny point. There are very few Hawaiians in

that class, and it’s very interesting to actually

have an advocate who understood that our

diversity is okay, it is a good thing.

KU‘UALOHA

When diversity of thought among Hawaiians

is brought up, my response is always, “How

come it’s okay for haoles to have different

opinions? Isn’t that called ‘democracy’?” But

when Hawaiians have diverse opinions, all of

a sudden we can’t get along, what’s wrong

with us? That’s just ridiculous. I really want

to see the function of this journal be a

bridge, not the only bridge, but be a bridge

to bring people together and to celebrate

that diversity. In traditional times, we didn’t

have only taro farmers. If we did, society

would be very unbalanced. And today we

don’t have only Ph.D. academic Hawaiians,

which is great too. But at the same time

we’re not all welfare, low-level stereotypes

either. We have a breadth. Some of us come

from maka‘äinana, kua‘äina families; some

of us come from kaukau ali‘i, suburban 

middle-class families. We’re all different. We

forget to celebrate that. At the same time,

the written word is important because our

nineteenth-century ancestors saw that as an

extension of the spoken word. It’s nice to

get together—like we’re doing right now—

and talk story and share our mana‘o. But

that isn’t always possible. And as much as

we’d like to be conversing with friends or

whoever on the other islands, right now

we’re limited by space and time, and so the

written word becomes the extension of the

conversation where we put our words down

in writing and others can read them and

reread them at their leisure.

LAIANA

My focus in the journal is to open an avenue

for Hawaiian language. Not only does 

the use of Hawaiian enhance the language as

a whole, it also provides a chance to the 

individual using it to experiment, to get 

feedback, to get bashed maybe from the 

public. This thing about Hawaiians not being

able to get together, that’s not the issue.

That’s just the smoke screen. The issue is, it

won’t make any difference whether we can

get together or not get together, whether

we’re assholes, whether we’re the most 

righteous people, whether we’re ignorant. It

doesn’t matter what these other people think

about whether we can get together or not.

It’s none of their business. That’s our kuleana.

MÄHEALANI

Ku‘ualoha, you mentioned being a bridge

and, Laiana, you mentioned the legacy of

our efforts a hundred years from now.

There’s that ‘ölelo no‘eau: ‘a‘ole pau ka ‘ike i

ka hälau ho‘okahi, ‘eä? All knowledge is not

kept in one house or place of learning.

That’s been very much in my mind, too,

about how this is just part of something 

bigger that’s from the past and we’re 

hoping that it’s going to open the door for
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other things. On the one hand I feel that it’s

a modest effort, because it is only one

house. But on the other hand I feel very

much that it’s historically important, tremen-

dously important. There’s never been a 

literary—it’s not even just “literary,” because

this journal combines the literary as well as

the visual arts and the scholarly—there’s

never been a journal of any kind that was

produced by Hawaiians where all the writers

were Hawaiians also. There was something

in 1883 that Kaläkaua had backed called 

Ka Hoku o ke Kai. Helen Chapin called it a

“literary journal,” but when I looked into it,

it turned out to be Hawaiian translations or

renditions of Western classics. There’s never

been anything like ‘Öiwi. We do have the

Hawaiian-language newspapers of the last

century, which happen to be a different 

format. To me those newspapers are direct

ancestors of this journal. We have the 

songwriters who continued into this century

and contemporary Hawaiian writers like

Dana Naone Hall and Wayne Westlake who

appeared among the local writers.

Nonetheless, one of the underlying things

we’re talking about here—or not so underly-

ing—is the oxymoron of Hawaiians and 

literature. You know, the stereotype that

Hawaiians and literature somehow don’t go

together. We here, we specific individuals,

we know that to be untrue because our lives

are very much dealing with literature,

whether it’s in Hawaiian or English or 

Pidgin, but that stereotype is still very strong

in people’s minds. When I started this 

journal, it was after all these experiences of

going around the islands and hearing people

express so eloquently their feelings and

thoughts. I knew we were definitely a

literary people and I wanted to help revive

that tradition.

KU‘UALOHA

Another important thing about the journal is

that it stretches “legitimate culture” (let’s call

it for lack of a better term). There are certain

areas that Hawaiians readily acknowledge

are cultural—like language and performance

art, like hula. Some Hawaiian art forms have

gotten away from us, like surfing and canoe

racing. Those aren’t even looked at as 

cultural sports any more. Then you have

Western-introduced art forms which

Hawaiians made their own, like quilting and

lei-making. There are new styles like the

feather leis for the hat bands and new 

flowers. Everyone thinks that pïkake and 

ginger are Hawaiian because they’ve been

used so long within the culture. But one of

the areas that often is ignored is literature. I

think that’s due to lack of access to language

after the banning of the language, after the

demise of the newspapers in the nineteenth

century, after enough Hawaiians of my

grandmother’s generation bought into the

idea that “We’ll just try the American and we

won’t teach the language.” That wiped out

the access. And so there’s very few of us who

know that these gems exist in the language,

in the newspapers and the microfilm. And to

make it worse, they’re hard to access. You’re

restricted by the hours the library’s open and

if you have ten cents a page to copy, and

there’s no index so you gotta sort of just scroll

through the things by chance. And if I’m

there longer than four hours I get a headache

looking at that lighted screen. This is our

chance to crack open that access to the old

and to provide new material in the language.

LAIANA

To make new gems.

KU‘UALOHA

Western literature has been studied for 

centuries and has been done and redone by
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every English major in universities across

North America and Western Europe and

beyond. But if you look at our native stuff,

which has basically been ignored by 

the academy, we could train generations of

scholars in Hawaiian literature and we

wouldn’t even scratch what’s there, let alone

what we’re going to create with the journal.

LESLIE

We keep talking about this being a literary

journal, and it is a literary journal, but the

reason that I wanted to get involved in this

in the first place is the idea or attitude that

we’re not just publishing University of

Hawai‘i academic literature. There’s a lot to

be expressed by people in the community

who never set foot on the University of

Hawai‘i campus, and their expression is just

as legitimate as somebody who has this

alphabet soup after their name. That was

probably one of the biggest reasons I ended

up getting involved in the journal, because

the endeavor is far-reaching. It’s not just an

academic journal, it’s a community journal

that’s Hawaiian-based, that allows expres-

sion in prose writing, in poetry, in visual art.

KU‘UALOHA

I think that’s a really good point. Our 

definition of success or access or community

extends and incorporates a breadth much

farther than haole ideas of who is so-called

“trained” to be a writer or an author or an

artist, or whatever. There are so many 

people in the Hawaiian community whom

we embrace as resources—intelligent, 

capable, knowledgeable resources who don’t

have academic alphabet-soup degrees after

their names, but they know things a hell of a

lot better than anybody with a degree. We

recognize them as legitimate cultural bases

of knowledge and information.

LISA KANAE

I got involved with the journal because I knew

that this was going to be something really

important—that, and I enjoy the publishing

experience very much. I learned through 

several courses at UH that there was no Native

Hawaiian journal to speak of. I found that

hard to believe—so I was really honored when

I was asked to be part of the staff.

In our literature courses we read a lot of 

literary criticism, which is really a particular

kind of art form. It takes a special talent to

write lit-crit. But whenever I have to read 

lit-crit, I ask myself how it enlightens me,

what does it teach me? It teaches me that

there are always larger issues outside the

text we are studying. Fine. And while these

issues are important, I have to ask myself

who is reading this stuff—or more impor-

tant, who isn’t reading this stuff? The only

people reading lit-crit are the academics, not

so much the people that the text is suppos-

edly about—you know, the community. You

just don’t see the everyday people of the

community talking about the cultural signifi-

cance of this novel or that novel. I’m not 

saying that literary criticism is pohö wale. In

fact, I think it’s a shame that more readers

aren’t aware of some of the issues that do

come out of literary criticism—issues about

race, gender, culture, etc. For the most part

they pick up a book, read it, like or dislike it.

Sure, they’ll learn something from the text,

find value in its message, even become

attached to the characters and the author,

but you just don’t see a lot of public book

buyers or readers rushing to Hamilton

Library to find every piece of literary criti-

cism that was ever published on a particular

text. That’s what I find refreshing and 

important about ‘Öiwi. The journal will 

provide a venue for all kinds of artists—

those connected to the academy and those
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who aren’t, whether we consider their work

to be “literature,” chants, visual art—

whatever. In this first issue, we have stuff

from Hawaiians who were never trained to

write for or within the academy. And it

doesn’t stop with the authors and artists

either. We’ve got all kinds of people helping

us: lawyers, CPAs, students, graphic artists,

educators, people who didn’t go to college,

etc., and they’re from all over the islands.

Talk about diversity.

NOHEALANI KAWAHAKUI

I, too, felt honored when Mähealani asked

me to help out with this journal. As an

undergraduate student, I pursued degrees in

both English and Hawaiian Language.

However, things became very complicated

for me after I decided to return to school for

my M.A. I really wanted to study Hawaiian

literature, those works written or translated

into English and those written in Hawaiian,

so I figured that going through the English

Department would help me accomplish this.

And, yet, I felt that I had let my Hawaiian-

language professors down—that they really

wanted me to teach Hawaiian language. A

few of my professors gave me weird looks

and said, “‘Ölelo haole? Auwë.” I felt like a

sell-out—like I had let them down. And then

I asked myself, Why couldn’t people be

happy that I, a Native Hawaiian, was trying

to branch out into a department which had

few Hawaiian students and no Hawaiian

professors? I still love the Hawaiian 

language, and yet my desire for individuality

made me want to pursue a different

avenue—one that, at the time, seemed only

attainable through the English department.

This journal serves as a personal bridge for

me—one that enables me to feel connected

to literatures and languages in both English

and Hawaiian.

NOELANI ARISTA

I am excited about working on ‘Öiwi because

I want to work with and learn from other

Hawaiians. The journal is a way to bring our

mana‘o together, a way to share ‘ike. I look

at the writing and editing that I do as a way

to sharpen my skills at reading and translat-

ing—ma ka hana ka ‘ike.

MICHAEL PULELOA

I got involved with the journal for basically

the same things everybody’s saying and

because I wanted to further my own aware-

ness of what’s going on in the community,

to provide a forum for Hawaiian voices.

Where I’m from has a lot to do with it, how I

was raised. I’m Hawaiian, but I wasn’t born

here, I was born in the Marshall Islands. So

when it comes down to it, I’m an island 

person. My family lives on Moloka‘i now, so

that’s where I’m from.

MÄHEALANI

One way to see some of these things is

between the poles of “tradition” and 

“diversity” or “individuality.” The journal is

meant to be a place where Hawaiians can

come and express themselves without being

expected to write about being Hawaiian in a

certain kind of “Hawaiian way.” Part of our

decolonialization is to allow our individual

selves to be whoever we are, in all our 

diversity, including writing about whatever is

important to us, even if it doesn’t address

something Hawaiian. That is not the purpose

of the journal. It’s not to mold us all, even

within that diversity, to a certain kind of

Hawaiian. The bottom line, first of all, is we

are Hawaiian by koko. And history has

brought us to where we are today, with all

our different ways of being. Not being

Hawaiian enough, that’s something that’s

oppressed a lot of us. Especially, in my own
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life anyway, during the last ten years, where

a lot of people were feeling, “I don’t 

speak Hawaiian good enough! I don’t dance

the hula! or I don’t whatever.” I think we

torture ourselves, we become advocates for

the colonizer.

LAIANA

You don’t necessarily have to torture your-

self, but I think if you going noho nani—rest

on your laurels—that’s it, man, it’s over. The

context around you is constantly changing,

so you’ve got to stay with it. I was just 

talking to my wife about language teaching.

I feel like I want to get deeper. I don’t feel

Hawaiian enough. I feel like I’m still talking

English thoughts. I’m using my resources

from Hawaiian grammar and vocabulary

words to fit into that structure, but I’m still

producing English thoughts. I want to get

beyond that. If I’m content with that, then

fine. But I’d rather torture myself and say,

You know, no feel comfortable. Don’t ever

get comfortable. Keep on going. Especially

because I get different kind kuleana. As a

Hawaiian-language teacher, I gotta stand in

front of Hawaiians and tell Hawaiians how

to use the language. Even though I do 

everything to avoid words like “hewa” and

“pololei,” still, teaching is a very pedantic

kind of endeavor. The students are socialized

to think in black and white, and if they don’t

know what black and white are, they get

frustrated and irritated and they blame it on

the teacher. I no like tell you da answer. 

I like you work for da answer! No come pay

your tuition and expect I going give you one

box of ‘ike. Ma ka hana ka ‘ike. You gotta

earn it! Otherwise, it ain’t worth anything. 

I want to, if I have to, keep torturing myself

with it. But, I mean, only to the point where

I can endure the pain, yeah? I don’t want to

go nuts, right!

KU‘UALOHA

That ties into the idea of identity, self-identi-

ty. The comment I get all the time from my

non-Hawaiian students—especially before I

got married and took my husband’s name of

Ho‘omanawanui—is, “So your last name is

Meyer. That’s not Hawaiian. Look at you, fair

skin.” I grew up with green eyes, kind of

light hair, and white skin, and I’ve been used

to being called a haole pretty much my

whole life. Even though I do speak the 

language, even though I have danced hula,

even though I teach Hawaiian studies, I still

get called haole based on how I look. And at

the same time, I have a husband who is pure

Hawaiian who gets called kua‘äina because

of how he looks. I was challenged the other

semester with: Do you know your other sides

as well as you know your Hawaiian side?

And I tell my students, Yeah, okay, I’m not

pure Hawaiian, but I was born in these

islands, I was raised in these islands by my

father’s family. My father’s Hawaiian. My

haole mother gave up her land and her 

culture and her status in her society to come

here and be a haole wife to a Hawaiian man

and go into this family. And if I were the

same person but we lived in California or

somewhere else, but I had the same family, 

I would be different. I wouldn’t be teaching

Hawaiian studies, because I would be shaped

and molded in a different context.

But because I have been privileged to have

been raised here by my Hawaiian family, 

I feel a particular obligation to my Hawaiian

heritage. But at the same time, there are 

different areas where each of us who is not

so-called “pure Hawaiian” (whatever that

means) isn’t an expert. For me, Hawaiian 

language is very important, but I don’t feel a

need to be a wonderful speaker in order to

feel Hawaiian. I don’t get caught up in that

dilemma, probably because I’m not a 
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language teacher. One of the interesting

things Laiana brought up is, even though we

have diversity of thought and of occupation,

many of us take pride in working ourselves

to know what we know and be the best that

we absolutely can. So even though for me 

I don’t pick up the language kuleana for

myself for a lot of reasons, I respect those

who do, and I understand that idea of 

striving for perfection, to excel at what we

do. If we’re gonna do hewa, we’re going to

do it all the way. We not going half-ass

hewa, we going do ‘em all da way. Das from

da perspective of a fifteen-year-old Hawaiian

girl. If we’re going stay out after curfew, we

not going come home five minutes late, we

come home da next day.

So whether we do the pono thing or the

hewa thing—or whatever terms—we excel at

it. We push ourselves and we try very hard.

And there are Hawaiians who don’t even

think that language is an important issue,

but they’re caught up in something else

that’s very important, like land rights 

or navigation or lo‘i or something else, and

that’s the interesting thing about our culture

today. We have this drive for excellence in

what we do, even though we don’t all 

pursue the same thing, and I think that’s

important. We have problems not just about

not feeling Hawaiian with what we know or

what we do, but also in how we look. We

accept the colonizer’s viewpoint for our own

sometimes.

So there’s this whole other idea of kuleana—

how we treat each other, how we’ve been

treated by outsiders, as well as what we

know and what we do. And all of these

things get mixed into very different experi-

ences. Our experiences have been both 

positive and negative. There are all of these

things that we’re struggling with. That’s

something that I personally find very intrigu-

ing, to see how we all deal with these issues.

Left to right, back row: Stacey Leong,

Noelani Arista, Michael Puleloa, Leslie

Stewart, Ku‘ualoha Ho‘omanawanui; front

row: Laiana Wong, Lisa Kanae, Nohealani

Kawahakui, Mähealani Dudoit
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kanalu
I am a kaukau ali‘i descendant through my
maternal great-grandfather, whose ancestors
served the ali‘i nui in the district of South Kona
on the Island of Hawai‘i at a place called
Näpo‘opo‘o. I also descend from native
Hawaiians who lived in South Kohala during
the last century. The Hawaiian ancestry serves
as a reminder that what is past can inform life
in the present and positively affect one’s life.

I was born in Honolulu and raised in different
districts within the city limits. My family
moved several times and I attended different
schools until the sixth grade. From seventh
grade on, I went to The Kamehameha Schools

and graduated in 1972. I then enrolled at the
University of Hawai‘i, where I majored in 
psychology. I received my B.A. in 1976, and in

1979 I finished requirements for a Master’s in
counseling and guidance. After working as a
counselor for about a year, I left that profession 

after discovering that such work was too 
emotionally draining.

Other jobs filled the time, and in 1988 I went
back to school at UH in pursuit of a doctorate
in Pacific Islands history. The degree was 
completed in 1995. In the fall of 1998, my first
book was released. Entitled Rethinking the
Native Hawaiian Past, it examines the particu-
lar kaukau ali‘i line to which I am related.

The theoretical foundation for understanding
this subgroup of chiefs comes from the mean-
ings in Hawaiian words as they are applied to
an analysis of the kaukau ali‘i. The word 

meanings enable a process I call haku mo‘olelo
(to compose accounts of the past). Just as the
process of haku produces a mele or a lei, it can

similarly serve as a method to produce an
account of the past that approaches subject
matter from a decidedly Native Hawaiian

Pule no ke Ea
(Prayer for Sovereignty)

K a n a l u  Y o u n g  •  K a n a l u  Y o u n g  •  K a n a l u  Y o u n g  •  K a n a l u  Y o u n g
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point of view. In Rethinking the Native
Hawaiian Past, I argue that the past itself is a
precious ancestral legacy to be cared for and
passed on to future generations.

I enjoy haku mele and oli in my spare time and
have recently developed an extremely meaning-
ful belief system for better spiritual health in
daily living. It is based on the concept of being
ecumenical. As many küpuna believed, there
was but one source of  spiritual life force,
although different people took different paths
to that source. Consequently, an acceptance of
Christianity did not preclude the practice of
ancient spiritual traditions and vice versa. I
draw from more than one system of belief
(Episcopal Christianity and Native Hawaiian
spiritualism) and incorporate the two systems
into a relevant set of principles by which to live
each day to its fullest.

Without the maintenance of pono in the three
concentric circles of life—physical, mental,
and spiritual—the ability to take complete
advantage of life’s gifts, challenges, and bless-
ings would not be possible. My ecumenical
outlook allows for such a possibility.

I look forward to a long and productive career
as a professor of Hawaiian studies. Nineteen
ninety-eight marks the seventh year I’ve spent
as a faculty member of the Center for
Hawaiian Studies at the University of
Hawai‘i–Mänoa. With Akua’s support, there
will be many more.

The Hawaiian sovereignty movement has

made many strides over the years. With

these successes has come an increased

awareness of the meaning and implications

of sovereignty for ‘Öiwi Maoli and for the

community at large. There have also been

times, however, that severe conflicts

between sovereignty initiatives or serious

disagreements between the citizens of the

various initiatives and the representatives of

the American government (Federal, State,

and local) have led to worse, not better, 

conditions for Native Hawaiians. The mele

“Pule no ke Ea” prays that the quest for

nationhood, self-determination, and 

sovereignty remain based on aloha and the

principle of pono, despite differences of

opinion that will, and must, arise. The

process, if it is truly native-driven, demands

diverse points of view. The mele simply asks

all manifestations of Akua to strengthen 

the process, the people, and the spirit within

the movement.

The prayer also asks that everyone avoid

what is sometimes tempting in the heat of

“battle”—to ridicule, accuse, and express

hatred—and, instead, to awaken and show

mutual support and to gather together in

the spirit of self-determination. The refer-

ence to Mauna‘ala, the Royal Mausoleum in

Nu‘uanu on the island of O‘ahu, focuses on

the source of sovereignty—the mana in our

leaders from times past—and weaves the

desire for independence with the hope that

today’s leaders conduct themselves properly.

“Lanakila” is the name of the wind in the

area of Mauna‘ala and means “victory,”

referring to the Mausoleum’s symbolic

importance, as well as for success in the

struggle to restore our nationhood. The last

line of each verse continues the prayer that

thoughts, feelings, and opinions behind our
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movement live forever within our collective

na‘au as a people. Until we achieve our goal,

every effort, large and small, has the 

potential to move us forward in some way.

The second verse begins with a direct appeal

to Akua to guide us in all we do for this

cause. It also asserts the view that fear is

slowly but surely disappearing, but can be

replaced by hope. Similarly, the prayer asks

for an end to the hurt of a century of

oppression, both subtle and overt, that

began on January 17, 1893, when the

Hawaiian Kingdom was overthrown. In place

of the hurt, we pray that positive mana‘o of,

for, and about sovereignty live on.

This mele received first life from a melody

composed by Jon Kamakawiwo‘ole Osorio.

When he shared the music with me, its

anthem-like mood prompted the themes 

captured in the mele’s lyrics, including the

broader appeal for prayer. The music

informed my choice of words and solidified

the bond between chords from the guitar

and word meanings from my na‘au.

Personal inspiration for the lyrics come

directly from the life and times of my 

maternal great-grandfather, who wanted to

come to Honolulu from Lahaina to defend

the Queen when the provisional government

was declared in 1893. But his father 

reminded him that although the situation

was extremely serious, a 14-year-old boy’s

place was at home with his ‘ohana. On the

other hand, a family member from the 

other side of my ‘ohana, my maternal great-

grandmother, supported the provisional 

government. While the idea of a Hawaiian

supporting the overthrow seems unbeliev-

able, it demonstrates how perplexing this

issue was to some, although most Hawaiians

were entirely opposed to the takeover.

It is impossible to relive the past, but an

extremely valuable source of knowledge lies

in days gone by. I pray that we find what we

seek and, in the course of doing so, remain

committed to the principle of pono and the

expression of aloha.
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Pule no ke Ea
(Prayer for Sovereignty)

E käko‘o mai

E ala,

Launa pü…

‘O Mauna‘ala

I ke Ea

Pä mai nei ka Lanakila ë

I mau mai ka mana‘o.

Noi aku iä ‘Oe

E alaka‘i nö

Nalo ka maka‘u lä

A pau ka ‘eha o ka lä

I mau mai ka mana‘o.

Show support

Wake up,

Gather as one…

Mauna‘ala

In spirit

Wind blows

To further the feeling.

You are asked

To lead

Disappearing fear

Hurt from that day ceases

To further the idea.
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manu
M a n u  A l u l i  M e y e r  •  M a n u  A l u l i  M e y e r  •  M a n u  A l u l i  M e y e r

The Very Act

Multiple Realities

Manu Aluli Meyer is from Mökapu, on the
island of O‘ahu, and currently lives in Hilo
Pali Kü, on the island of Hawai‘i, where she
teaches in the Education Department at the
University of Hawai‘i-Hilo. She is on the cusp
of life-changing revelations and believes in the
ideas of sustainability and community.

She is a water and stone woman.
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Multiple Realities

Go there to wait for me.

Pull me back from the stench of my ego.

And if you find me unresponsive, breathe

the long breath

and save my soul.

Unshackling the burdens, I enter a room

three feet above the ground. I hear a

haunting

lullaby, born from some past time,

floating on the kehau breeze that politely

knocks

on my window.

Opened to it all. Secrets of eternity revealed.

A feast set before me and all I notice is

the truth of it, the liberation in it, the

beauty of it.

The lines of poetry hold the answers.

They enter consciousness slowly and

deliberately.

I am released from the tension and now join

all the angels that risked heaven for that

moment

with still mind,

perfect god.

The Very Act

The largeness of life revealed…there in

the green expanse of outdoors, there under

a sea shelf rich with ancient foods.

The waters stir. Echos of a nose flute

skip along its skin. Memory lifted, hope

renewed, smallness put aside.

Rich mind, fertile mind, awake mind.

Waiting for spoken poetry to unlock the

images

that tie us to all natural thoughts, all

common pathways.

Who helps us unlatch our inhibitions? When

did we shackle our souls? Where is the boat

that will bring us back to shore?

Death reveals our urgency and lays open

our options hidden in the seduction of

modernity.

How, then, do we choose?

Where is our understanding of these things;

how are we changed by the very act?
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kalaemaka
My name is Anthony Kalaemaka Kekona Jr.
I’ve been in prison since I was 24 years old. I’m
45. I spent 15 years in the mainland prisons
before coming home to Maui in 1992.

I’m sovereign Native Hawaiian, born and
raised on Maui, from Kahakuloa village, where
all my tütüs are from.

My pieces are from stories told by mouth to
me as a youngster. In Kahakuloa, there’s many
that’s from the ‘äina and the sea. So I sit and I

dream, and it comes out of the pen onto the
paper. I do dots like the Tibetans do when
they shake colored sand onto their art work,

one grain at a time.

I was inspired by a grade school teacher who

resides at Näpili, Maui. Her name is Mrs.
Katherine Schuman.

Anthony Kalaemaka Kekona Jr .  •  Anthony Kalaemaka Kekona Jr .  •  Anthony Kalaemaka Kekona Jr .  

Wäkea & Papa

He‘e Nalu

Piko (Häloa)

‘Aumäkua
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He’e Nalu
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Piko (Häloa)
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Carving a Hawaiian Aesthetic

Contemporary Hawaiian artists challenge the old notions
of art. Will others be able to see their vision?

mähealani
I am from the big Dudoit ‘ohana, born and
raised on the island of O‘ahu (Kaläkaua
Housing, Pälolo, Waipahu, ‘Äliamanu). But
because I’m nïele, I travelled a lot. I left home
when I was eighteen, with a one-way ticket to
Switzerland, a little bit of kälä, and plenny
naiveté. I fell in love with many different
places, music, art, food… I’m pulled to the
indigenous heart of a culture.

After many years travelling and working all
over the world, I came back home and started
school at UH-Mänoa at the age of thirty-three.
I still travel, mostly during school breaks, a lot
in the islands. I believe my journeys in the

world have only helped me to love and 
understand Hawai‘i more, and to deepen the
happiness I find in my connection to this ‘äina.

D .  M ä h e a l a n i  D u d o i t  •  D .  M ä h e a l a n i  D u d o i t  •  D .  M ä h e a l a n i  D u d o i t

“Carving a Hawaiian Aesthetic” is a piece I
wrote in early 1998, when I took my first 
university art class. It was also the first art class
ever taught at the university that was dedicat-
ed to Hawaiian perspectives.
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Carving a Hawaiian Aesthetic

Every morning before I get down to work, I

go through a ritual of sweeping and dusting,

brewing tea, walking through my garden

and, if I remember, praying to the ‘aumäkua.

This last act is perhaps the most important,

yet the one I most easily forget to do. The

‘aumäkua, I figure, will be here despite

myself. That is the excuse I give for my 

laziness, partly because I believe it to be

true, but also partly because the praying has

yet to achieve the kind of reality that, say,

sweeping the floor, already possesses.

Nä ‘aumäkua mai ka lä hiki a ka lä kau,

Mai ka ho‘oku‘i a ka häläwai.

You ancestral gods from the rising to the

setting sun,

From the zenith to the horizon!

Nä ‘aumäkua iä ka hina kua, iä ka hina alo,

Iä ka’a ‘äkau i ka lani.

You ancestral gods who stand at our back

and at our front,

You gods who stand at our right hand!

From the bedroom window of my small

house in the middle of Mänoa Valley on the

leeward side of the island of O‘ahu, I can see

almost without obstruction the peak called

Könähuanui, the highest point in the

Ko‘olaus. Könähuanui gathers together the

winds travelling towards us from the north-

east and turns them into clouds. Könähuanui

is also the source of the waters that run

through the little stream near my house that

my companion and I dug open in spots

among the clusters of Job’s tears and reeds

to create lo‘i for taro. I am not sure if the

taro will live. That depends on the good

graces of both humans and gods. Yet I

refuse to believe that their condition is 

fragile, although I more and more believe

that it will depend on my remembering 

nä ‘aumäkua.

Nä ‘aumäkua iä ka hina kua, iä ka hina alo,

Iä ka’a ‘äkau i ka lani.

‘O kïhä i ka lani,

‘Owë i ka lani,

Nunulu i ka lani,

Käholo i ka lani.

You ancestral gods who stand at our back

and at our front,

You gods who stand at our right hand!

A breathing in the heavens,

A murmuring in the heavens,

A clear, ringing voice in the heavens,

A voice reverberating in the heavens!

Recently I have been saying these words as I

work at my table that sits beside my patch of

parsley and beets and behind a screen of

trees that borders a path running alongside

the stream. Many people in the neighbor-

hood walk the path to get to the public park

on the other side—parents with their dogs

and children or groups of boys and girls.

Often I hear them commenting, always

favorably, on the taro. But I’ve yet to hear a

single comment on the praying. I think they

do not know what it is I am doing.

My work these days has been to plait strands

of hau for the making of a cape. After soak-

ing the strands in water, I twist them into a

strong cordage between which I will weave

aerial roots of the banyan tree, a traditional

kapa design in marine-blue cloth, strips of

paper with words and photos imprinted on

them, and the delicate skeletons of leaves I

gathered with my companion one windy day

in the mountains nearby. The piece will be

called “mo‘okü‘auhau”—genealogy.
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The cape is my first piece of “contemporary

Hawaiian art.” I have made other things I call

“art” or “artistic”—bamboo nose flutes, ‘ohe

käpala, kïkepa I paint with acrylics or bathe in

natural plant dyes. But these are largely rec-

ognized as traditional Hawaiian objects,

despite the use of acrylics or cotton fabric or

my Swiss Army knife. The cape would also

normally be considered “traditional,” but

what distinguishes it from my flutes or kïkepa

has something to do with the direction it is

reaching towards. Traditional Hawaiian art

reaches back—or Hawaiians would say i mua,

towards the things in front of us—with the

goal of rediscovering or recreating something

from the past. It attempts to articulate its 

existence in our ancestral language.

Contemporary Hawaiian art also reaches

towards the past, but in order to translate our

traditions into the language of today.

Whereas, for instance, with the kïkepa I’ve

made so far I have been concerned with 

replicating the designs my ancestors had 

created and used in their kapa-making in

order to understand and appreciate their

world, a kïkepa as a piece of contemporary

art would take some of those designs or

methods and transform them into an object

that has not yet been seen. That transforma-

tion is an expression of my condition as a

Hawaiian in contemporary times and, by

extension, an expression of the contemporary

condition of the Hawaiian people in general.

I am not the only Hawaiian who is new to

this kind of work. Hawaiians who considered

themselves “artists” only began to become

visible as a force about twenty-five or so

years ago, when they organized themselves

into a group called Hale Nauä during the

general revival of Hawaiian culture now

known as the Hawaiian Renaissance. The

Renaissance was largely concerned with

recovering our traditions and foundations.

Those who became involved with Hawaiian

artistic expression mostly dealt with repro-

duction. But the formation of Hale Nauä was

the first time a group of Hawaiians publicly

distinguished themselves as contemporary

artists. That was in 1976. Other groups 

followed over the years.

‘Ïmaikalani Kalähele, one of the first 

members of Hale Nauä, told me in a recent

conversation, “Fo’ us guys in contemporary

times, it’s been a trip. From the ’70s

Hawaiians have been redefining who we

are. So things started changing. The cultural

view of our people, the ‘ono [the good

taste], all of a sudden became something

that we wanted to define, not the ‘ono of

da haole. When we talk about ‘art,’ what

dat ‘art’ as maoli [native] people? What is

our taste? What feel good to us? I like hair.

So I’m working on a piece wit’ hair…”

‘Ïmai’s most well-known pieces are perma-

nent marker-and-pen drawings of warriors,

sharks, mo‘o, city slums, human insects, 

petroglyph symbols, and kapa designs. His

central figures are reminiscent of the 

artist—tall and imposing, with the same 

wild mass of coarse Hawaiian hair, the same

side chops, the same aura of strength and

stubbornness.

In elaborating on his work, he spoke about

the concept of the image: “When you read

da word ki‘i, what dat mean, ki‘i, image? Ki‘i

is take pictcha, ki‘i is pound rock, ki‘i is also

being in da right place when da shadow hit

da right spot, and you go, ‘Ho!’ Image

is...song. Image is...poetry. Image is 

whatevah stimulates something inside of

you, whether you see it, hear it, feel it, smell

it, taste it. These are all images. And den

maoli images? These are our images. Da

European images were color, shape, form,
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balance, ka mea, ka mea, ka mea. Okay!

Right on! Us guys, we dealt with other

images also. We dealt with smell, taste,

sound. We dealt with these other things. Fo’

me art is ‘ono. Art is not doctrine. If I wuz to

take dis term ‘art’ and move it into 

something Hawaiian—we no mo’ one word

named ‘art’—I would have to put it into a

place like ‘ono. And for me, wat dat is is

dealing with stuff dat’s more primal dan

intellectual. Fo’ me, if we go call something

art, if no mo ‘ihi [inner substance], you

might as well sell Coke, Bic pens. Because

nice image, look sharp, heavy li’ dat, but if

da ting no say not’ing, it’s like saying, ‘Plop,

plop! Fizz, fizz!’ So fo’ me art gotta make da

‘ono. ‘Cause if not, it’s all bourgeois stuff.”

Both Hawaiians and non-Hawaiians have

agonized over the absence of a Hawaiian

equivalent to the word “art.” Some have

simply concluded that because there was no

concept in ancient Hawai‘i of an object

judged on its formal and aesthetic qualities

alone, there was therefore no such thing as

art. That logic fails to appreciate the fact

that while aesthetic quality was most 

decidedly important to ancient Hawaiian

sensibilities, it always functioned in 

conjunction with a practical, spiritual, or

symbolic capacity, whether secular or sacred.

The same was true for the word “artist.”

Individuals were recognized as being good

at hana no‘eau, or “skilled work,” but their

activities were appreciated for their 

functional, as well as aesthetic, strengths.

One of the important things about contem-

porary Hawaiian artists is that although they

define themselves as such—as distinguished

from the “skilled workers” of the world of

their ancestors or even from the “traditional

artists” of today—there is a sensibility

among many of them that equally 

distinguishes them from the western artist.

Pi‘ikea Clark, teacher of the first course in

contemporary Hawaiian art taught at the

university level (and in which I am currently

a student), speaks about the distinction in

terms of a lived, cultural difference. His

course became the battleground for 

the deep discontent long harbored among

Hawaiian art students regarding the 

underlying assumption of the University of

Hawai‘i’s Art Department that Hawaiians

only produced “folk art,” never “fine art.”

“The course, I think, has been in the minds

and hearts of many Hawaiians who’ve

passed through this particular department,”

he told me one day when I went to visit him

in the fiber arts lab, where he was simmer-

ing a large pot of stewy-smelling wauke

which he would later transform into sheets

of cloth. “And they’ve benefited by what the

department’s had to offer them. But at a

certain point in their growth, they 

recognized that what they were being fed

was an external point of view, one that was

imposed on them from an American 

curriculum, an American philosophy of our 

curriculum. Not that there’s anything wrong

with that, but I suppose questions were

being raised in many of our people who’d

gone through here. Questions like, What

about our own? What about our own 

aesthetic? What about our own condition?

What about our own culture which is 2,000

years old? Why is it that in the Art

Department of the University of Hawai‘i only

one course existed before this course that

was dedicated to Hawaiian culture and that

course is in art history, and it goes from

about 1778 back as far as it can go?

Meaning that our culture and our people no

longer exist as a living, breathing body. That

course is looking at our people, at our 

culture, as if it were frozen in time—very
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much an anthropological view of us. And

while the professor does the best that she

can, the professor’s from somewhere else.

She can’t but treat the subject matter as an

observer, rather than as a practicing mem-

ber, a participating member of that society.”

Although Pi‘ikea insists that the Hawaiian

art community (and he always uses this

phrase as if it were a coherent whole) 

refuses to define contemporary art in terms

of giving restraint to its form, he is equally

insistent that there is what might be called a

genealogical difference between Hawaiian

artists who participate in a Western tradition

and those who participate in a Hawaiian 

tradition. One day in class he brought up the

fact that only a single Hawaiian had been

included in the art exhibit held at the

Academy of Arts three years ago entitled

“Encounters with Paradise.” That man was

Joseph Näwahï, who lived in the second half

of the last century and who was famous

then, and now, for his brilliance as an 

orator, educator, intellectual, politician, 

editor, and for being one of the first

Hawaiians to become a lawyer (a position he

achieved through self-instruction). Näwahï

was also deeply beloved by the Hawaiian

community, and his death when he was only

in his forties, at a critical juncture in Hawaiian

history, in the aftermath of the overthrow of

Queen Lili‘uokalani, caused an outpouring of

public and private grief. Näwahï was famous

for all these things, but he was not famous

for his hana no‘eau. In fact, he only painted

six known pieces. Yet one of them, “Hilo

from Coconut Island,” made it into the

Encounters with Paradise exhibit.

The title of the exhibit already hints at

something not quite honorable in its focus,

the kind of anthropological approach Pi‘ikea

talked about when describing the problem

with the University of Hawai‘i’s Art

Department. And Näwahï’s piece seems to

take that approach. The subject is a

Hawaiian one—a view of Hilo Bay and town

with Mauna Kea in the background. But the

moment I laid eyes on it I was struck by how

much it looked like the works of the Dutch

masters. There is something definitely

impressive about Näwahï’s painting, the

same “something” that impresses me about

the Dutch or other European realist painters.

But that is also the problem. There is 

nothing in it besides its subject that 

distinguishes it as Hawaiian. Pi‘ikea put it

this way: “For me Näwahï’s painting was an

exercise in learning through the West, 

learning his land and what was relevant to

him through the West. And so the entire

viewpoint, the entire way of looking at his

landscape was through that filter. The clues

that come to me are linear perspective,

structure, space, the way in which he struc-

tured the space and captured time. To me,

Joseph Näwahï’s piece was an exercise in

seeing and understanding the world, his

world, from a Western standpoint.”

Like Joseph Näwahï, Pi‘ikea is himself a 

cultural landmark. He even appears larger

than life—a tall, athletic, tan-skinned man

with features eerily suggestive of the ki‘i

that once stood guard over the heiau,

although the intensity and ferocity of his

features are belied by the gentle nature for

which many know him. In all our conversa-

tions, I sense that he is fully conscious of the

kuleana (a word denoting both “privilege”

and “responsibility”) he carries with him as a

leading contemporary Hawaiian artist and as

an intellectual. He has already told me in so

many words that he felt it was his responsi-

bility to bring into existence the first con-

temporary Hawaiian art course ever offered

at the highest institution of learning in the
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State. The birth of the course was achieved

only after a lengthy battle with the 

department, which Pi‘ikea fought with all

the conviction and political savvy of a hero

like Näwahï.

The history of discontent among Hawaiian

art students at the University of Hawai‘i has

been a long one, but it was brought to a

head with Pi‘ikea’s thesis exhibition in 1996,

an installation reinterpreting a myth of the

creation of the Hawaiian people. The 

installation, as Pi‘ikea puts it, was more a

contemporary Hawaiian “ritual” than an art

work per se. Its central element was a 

twenty-by-twenty-feet large human form

shaped on the ground in the style of a 

petroglyph and using black and red volcanic

cinder. Four fourteen-feet high ‘anu‘u

towers representing the four major

Hawaiian gods stood at the earth’s cardinal

points on the extremities of the human 

figure. A ti-leaf enclosure was constructed

around the installation, imposing a kapu on

the area. When the installation was set up in

the third-floor roof courtyard of the Art

building, it was accompanied by a ritual of

chanting and hula. The position and 

performance were highly intentional, Pi‘ikea

tells me, a challenge to the Art Department

to reach beyond the limitations of the 

“ceiling” that Western art normally imposes.

“I planned with my thesis exhibition that I

would call my department to the mat,”

Pi‘ikea says. “And what I was calling them

about is that out of the faculty of twenty-

seven, something like twenty-three of them

were from America and were white. I was

calling them to the numbers of Hawaiian

students and graduates, the numbers of

Hawaiian faculty, and the failure of this

department to reconcile its location in the

Pacific. I called them out publicly through

the venue of my exhibition. Then following

that I submitted a course proposal to the

curriculum committee while they were a 

little bit off balance. The proposal was, ‘Here

is a course for you. You don’t have to write

it. You don’t have to do anything about it.

This course is what we [the Hawaiian artists]

have all designed. We’ve all had a hand in it.

And if you just approve it, then you’re on

your way to beginning, just beginning, to

diversify this department in terms not only

of its curriculum offerings to the students,

but to faculty points of view.”

Pi‘ikea also told the department that their

adoption of the course would be the begin-

ning, rather than the end, of the process to

remedy the historical neglect of Hawaiians

at the university. “There’s only one point of

view in this department,” he tells me, “and

what does that say about the knowledge

that they’re imparting? Is it knowledge, or is

it propaganda? As far as I’m concerned, it’s

propaganda. It’s a lovely and amazing 

aesthetic, a fully developed one, a very 

intellectual one, one that has achieved great

strides and great achievements. But it isn’t

the only aesthetic. And by brainwashing

these students from Hawai‘i or from the

mainland into thinking it is, the department

is doing Hawaiians, doing everyone that

comes through, a great disservice. We’re not

providing a true education. We’re brain-

washing them.”

Pi’ikea succeeded in establishing the course.

He attributes his success partially to timing:

“I just think that the reason this class exists

at the present time has much to do with the

larger environment or condition of our 

people, the movement towards some type of

self-determination, some type of sovereign-

ty. In a sense, this course is an example of

educational sovereignty, education in terms
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of art or visual language. I feel myself a

member of a large or growing group and I

just felt that my focus was more pronounced

in that direction and that it reflects a 

feeling, a collective feeling, in our communi-

ty. And I’ve had the good fortune of much

support from our community and much help

just from dialogue over the years about how

a course like this should be constructed.”

But the ink has yet to dry on the pages of

the class’s history. The department has made

it clear that they never promised to continue

offering the course beyond the present

semester and for the time being they are

treating it as a “special project” that will

need to undergo further review. In the

meantime, we continue with our work.

It could be said that Joseph Näwahï, Pi‘ikea

Clark, and ‘Ïmaikalani Kalähele are products

of their time, merely reacting in predictable

ways to the great social movements into

which they happened to have been born. 

I think it is more true to say that these men

came at a time when they were individually

needed, when their people required them to

move the community in a certain direction. 

I would also say that that is art. Art is not

about color or shape or form. It is ultimately

not even about the thing that gets put

down on paper, or made into an object, or

carved into a stone. Art is the life that made

that thing of paper or clay or stone. It is the

lives that the individual life is moving 

forward into another stage of being.

I am one of those lives, and I am convinced

that I was drawn to be with those others in

that otherwise everyday classroom because

our collective energies were absolutely

required to be there. 

I am right now making the cape for our first

project. The theme: the story of our ances-

tors. Before I begin, I try to remember my

prayer:

Nä ‘aumäkua mai ka lä hiki a ka lä kau...

Eia ka pulapula a ‘oukou, nä ‘öiwi

o Hawai‘i nei.

E mälama ‘oukou iä mäkou.

E ulu i ka lani,

E ulu i ka honua,

E ulu i ka pae ‘äina o Hawai‘i.

E hö mai i ka ‘ike,

E hö mai i ka ikaika,

E hö mai i ke akamai,

E hö mai i ka maopopo pono,

E hö mai i ka ‘ike päpälua,

E hö mai i ka mana.

You ancestral gods from the rising to the

setting sun...

Here are your children, the native people of

Hawai‘i.

Safeguard us!

That we may grow in the heavens,

That we may grow on the earth,

That we may flourish in the islands of Hawai‘i!

Grant us knowledge,

Grant us strength,

Grant us intelligence,

Grant us true understanding,

Grant us the gift of second sight,

Grant us spiritual power!

In this cape there will be stories of life and

death, birth, marriage, a man who pledged

his loyalty to his sovereign, another man

who defied that sovereign. There will be

murder, insanity, desertion. There will be

love and happiness. There will be homelands

left, homelands returned to, homelands in

which to be buried. There will be stories,

many stories. And the cape itself will be one

of those stories.
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haunani-kay
Night Is a Sharkskin Drum

Night is a sharkskin drum

sounding our bodies black

and gold.

All is aflame

the uplands a shush

of wind.

From Halema‘uma‘u

our fiery Akua comes:

E Pele ë,

E Pele ë,

E Pele ë.

Haunani-Kay Trask is a Native Hawaiian
nationalist and author of a book of feminist
theory, Eros and Power; a book of political
analysis,  From a Native Daughter; and a book
of poetry, Light in the Crevice Never Seen.

H a u n a n i - K a y  T r a s k  •  H a u n a n i - K a y  T r a s k  •  H a u n a n i - K a y  T r a s k

Night Is a Sharkskin Drum

Born in Fire

who would find the midnight
rainbow
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Born in Fire

Born in fire

you came through

the mountainous dead

to find sandalwood

forests, skeins of fern

the plump pulu

of the häpu‘u.

Flickering lehua

guided you here.

Stay, now, within

the trembling breast

of Pele, steaming her

breath into the trees

drawing your fires

to her craterous womb

consuming your passionate heat.

who would find the
midnight rainbow

for Damien

who would find the midnight

rainbow, lei of Pana’ewa?

who would follow

Höpoe’s forest,

shimmering with Hina?

who would seek the woman

of Kïlauea, smoldering

in her caldera?

who would oli

in the bosom of Pele

wreathed in flame?
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‘ïmaikalani
Two thousand years of evolution have brought
us to stand at the edge of tradition. The next
two thousand years insist we step over...

‘ Ï m a i k a l a n i  K a l ä h e l e  •  ‘ Ï m a i k a l a n i  K a l ä h e l e  •  ‘ Ï m a i k a l a n i  K a l ä h e l e

First came the lure of “benefits.”

Before had England

A poem for Kalama Valley
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First came the lure of “benefits.”

Then came the käki‘o.

I wonder how come

when electric power

came to the windward side

they stopped planting food

and started to grow houses.

First come the “benefits”

then come the käki‘o.
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Before had England

even before had

Jesus!

there was a voice

and the voice was

maoli.
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A poem for Kalama Valley

In the beginning

there was a word.

And the word was good.

And that word was

“Huli.”

And that, my brothers,

was the beginning.
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kau‘i

‘O ke au i hala ka lamakü, ke ala i ke

kupukupu, goes a Hawaiian saying. The 

past is the beacon that will guide us into 

the future. August 12, 1998, marks the 

centennial of the purported annexation of

the Hawaiian Islands to the United States.

But to truly appreciate the significance of

this day, we must understand what 

transpired in the past.

A hundred years ago, on August 12, 1898,

during annexation ceremonies at ‘Iolani

Palace, two figures stood on a platform

before an international gathering. Sanford

B. Dole and U.S. Minister Harold Sewall

exchanged treaty ratifications annexing the

Hawaiian Islands to the United States. Or so

it appeared. But did the exchange truly 

constitute a treaty of annexation? And did

K a u ‘ i  P .  G o o d h u e  •  K a u ‘ i  P .  G o o d h u e  •  K a u ‘ i  P .  G o o d h u e  •  K a u ‘ i  P .  G o o d h u e

We Are Who We Were:
From Resistance to Affirmation

We Are Who We Were:
From Resistance to Affirmation
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Hawai‘i truly become a territory of the

United States?

What is a treaty? A treaty, in its simplest

terms, is a contract or agreement between

two nations. Under international law and

practice, a simple three-step process is all

that is required for a treaty to be legal and

binding. First, a representative from the

executive branch of each nation signs and

consents to a written agreement. This signed

agreement is then submitted to the two

respective countries for ratification, or

approval. In the United States, that approval

is based on a two-thirds vote of the Senate.

With both countries having consented to the

terms and conditions of the agreement, all

that remains to consummate the treaty is for

both countries to exchange copies of the 

ratified agreement. That agreement, 

under international law, is then considered

to be a bona fide and legally binding 

contract, or treaty.

In 1849, a treaty of friendship, commerce, and

navigation between the United States of

America and His Majesty Kamehameha III was

signed in Washington, D.C. Ratification by

both countries were exchanged in Honolulu on

August 24, 1850, and the treaty was enforced

from that date for a term of ten years or

longer, or until either party gave notice to the

other of its intention to terminate. By the late

1800s, the Hawaiian Kingdom enjoyed the 

distinction of being a member of the family 

of nations, having entered into treaties with

twenty foreign powers.

Immediately following the treasonous 

overthrow of Queen Lili‘uokalani in January

1893, enemies of the Kingdom, now calling

themselves the “Provisional Government,”

departed for Washington, D.C., to sign a

treaty of annexation with the United States.

Their intention was to achieve annexation at

any cost. However, before the U.S. Senate

could ratify the proposed treaty, newly 

elected President Grover Cleveland, 

confronted with the facts of the overthrow,

withdrew the treaty from further considera-

tion and vowed never to allow the treaty of

annexation to be resubmitted to Congress.

Having failed at this first attempt to obtain a

treaty of annexation with the United States,

the Provisional Government on July 4, 1894,

declared itself to be the Republic of Hawai‘i

and maintained its opposition to the restora-

tion of the government of the Hawaiian

Kingdom as called for by President Cleveland.

On June 16, 1897, with Grover Cleveland

now out of office, a second effort to annex

the Hawaiian Islands to the United States

was attempted. A treaty was signed in

Washington, D.C., between representatives

of the self-proclaimed Republic of Hawai‘i

and the newly elected president of the

United States, William McKinley. The follow-

ing day in Washington, her Majesty Queen

Lili‘uokalani submitted a formal letter of

protest to President McKinley, asserting that

this proposed treaty of annexation violated

the existing Treaty of 1850 between the

Hawaiian Kingdom and the United States:

“Because said treaty ignores all professions

of perpetual amity and good faith made by

the United States in former treaties, it is

thereby in violation of international law.

Therefore, I, Liliuokalani of Hawaii, do 

hereby call upon the President to withdraw

said treaty from further consideration. I ask

the honorable Senate of the United States to

decline to ratify that treaty.”

Word of what had transpired in Washington

soon reached the islands. Anticipating that

the U.S. Senate would reconvene in

December to consider this second attempt to
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annexation, an aggressive campaign was 

initiated, intending to fortify the Queen’s

second letter of protest. On September 6,

1897, James Kaulia, President of Hui Aloha

‘Äina (the Hawaiian Patriotic League), gave

a stirring speech before thousands at Palace

Square in Honolulu. He said agreeing to

annexation was like agreeing to being

buried alive, and asserted that a mass refusal

by the people could prevent annexation.

“Let us take up the honorable struggle,”

Kaulia told the crowd in Hawaiian. “Do not

be afraid. Be steadfast in aloha for your land

and be united in thought. Protest forever

the annexation of Hawai‘i until the very last

patriot lives.”

A document addressed to the President and

Senate of the United States, referred to in

Congress as the “monster petition,” was

read and approved at this rally. The petition,

printed in both Hawaiian and English,

protested annexation of the Hawaiian

Islands to the United States of America “in

any form or shape.”

The men and women of Hui Aloha ‘Äina,

through the efforts of many loyal and 

dedicated Hawaiian subjects, launched a 

full-scale petition drive that lasted 

approximately two months. They went from

island to island, from shore to shore, leaving

no stone unturned in their efforts to 

document opposition to the proposed treaty.

By November 1897, members of Hui Aloha

‘Äina had successfully gathered the signa-

tures of over 21,000 patriots. In a joint effort,

Hui Kälai‘äina also gathered nearly 17,000

signatures through their own petition drive,

which called for restoration of the monarchy.

Together the two organizations collected

over 38,000 signatures out of a total Native

Hawaiian population of about 40,000.

James Kaulia, David Kalauokalani, John

Richardson, and William Auld travelled to

Washington to deliver the petitions to the

U.S. Senate. In December, while they

watched from the gallery, the “monster 

petition” was read on the floor of the

Senate and was formally accepted.

As a result of these protests from the Queen

and her people, the United States Senate

failed to obtain the required two-thirds vote

as mandated by the U.S. Constitution to 

ratify the treaty. By March 1898, the treaty

of annexation was dead.

But expansionists in the U.S. Congress, led by

Senator Morgan, would not let the dream of

annexation die. Within days, they devised a

plan to bypass the requirements of their

own constitution in an effort to annex

Hawai‘i. In March 1898, they introduced

Joint Resolution No. 55 to provide for 

annexing the Hawaiian Islands to the United

States. The joint resolution, otherwise

known as the Newlands Resolution, was

then passed by a simple majority in each

house of Congress and signed by President

McKinley on July 7, 1898.

This was the document presented by U.S.

Minister Harold Sewall to Sanford Dole at

the annexation ceremony on August 12,

1898, to which Dole responded, “I now yield

up to you, representing the government of

the United States, the sovereignty and the

public property of the Hawaiian Islands.”

For the past 100 years, it was assumed 

that Joint Resolution No. 55 possessed the

power and effect of a treaty. However,

according to international law and practice,

it did not. Moreover, under U.S. 

constitutional law, a joint resolution does

not have the power to extend beyond the
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borders of the United States.

Without a treaty of annexation, American

sovereignty cannot exist in these islands.

Nothing has legally transpired which can

affect the lawful existence of the Hawaiian

Kingdom and its subjects. There was no

annexation.

What took place on August 12, 1898, was

nothing more than an illusion, an illusion

that we went from being Hawaiian subjects

to American citizens.

Hawaiians say “häweo” to refer to a glow of

light that makes things visible. It is in the

light of knowledge that the darkness and

confusion of the past 100 years are now

being destroyed and the heroic deeds of our

ancestors are being revealed. The responsi-

bility is now ours to carry on where they left

off. From resistance to affirmation, WE ARE

WHO WE WERE.
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“Colonialism,” as the Kanaka Maoli Tribunal

Kömike has written, “is foreign domination,

subjugation and exploitation of another

people or country. It undermines a people’s

national identity, traditions and culture”

(Kanaka Maoli Tribunal Kömike 1998:8).

Hawai‘i has undoubtedly been dominated by

the United States for a century and a half,

our people and resources subjugated and

exploited. An important part of that 

subjugation was the taking away of our

‘ölelo maoli—our “real language.”

Kenyan author Ngũgï wa Thiong‘o explains

that economic and political control can

never be complete without mental control

(Ngũgï 1986:16). This mental control is

achieved through “the destruction or the

deliberate undervaluing of a people’s 

culture, their art, dances, religions, history,

geography, education, orature and 

literature, and the conscious elevation of the

language of the coloniser” (16). When the

U.S.-identified oligarchy ended Hawaiian-

language public schools in 1896, they ripped

out the bridge to our küpuna, the bridge to

our understanding of ourselves as a people

with a proud past. A generation then grew

up, ignorant for the first time of the lan-

guage and mo‘olelo of their grandparents,

and unable to understand the grief and

undercurrents of rage that must have 

pervaded the lives of their parents and

grandparents who lived through the 

devastating effects of epidemics, denigration

of their customs, and loss of their nation.

Ngũgï has called this experience “a cultural

bomb”: “The effect of a cultural bomb is to

annihilate a people’s belief in their names, 

in their languages, in their environment, in

their heritage of struggle, in their unity, 

in their capacities and ultimately in them-

selves. It makes them see their past as one

wasteland of nonachievement and it makes

˜

˜

˜
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them want to distance themselves from that

wasteland” (3).

Our küpuna of the nineteenth century, 

however, had the skill and determination to

write. They wrote mainly in newspapers, but

also in letters, books, court documents, and

government documents, such as petitions.

They wrote down what had always been in

the oral tradition—mo‘olelo of various sorts.

Mo‘olelo includes legends, histories, biogra-

phies, literature of all kinds. They wrote

about their struggles with the colonizer, the

haole ho‘omakauli‘i ‘äina, the land-coveting

foreigner. They wrote about the ancient 

religion, usually with a note saying they 

didn’t believe in it anymore, but writing in

great detail nevertheless. The prisoners at

Kalaupapa constantly wrote letters to both

newspapers and the Board of Health protest-

ing their confinement and the dismal 

treatment they received. They wrote mele

and oli in honor of ali‘i and loved ones. They

wrote their own geography, recorded the

ancient names of places, rocks, winds, rains,

groves of useful trees such as hala (pan-

danus) and ‘ohe (bamboo). They wrote their

history in genealogies. They wrote their

protests of the Masters and Servants Act, 

of foreigners taking positions in the govern-

ment, of the Mahele, of racist mistreatment,

of inaction by haole doctors during 

epidemics, of missionaries’ attempts to ban

their newspaper.

They wrote all this in their own ‘ölelo kumu,

their traditional language. Mostly we do not

know about this history of struggle.

Childrens’ stories and other works thought

to be harmless to the dominant position of

the colonizer have been translated. We have

childrens’ books about Mäui and Pele, for

example. But most of us do not know who

protested the Mahele, who called contract

labor a form of slavery, who was brave

enough to point to esteemed haole in 

contempt, who stood up to the oligarchy in

1894 and were subsequently arrested and

held without bail, who stood by Queen

Lili‘uokalani, whose protest actions in

Washington killed the annexation treaty.

The taking away of the language has

allowed for the education of several genera-

tions using U.S.-produced textbooks in which

none of this history appears. We know there

was a kingdom (we are reminded by the

statue of Kamehameha and ‘Iolani Palace),

and that that kingdom is no longer. Hawai‘i

is called a state of the United States, but we

are taught nothing of how that came to be,

and so we are led to think that there was no

struggle. The educational process tells us

that the transformation from an indepen-

dent kingdom to a part of America had mys-

teriously occurred with no resistance.

Now, because of the hard work of some

Känaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian people) over

the last twenty years, and because of the

persistence of others in keeping the 

language alive over the last hundred years

(sometimes in secret), some of us are able to

read what our küpuna wrote in their own

language. We are rebuilding the bridge,

rock by rock, plank by plank. The following

article is part of that bridge.
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Kanaka Maoli Resistance to
Annexation

Introduction

The purpose of this essay is to document the

organized opposition of Känaka Maoli 

to annexation of their nation by the United

States in 1898. It includes a sketch of 

the events that led up to the U.S.-backed 

overthrow of Queen Lili‘uokalani and then a

more detailed account of resistance to the

annexation, which was accomplished five

years later. Attached is a brief chronology of

important events (Appendix A), designed to

be a guide to which the reader may refer

while reading the essay, and a glossary of

Hawaiian terms (Appendix B).

Background

On August 12, 1898, Horace Wright wrote,

“The annexation of Hawai‘i to the United

States should correctly date from 1820, that

date of the landing of Messrs. Bingham and

Thurston, the American missionaries”

(Independent 12 Aug. 1898). He says so pre-

sumably because the American missionaries

played key roles in colonizing the minds and

behavior of Känaka Maoli and molding the

Hawaiian monarchy along European lines.

More importantly, it was under their 

influence that the cooperative land-tenure

system was converted to private property. In

these ways, they and their descendants 

constructed and consolidated their rule over

the people who had welcomed them. In 1887,

their wealthy descendants forced a constitu-

tion on King Kaläkaua that stripped him of

his executive powers and disenfranchised the

majority of Känaka Maoli by imposing wealth

and property qualifications on voters. Känaka

Maoli call this the “Bayonet Constitution”

because it was established through force of

guns rather than through any democratic or

constitutional process.

The same missionary descendants, conspiring

with military assistance from the United

States, forced Lili‘uokalani out of office on

January 17, 1893. An article published in 

San Francisco reported:

When this was accomplished the ami-

able natives found themselves deprived

of the suffrage...and their voice in the

government silenced violently by the

strangers who fed and fattened on their

hospitality. (San Francisco Call 30 Sept.

1897)

The writing of Hawai‘i’s history based on

English-language sources creates narratives

that rationalize colonization and justify the

continued occupation of the islands by the

United States. Most of the English-language

primary sources are newspapers or manu-

scripts written by the colonizers, including

missionaries. Contrary to the impression 

created by mainstream (colonial) histories,

Känaka Maoli were not silent or passive in

any of these events. In fact, they loudly and

in organized ways protested these encroach-

ments upon their rights, their lands, and

their ways of life. When the land-tenure 

system was changed between 1848 and

1850, for example, petitions from Känaka

Maoli poured into the court (Kame‘eleihiwa

1992:338).

The story of resistance that I tell here is

based mainly on accounts from the largely

ignored Hawaiian-language resistance press

of the time. The po‘e aloha ‘äina (Kanaka

Maoli patriots) of the nineteenth century

wrote in Hawaiian out of love for their

mother tongue, but also as a gesture of

political resistance, and out of a desire to

keep the language and culture alive. Helen
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Geracimos Chapin, historian of Hawai‘i’s

newspapers, writes, “Bush and Näwahï 

[resistance leaders] in 1892 had almost

ceased to carry English columns in their

papers.... The newsmen were making a 

statement that linked the English language

to imperialism” (Chapin 1996:99). Most of

the stories of the po‘e aloha ‘äina, therefore,

were never written in English. An outstand-

ing example is the story of the gathering of

the massive anti-annexation petitions told

later in this paper.

1887–1893 Events Leading to the

Overthrow

King David Kaläkaua was elected during a

time when descendants of missionaries and

other settlers from the U.S. and Europe were

establishing sugar plantations in the islands.

They pressured the King for a reciprocity

treaty with the U.S. so that they could sell

their sugar duty free to the large American

market. King Kaläkaua tried to govern in

ways that benefited Känaka Maoli, while

facing continual conflict with the haole, who

were convinced of their superiority and who

were determined to rule over Känaka Maoli.

Kanaka Maoli historian Jon Osorio says, 

“It was not merely the fate of reciprocity

that drove the haole to ever escalating 

challenges to the King and the Ministry. It

was their sense that the King...[and] the

entire government was a foolish and comic

apparatus without their leadership and 

control” (emphasis added; Osorio 1996:392).

This drive for control culminated in the 

forcing of the Bayonet Constitution upon

Kaläkaua. A conspiracy of haole men, with

support from the U.S. military, took over the

government troops, and “little was left to

the imagination of the hesitant and 

unwilling Sovereign as to what he might

expect in the event of his refusal to comply

with the demands then made upon him”

(Dole 1936:52, quoted in Osorio 1996:430).

Kanaka Maoli scholar Davianna McGregor

notes that, “The initial period of reaction to

the ‘Bayonet’ Constitution and the new

Reform Cabinet was marked by mass 

meetings, petitioning, delegations to the

King, electoral campaigning, and conspiracy”

(McGregor-Alegado 1979:48).

Protests to the Bayonet Constitution gave

rise to the first consciously Kanaka Maoli

political organization, called Hui Kälai‘äina.

D. H. Nähinu of Ho‘okena, island of Hawai‘i,

a former representative in the House of

Nobles, galvanized “Native Hawaiians...[to]

establish their own political association”

(Earle 1993:64–65). Haole newspaper editor

Daniel Lyons used the office where he pro-

duced the Elele to organize Hui Kälai‘äina.

He emphasized that “the executive commit-

tee would be made up only of Hawaiians

and that his role was only to start up the

association” (67).1 At the first meeting of Hui

Kälai‘äina, “estimates of attendance ranged

from 500 to 1500” (70). Newspaper writer

and editor John Ailuene (Edwin) Bush was

elected president of the Hui. He was of both

Kanaka and haole ancestry, and had been

prominent in Kaläkaua’s cabinet.

By June 1888, the Hui had established a 

constitution and a platform for upcoming

elections. Among the issues in the platform

were the preservation of the monarchy,

amendment of the constitution to correct its

injustices to Känaka Maoli, and the 

reduction of property qualifications for 

voters for the House of Nobles.

While Hui Kälai‘äina was preparing for 

elections, Robert Kalanihiapo Wilcox of Maui

grew weary of working quietly and waiting
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patiently for justice. Wilcox was of ali‘i

(royal; noble) ancestry, and had been sent by

Kaläkaua to study at a military academy in

Italy. It was assumed by all that he would

have a respectable position with the govern-

ment when he completed his military and

engineering training. But before Wilcox had

completed his studies, he was abruptly

recalled by the haole oligarchy created by

the Bayonet Constitution. Yet the haole-

controlled government refused to employ

him in any position equal to his qualifica-

tions. In despair over employment prospects,

Wilcox went to San Francisco, where he

obtained a position as a chief civil engineer

(McGregor-Alegado 1979:79). Then in April

1889, he returned to Hawai‘i to help his 

fellow countrymen in the coming elections

(Earle 1993:87).

After his return, Wilcox organized a rifle

association which eventually grew to seventy

or eighty men. He and his men determined

to undo the Bayonet Constitution by the

same means as it had been accomplished—

through threat of violence.

In the early hours of the morning of July

30, Wilcox and his men gained control

of the palace grounds.... [The cabinet]

quickly assembled armed forces to

retake the palace.... [S]hooting broke

out between the government troops

and Wilcox’s men. Several of Wilcox’s

men were killed or seriously wound-

ed…. They were forced to surrender…

and 100 armed soldiers of the U.S.S.

Adams were landed to patrol the

streets. (88)

Neither for the first nor the last time, U.S.

troops were the deciding force in an internal

conflict in Hawai‘i. This is not surprising,

since the perpetrators of the Bayonet

Constitution and the subsequent overthrow

apparently always considered themselves to

be Americans. Many retained their U.S. 

citizenship over generations, sent their 

children to be educated at East Coast prep

schools and colleges, and carefully patrolled

the boundaries that separated themselves

and their children from Känaka Maoli

(Grimshaw 1989). Others accepted Hawaiian

citizenship, but remained loyal to American

values. Several married ali‘i women and thus

gained control over vast acres of land.

After the failed Wilcox Rebellion of 1889,2

Hui Kälai‘äina continued its political work in

an atmosphere even more hostile than

before. The Hui organized “mass, peaceful

protest[s]” to a new version of the U.S.

Reciprocity Treaty, which were “successful in

stalling the treaty negotiations” and which

“inspired the organization of a mass move-

ment for the [coming legislative] elections”

(Earle 1993:96). The Hui, in fact, “became

the main political organization of the

Hawaiian community during the 1890 

election campaign” (McGregor-Alegado

1979:108). The Hui joined forces with the

Mechanics’ and Workingmen’s Political

Protective Union to run candidates friendly

to labor and supportive of revision to the

constitution. Together they formed the

National Reform Party and, in February 1890,

“won a landslide victory” (108). Despite the

victory, however, they did not have enough

power to change the constitution.

Members of Hui Kälai‘äina and men who

would later organize Hui Hawai‘i Aloha

‘Äina, including Joseph Näwahï and James

Kaulia, met in committee “for the purpose

of forming a new constitution” 

(Earle 1993:161). They petitioned King

Kaläkaua, who in turn submitted their 

petition to the legislature. Scholar David

Earle says that “members of the Haole 
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community were alarmed at the idea of a

constitutional convention” (163), so the

American and British commissioners 

intervened by visiting the King to “warn”

him (Kuykendall 1967:463). The move for a

convention ultimately failed in the 

legislature. The National Reform Party did,

however, succeed in getting some laws

passed which were beneficial to Känaka

Maoli (Earle 1993:167–169).

Until the death of Kaläkaua in 1891, Känaka

Maoli persisted in agitating for a new 

constitution. When Kaläkaua’s sister,

Lili‘uokalani, took office in January 1891, she

too was repeatedly pressed to rectify the

Bayonet Constitution. For example, in July

1892, she received petitions from women:

O makou, me ka haahaa, na poe o kou

Lahui Ponoi [the word “ponoi” [pono‘ï]

is added in handwriting], nona na inoa

malalo iho nei...He mau Wahine Hawaii

Ponoi Maoli.

Ke nonoi aku nei me ka iini nui, e

hookoia e Kou Kuleana he Moiwahine

no ke Aupuni Hawaii, ka hoohana ana

aku e hiki ai e loaa koke mai he

Kumukanawai hou no ko kakou Aina a

me ko kakou Lahui. (FO & Ex 1892)

We, humbly, the people of your own

Nation to whom the names below

belong...are Hawaii’s own true Hawaiian

women.

We earnestly ask that action be taken

through your authority as Queen of the

Hawaiian Government to immediately

acquire a new Constitution for our Land

and our People.3

Even though Kanaka Maoli women were not

able to vote, they participated in politics

through petitioning, and felt that they had

the kuleana—the right, the authority, and

the burden of responsibility—to support the

Queen and the nation by pressing for a new

constitution.

The Queen wrote that several Kanaka Maoli

leaders approached her with the idea that

she herself could promulgate a restored 

constitution. Among those leaders were

Samuel Nowlein and Joseph Näwahï

(Liliuokalani 1990:229). “Petitions poured in

from every part of the islands for a new 

constitution,” she wrote (231). Lili‘uokalani

could not ignore the petitions, since 

two-thirds of the registered voters of the

Islands had signed them. In her view, “No

true Hawaiian chief would have done other

than to promise a consideration of their

wishes” (231).

It is important to note that at this time the

government, particularly the legislature and

the Crown, was at a standstill because the

Bayonet Constitution provided that the

monarch could take no action unless

approved by the cabinet. At the same time,

it gave authority to the legislature to dismiss

the cabinet at any time. “[I]nstead of giving

attention to measures required for the good

of the country,” Lili‘uokalani wrote, “[the

legislature] devoted its energies to the 

making and unmaking of cabinets” (234).

Resistance to the Overthrow

In January 1893, Lili‘uokalani thus attempted

to promulgate a new constitution, as was “a

prerogative of the Hawaiian sovereigns”

(238). As has been written about in great

detail elsewhere, a handful of U.S.-identified

politicians and businessmen then overthrew

her government. The majority of them were

descendants of missionaries from the United
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States. They conspired with U.S. Minister

John L. Stevens, who ordered soldiers on

shore from the USS Boston to protect them.

The usurpers, accompanied by the soldiers,

then occupied Ali‘iolani Hale, a government

building, and declared themselves to be the

Provisional Government of Hawai‘i. In his

role as the minister of the United States,

Stevens immediately recognized them as a

legitimate government. When they 

subsequently demanded Lili‘uokalani’s 

surrender, she wrote the following letter,

addressed to Sanford B. Dole and others

“composing the Provisional Government”:

I, Liliuokalani, by the grace of God and

under the constitution of the Hawaiian

kingdom Queen, do hereby solemnly

protest against any and all acts done

against myself and the constitutional

government of the Hawaiian kingdom

by certain persons claiming to have

established a Provisional Government of

and for this kingdom.

That I yield to the superior force of the

United States of America, whose

Minister Plenipotentiary, His Excellency

John L. Stevens, has caused United

States troops to be landed at Honolulu,

and declared that he would support the

said Provisional Government.

Now, to avoid any collision of armed

forces, and perhaps the loss of life, I do,

under this protest and impelled by the

said forces, yield my authority until such

time as the Government of the United

States shall, upon the facts being pre-

sented to it, undo the action of its rep-

resentative, and reinstate me in the

authority which I claim as the constitu-

tional sovereign of the Hawaiian Islands.

(388)

She also wrote letters of protest to the 

president of the United States, Benjamin

Harrison, and to President-elect Grover

Cleveland who was about to take office.

Känaka Maoli immediately organized in

protest. They formed Hui Hawai‘i Aloha

‘Äina and a sister organization, Hui Hawai‘i

Aloha ‘Äina o Nä Wähine (for Women).

Joseph Näwahï was the president of the

men’s branch and Mrs. Abigail Kuaihelani

Maipinepine Campbell (later Campbell

Parker) was the president of the women’s

branch (U.S. Congress, House of Represen-

tatives 1894:492, 911). “Aloha ‘äina” means

love of the land. These Känaka Maoli who

wanted to retain their own government

called themselves “ka po‘e aloha ‘äina,” the

people who love the land.

When President Grover Cleveland took

office, he rejected the request of the

Provisional Government to annex Hawai‘i.

Instead he sent Commissioner James Blount

to investigate. Both the men’s and women’s

branches of Hui Aloha ‘Äina prepared 

testimony to present to Commissioner

Blount. The men’s branch submitted a copy

of their constitution. It read, in part: 

Article 1. The name of this association

shall be the Hawaiian Patriotic League

(Ka Hui Hawaii Aloha Aina). Article 2.

The object of this association is to pre-

serve and maintain, by all legal and

peaceful means and measures, the inde-

pendent autonomy of the islands of

Hawaii nei; and, if the preservation of

our independence be rendered impossi-

ble, our object shall then be to exert all

peaceful and legal efforts to secure for

the Hawaiian people and citizens the

continuance of their civil rights. (empha-

sis in the original; 929–930)
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Hui Aloha ‘Äina presented two other docu-

ments to the Commissioner. The first was a

statement describing itself as an association

representing “over 7,500 native-born

Hawaiian qualified voters throughout the

islands (out of a total of 13,000 electors),

and to which is annexed a woman’s branch

of 11,000 members.” They asked for the

assistance of the U.S. president in the

restoration of the government, since “the

fate of our little kingdom and its inhabitants

is in your hands.” They said that the people

had not yet protested with violence because

“they are simply waiting, in their simple

faith in the generosity and honor of the

most liberal and honorable Government of

the world; and they expect justice, id est,

restoration of their legitimate sovereign”

(emphasis in the original; 911–913).

The second document is much longer, and

explains the events leading up to the 

overthrow. It also protests the untrue 

representations of Känaka Maoli made by

those who overthrew the government (the

Provisional Government, or P.G.s, as they

were commonly called). The P.G.s claimed

Känaka Maoli were incapable of self-govern-

ment. However, the po‘e aloha ‘äina said:

The natives when left alone have had a

most satisfactory, peaceful, and progres-

sive Government, while all the dissen-

sions, riots, and troubles recorded in the

annals of these islands have ever been by

or through foreigners seeking to wrench

the power and wealth from the poor

natives, these being ever the peaceful

and patient sufferers thereby, not “mis-

led,” but terrorized and oppressed.

(emphasis in the original; 914)

Much more was expressed in this statement,

which takes up fifteen pages of the Blount

Report. The names of the men who signed

the document are John A. Cummins, a

prominent ali‘i and large landowner; John E.

(Ailuene) Bush, editor of the Hawaiian-

language newspaper, Ka Leo o ka Lahui 

(The Voice of the Nation); Joseph Näwahï; 

J. W. Bipikäne; John Prendergast; James K.

Kaulia; J. Kekipi, and others.

The women also petitioned Commissioner

Blount. Their petition reads, in part:

We, the women of the Hawaiian Islands,

for our families and the happiness of

our homes, desire peace and political

quiet, and we pray that man’s greed for

power and spoils shall not be allowed to

disturb the otherwise happy life of

these islands, and that the revolutionary

agitations and disturbances inaugurated

here since 1887, by a few foreigners,

may be forever suppressed. (492)

The names of the women who signed this

statement are Mrs. Kuaihelani Campbell;

Mrs. Emma Näwahï, the wife of Joseph

Näwahï; Mrs. Kahalewai Cummins, 

vice-president and wife of John A. Cummins;

Mrs. Mary (Parker) Stillman, Secretary; 

Mrs. Lilia Aholo, and others.

Some of the women of Hui Aloha ‘Äina were

married to haole men; however, their love

for their land and nation were apparently

greater than their worry about political 

disagreement with their husbands. This

statement appeared in a Hawaiian-language

newspaper in March 1893:

Nui ko makou mahalo ka ike ana i ka

papa inoa o na Lede i komo i ka Hui

Hawaii Aloha Aina a na Lede. O ka poe

makahanohano no a pau i mare i na

kane haole kekahi i komo pu mai he
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Delegates of Hui [Hawai’i] Aloha ‘Äina 

o Nä Wähine (1893)
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Delegates of Hui [Hawai’i] Aloha ‘Äina 

o Nä Käne (1893)
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hookahi wale no wahine i kanalua mai, a

o kona Kaikuana no hoi kekahi e lole lua

nei. (Ka Leo o ka Lahui 27 March 1893)

We were grateful to see the list of names

of Ladies who joined Hui Hawai‘i Aloha

‘Äina. Some of them are distinguished

women who are married to haole men;

only one of them was uncertain, and her

older sister is also undecided.

The result of the Hui’s petitions to

Commissioner Blount was favorable to their

cause. After reviewing Blount’s report,

President Cleveland announced his opinion

that the P.G.s had acted illegally. In fact, he

said, “the provisional government owes its

existence to an armed invasion by the United

States,” and further, “By an act of war, 

committed with the participation of a 

diplomatic representative of the United

States and without authority of Congress,

the Government of a feeble but friendly and

confiding people has been overthrown” 

(U.S. Congress 1894 [Blount Report]:445–458).

He thus condemned the actions of John L.

Stevens, and asked for his resignation, and

supported the restoration of Queen

Lili‘uokalani to the throne. However, he was

not able to persuade Congress to support

restoring the Queen. Some members of

Congress favored the annexation of Hawai‘i

because they believed that the health 

of the economy depended on continuous

expansion of their country.

Känaka Maoli protested in many other ways.

They withheld their donations to their

churches when the ministers supported the

P.G.s. The members of Kaumakapili Church

in Honolulu said that they would no longer

give money to a church whose minister was

praying for the loss of their homeland.

(Hawaii Holomua 7 July 1893)

Both men and women sewed quilts incorpo-

rating the Hawaiian flag, as a number of

Känaka Maoli continue to do today:

While Hawaiian Flag quilts of the 

nineteenth century were used to com-

municate loyalty and personal service to

the Hawaiian nation, political positions,

and protests to foreign domination,

those of the twentieth century have

conveyed messages of resistance to 

antinative policies. (Hammond 1993:19)

The Royal Hawaiian Band, originally founded

during the reign of Kauikeaouli 

(Kamehameha III), had always been under

the government. But in 1893, the P.G.s

demanded that they sign an oath of loyalty,

swearing that they would not support the

Queen or her government. The Band

refused. They were threatened with 

dismissal, and told that they would soon be

eating rocks (since they would have no

money to buy food). The Band members,

who considered themselves to be po‘e aloha

‘äina and loyal to the Queen, walked away

from their jobs and their paychecks. They

told their story to Ellen Keko‘aohiwaikalani

Wright Prendergast, who composed a song

for them called Mele ‘Ai Pöhaku (Rock

Eating Song,) also known as Mele Aloha

‘Äina (Song for the People Who Love the

Land) (Nordyke 1993). This song is still 

sung by Känaka Maoli today as a call to 

sovereignty. Independent of the govern-

ment, the band reformed as Ka Bana Lähui

Hawai‘i (the Hawaiian National Band) and

continued to represent the people of

Hawai‘i, who regarded them as heroes

because of their sacrifice (Ke Aloha Aina

1895–1898; Ka Leo o ka Lahui 1893–1895) . 

Känaka Maoli continued to protest, and the

P.G.s continued to press the U.S. for annexa-
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The Royal Hawaiian Band before 

the overthrow
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tion. Both sides petitioned the United States

for assistance.

Resistance to the Republic

When Cleveland withdrew the P.G.’s annexa-

tion treaty, President Sanford Dole and his

colleagues moved to establish a permanent

government in order to legitimize their

power and their control over the resources

of Hawai‘i. In early 1894, they declared their

plans for a constitutional convention to be

held in May. They appointed 19 delegates—

from among themselves—to the convention,

and called for 18 more delegates to be 

chosen by popular election. But in order for

people to vote in this election, they would

first have to sign the oath of loyalty to the

Provisional Government, promising they

would “oppose any attempt to re-establish

monarchical government in any form 

in the Hawaiian Islands.” The overwhelming

majority of Känaka Maoli refused to sign

such an oath, and thus boycotted the 

constitutional convention. Only about 3,000

men, mostly of foreign birth, signed the

oath and voted in the election (Russ 1992).

The po‘e aloha ‘äina protested this unfair

election process in a resolution sent to the

new U.S. Minister, Albert Willis. The women

of Hui Aloha ‘Äina wrote an additional

statement of protest addressed to the 

foreign ministers of the United States,

England, France, Germany, Portugal, and

Japan. The women pointed out that the

entire Hawaiian nation had been protesting

for seventeen months, and that during 

that time “the Hawaiian People, confident in

the honesty and impartiality of America,

[had] patiently and peacefully submitted to

the insults and tyranny of the Provisional

Government.” At the same time,

the Provisional Government, without

even the courtesy of waiting for

America’s final decision, [have] been

straining every effort to transform

themselves into a permanent 

government, based on the support of

Alien bayonets, and are now prepar-

ing...to proclaim an assumed Republic,

through a constitution which is

acknowledged as the most illiberal and

despotic ever published in civilized

countries. (Henriques Manuscript File)

The constitution was called “illiberal and

despotic,” because it was designed to keep

as many Känaka Maoli from voting as 

possible, and to prevent Asian immigrants

from voting as well. It made use of the

“Mississippi laws” that had kept African-

American citizens from voting in Mississippi.

These Mississippi laws said that any voter

could be challenged to explain details of the

U.S. Constitution before being allowed to

vote (Castle 1981). The constitution also 

followed the laws of the Provisional

Government in restricting rights to freedom

of speech and freedom of the press. 

Any spoken or published criticism of the 

government could be labeled “seditious”

and illegal. People again were required to

sign an oath of loyalty to the Republic 

in order to vote, to sit on a jury, or to hold

any government office.

In spite of continual protest by the people,

the constitutional convention proceeded,

and the already drafted constitution was

approved. The P.G.s then selected the 4th of

July to announce their new permanent 

government. The po‘e aloha ‘äina were 

outraged. They found out about these plans

just a few days before the scheduled

announcement, and immediately called a

häläwai maka‘äinana nui (a mass protest
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rally) for July 2. Between 5,000 and 7,000

people showed up at Palace Square to

express their disagreement with the

Republic’s formation, and to approve the

resolution drafted by the officers of Hui

Aloha ‘Äina for submission to the U.S.

Minister. Here is part of that resolution:

Ke kue kupaa loa nei ka Hui Hawaii

Aloha Aina a me na Hui Aloha Aina e ae,

a me na kupa aloha aina o ke Aupuni

Hawaii...ke kuahaua ia ana o kekahi

Kumukanawai Hou i hana ia me ka ae

ole ia me ka lawelawe pu ole hoi o ka

Lehulehu. (Ka Leo o ka Lahui 3 July 1894)

Hui Aloha Aina, and other patriotic

leagues together with the loyal subjects

of the Hawaiian Kingdom...do hereby

most solemnly protest against the pro-

mulgation of a new Constitution formed

without the consent and participation of

the people. (Hawaii Holomua 3 July 1894)

Joseph Näwahï gave a speech that evening

in which he said:

No kakou ka Hale e like me ka na

Kamehameha i kukulu ai. Ua kipaku ia

ae kakou e ka poe i aea hele mai, a

komo i loko o ko kakou hale; a ke olelo

mai nei ia kakou, e komo aku a e noho i

loko o ka hale kaulei a lakou i manao ai

e kukulu iho a onou aku ia kakou a pau

e komo aku. O ka‘u hoi e olelo aku nei

ia oukou e o‘u mau hoa makaainana,

mai noho kakou a ae iki. (Ka Leo o ka

Lahui 3 July 1894)

The house of government belongs to us,

as the Kamehamehas built it. We have

been ousted by trespassers who entered

our house and who are telling us to go

and live in a lei stand4 that they think to

build and force us all into. I am telling

you, my fellow citizens, we should not

agree in the least.

Näwahï is asserting here that the govern-

ment properly belongs to Känaka Maoli,

that the Kamehameha line had established

the foundation of a constitutional monarchy

that gave voice and representation to the

people, and that the haole oligarchy want to

replace that constitutional government with

a colonial government that lacks a 

foundation in the consent of the people.

Although President Cleveland had declared

the acts of the P.G. illegal, U.S. Minister

Albert Willis recognized the Republic of

Hawai‘i as a legitimate government. The

Huis continued to protest through peaceful

and diplomatic means, but assistance from

other nations never arrived.

The War of 18955

When the United States recognized the

Republic of Hawai‘i, with its constitution that

claimed all the kingdom and crown lands 

and all the natural resources of Hawai‘i, the

po‘e aloha ‘äina began to despair of 

diplomatic solutions. Some planned an armed

takeover of the government. In October 1894,

they bought arms in San Francisco, and had

them shipped to O‘ahu on the schooner

Wahlberg. The steamer Waimanalo received

the arms offshore.

Unfortunately, the Republic learned of the

plans. On December 8, 1894, they arrested

John Ailuene Bush and Joseph Näwahï. 

Both were leaders of Hui Aloha ‘Äina. Bush

was also editor of Ka Oiaio and Ka Leo o 

ka Lahui. It is unclear what roles these two

po‘e aloha ‘äina might have played in 

subsequent events had they not been jailed

but, in any case, the attempted overthrow
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was neither organized nor successful. The

Kanaka Maoli opposition press was effective-

ly shut down and members of the Huis and

their sympathizers were without reliable

printed news for several months (Chapin

1996:102). An atmosphere of intimidation

and oppression prevailed.

Bush and Näwahï were held without charge

and without bail for two months, then

released on $10,000 bond. Conditions in the

jail were poor, and Joseph Näwahï contract-

ed tuberculosis there. 

On January 4, 1895, Samuel Nowlein and

Robert Wilcox, who was drafted into the

leadership at the last minute, directed the

Waimanalo to unload the arms at Kähala

near Lë‘ahi (Diamond Head). On January 5,

they distributed the arms, and planned to

march on Honolulu and seize both the

Palace and the police station. On January 6,

Republic officials learned that the arms were

at Henry Bertelmann’s Waikïkï home, and

sent armed police there. The aloha ‘äina

rebels, who had arrived there from Kähala,

exchanged gunfire with the Republic, 

killing one of the haole civilian guards, and

wounding Kanaka Maoli police officer

Lieutenant Hali. But the police gained the

upper hand, entered the home of

Bertelmann, and arrested him.

Wilcox and his remaining force retreated to

Lë‘ahi, where the Republic’s militia again

fired on them. The rebels retreated through

Pälolo valley, over the mountain ridges into

Mänoa, and into Pauoa and Nu‘uanu. There

they began to surrender individually to the

Republic’s forces. On January 14, Wilcox and

other leaders also surrendered in Kalihi

(Loomis 1976).

On January 16, the Republic claimed that

they had found arms buried in Queen

Lili‘uokalani’s garden at Washington Place.

They arrested her, and held her prisoner in a

room at ‘Iolani Palace. A military tribunal

was commissioned, who tried and convicted

the Queen of “misprision of treason” 

(meaning, “having knowledge of treasonous

activity, and failing to report it to the 

government”), which was not an offense in

any criminal statute of the time, but which

the tribunal created for the occasion. The

Queen’s attorney, Paul Neumann, argued

that a military tribunal had no authority

over civilians, such as the Queen, but the

commission, led by Colonel William Austin

Whiting, did not agree. Analyses today of

the trial by Jon Van Dyke, professor of law

at the William S. Richardson School of Law

of the University of Hawai‘i-Mänoa, and

attorney David Farmer agree with Neumann

that “it is improper to try civilians in military

courts under martial law unless ongoing

fighting is occurring” (Van Dyke 1995:7).

Professor Van Dyke calls the commission 

“a kangaroo court” (Van Dyke quoted in

Farmer 1997:32).

During the trial, Lili‘uokalani refused to

speak in English (Coffman 1998). Before the

trial, the queen had been forced to sign a

statement abdicating her throne (which she

had always refused to do) under threat that

the rebels would be executed if she did not.

She was imprisoned in one room in the

palace until September 6, 1895, put under

house arrest at her home at Washington

Place for another five months, and confined

to the island of O‘ahu for eight more

months. All in all, she was imprisoned for

nearly two years.

While the Queen was held prisoner, she

began an American-style crazy quilt, into

which she incorporated a piece of material
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imprinted with the Hawaiian flag and sur-

rounded by the words “Kuu Hae Aloha” (My

Beloved Flag). The flag was sewn in upside

down, employing the international symbol

of distress. The design was also used in hat

bands sold by the women of Hui Aloha ‘Äina

as a fundraiser in 1897.

The rebels were sentenced to one to thirty-

five years in prison, and fined $5,000 to

$10,000. Twenty-five of their haole sympa-

thizers who were not citizens were deport-

ed. Prince Jonah Kühiö Kalaniana‘ole was

among those imprisoned. He was released in

September 1895.

The po‘e aloha ‘äina called the prisoners

po‘e pa‘ahao kälai‘äina (political prisoners),

because they went to jail for making a des-

perate move to exercise their political rights

under an oppressive alien regime. Some

women made dresses of striped fabric resem-

bling the prison uniforms to show their soli-

darity with the men in prison (Morris 1995).

Women of Hui Aloha ‘Äina also cared for

the poverty-stricken and homeless families of

the men who were suddenly left without

incomes.

On July 4, 1895, a few of the political 

prisoners were released, mainly in Hilo. The

remainder were paroled on January 1, 1896.

In the meantime, in May 1895, Joseph

Näwahï and his wife Emma started a new

weekly newspaper called Ke Aloha Aina.

Näwahï wrote a series of articles expressing

what aloha ‘äina means for Känaka Maoli. In

one essay he begins by quoting the fifth

commandment: Thou shalt honor thy father

and thy mother. Then he says: “Who is your

mother? It is the land. Who is your grand-

mother? It is indeed the land. Eve, the 

mother of all, was made from the earth, as

Adam was made of the earth. Therefore, the

mother of Eve is the earth, the ‘äina, whom

we must honor.” He goes on to say that

although people in his time consider the

Hawaiian cosmology to belong to an age of

ignorance, the küpuna (ancestors) might

have had an inkling of the truth when they

told the story of Papa. The genealogies of

Känaka Maoli trace back to Papa, Earth

Mother, and her mate Wäkea, Sky Father.

With Wäkea, Papa gave birth to the islands

of Hawai‘i and Maui, and later to Kaua‘i.

O‘ahu was born of Papa’s union with Lua,

another mate, and Moloka‘i of the union

between Wäkea and Hina. Näwahï says that

although it is not logical to believe that a

woman gave birth to the land, perhaps it is

no less miraculous than the way a fully

formed chicken emerges from an egg. He

concludes that Känaka Maoli must love the

‘äina that God gave especially to them,

which is Hawai‘i. Aloha ‘äina, love for the

land, therefore, is an inescapable, familial

responsibility for Känaka Maoli (Ke Aloha

Aina 18 June 1895).6

Aloha ‘äina, however, means more than an

abstract or emotional love for the one hänau

(land where you were born). For Näwahï and

the other po‘e aloha ‘äina, it meant that

people must strive continuously to restore a

Kanaka Maoli–controlled government. 

A foreign-controlled government was 

perceived as most harmful to Känaka Maoli,

as it indeed has turned out to be. 

In the late summer of 1896, Joseph Näwahï

was suffering from the tuberculosis he had

contracted in jail. A doctor prescribed a 

therapeutic trip to San Francisco, so he and

his wife Emma sailed for California. But as in

King Kaläkaua’s case, the therapy proved

useless. These two major proponents of

aloha ‘äina were, sadly, very far away from
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their beloved ‘äina when Näwahï died. On

his deathbed, he apologized to his wife for

taking her so far from the ‘äina and from

her family and friends, to deal with his

death alone in a foreign place. The English-

language newspaper Independent reported:

The deceased had for some time past

been a very sick man, suffering from

consumption contracted during his 

prolonged imprisonment for alleged

political offenses in the pest hole known

as Oahu Prison. His offense was that he

loved his Queen and his country, and

through his untimely death another 

sufferer has been added to the cohorts

of victims of the men of 1893. 

(Independent 24 Sept. 1896)

Mrs. Näwahï brought her beloved warrior’s

body home. He was given a funeral in

Honolulu befitting a head of state. Several

hundred women of Hui Aloha ‘Äina marched

in his funeral procession, which also included

a detachment of police, the government

band led by Henri Berger, the Portuguese

political societies, many regional branches of

Hui Aloha ‘Äina, and Hui Kälai‘äina. He was

honored with another funeral procession in

Hilo on the island of Hawai‘i prior to his 

burial there. Letters of condolence were

printed continuously in Ke Aloha Aina

through November 1896 (Sheldon 1908).

Queen Lili‘uokalani wrote:

One morning, in the month of October,

1896, I heard of the death of Mr. Joseph

Kahooluhi Nawahi o Kalaniopuu; and I

shared the common sorrow, for this was

a great blow to the people. He had

always been a man who fearlessly 

advocated the independence of Hawaii

nei. (Liliuokalani 1990:300)

She also wrote that the P.G.s hoped that

Näwahï’s death would cause the demise of

both Hui Aloha ‘Äina and Hui Kälai‘äina,

since these, “with the organization of the

Women’s Patriotic League, are societies

much dreaded by the oligarchy...ruling

Hawaii.” The Huis did not disband, however,

since, as the Queen said, “the cause of

Hawaiian independence is larger and dearer

than the life of any man connected with it”

(302).

The Huis appointed temporary presidents

and continued their organizing. Both 

decided to hold conventions on November

28, 1896, Hawai‘i’s Independence Day (which

commemorated the treaty of 1843 by which

Great Britain and France recognized

Hawai‘i’s status as a sovereign nation).

Delegates were elected from all the differ-

ent islands to come to Honolulu, elect new

permanent presidents, and (for Hui Aloha

‘Äina) consider an amended constitution.

Before the convention, a letter appeared in

Ke Aloha Aina urging everyone to elect their

delegates, except the women, since the

women had no kuleana (responsibility or

authority) in that activity. The letter writer

was swiftly rebuked by a makuahine aloha

‘äina (“aloha ‘äina mother”), who explained

that the president of the central committee

was to represent ka lähui holo‘oko‘a (the

entire nation or people), and, moreover,

that the word “lähui” includes women and

children, as well as men. She asserted that

the women’s central committee would be

sending delegates to the convention and

that those delegates each expected to have

a vote (Ke Aloha Aina 14 Nov. 1896). In the

end, the women’s central committee did

attend, but did not vote as a separate 

organization, although one woman voted as

the delegate from South Hilo. Ke Aloha

Aina’s editorial page said the presence of

women delegates was a sign that the whole
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nation was working together towards

progress for their beloved ‘äina. Before the

convention, another writer to Ke Aloha Aina

proposed criteria for selection of the new

president. Each criterion began with, 

“I kanaka a wahine paha” (Should be a man

or a woman) (Ke Aloha Aina 21 Nov. 1896).

This indicates that at least some men 

supported female leadership of the Hui. 

The question of women having the right to

vote and to lead in arenas traditionally limit-

ed to men had been brought to the public

and would surface again the following year.

Hui Kälai‘äina elected David Kalauokalani as

president, and Hui Aloha ‘Äina elected

James Keauiluna Kaulia.

At this same time, Mrs. Näwahï continued as

owner and business manager of the 

newspaper Ke Aloha Aina after her husband

passed away. She hired her nephew, 

Edward Like, as editor. Mrs. Näwahï kept 

Ke Aloha Aina running for another fourteen

years, until 1910.

November 1896 was also when William

McKinley, a Republican, was elected 

president of the United States, replacing

Democrat Grover Cleveland. McKinley was

far more inclined towards annexing Hawai‘i

than Cleveland was. Accordingly, the Huis

mobilized again. This time they directed

their protests against the U.S. Congress.

The 1897 Petitions Protesting

Annexation

McKinley was open to persuasion by U.S.

expansionists and by annexationists from

Hawai‘i. In the spring of 1897, he agreed to

meet with a committee of annexationists

composed of Lorrin Thurston, Francis Hatch,

and William Kinney. By June 1897, McKinley

signed a treaty of annexation with these

representatives of the Republic of Hawai‘i.

The president then submitted the treaty to

the U.S. Senate for ratification (Russ

1992:178–227).

Hui Aloha ‘Äina for Women, Hui Aloha ‘Äina

for Men, and Hui Kälai‘äina formed a 

coalition to oppose the treaty. Together,

these three organizations represented a

majority of Känaka Maoli. 

Känaka Maoli wanted the U.S. government

to behave in accordance with its stated 

principles of justice, and of government of

the people, by the people, and for the 

people. They hoped that once the U.S.

President and members of Congress saw that

the great majority of Hawaiian citizens

opposed annexation, the principles of 

fairness would prevail and their Kanaka

Maoli government would be restored. The

Huis therefore began to organize mass 

petition drives (which were written in both

Hawaiian and English). Hui Aloha ‘Äina’s

petition was headed: PALAPALA HOOPII KUE

HOOHUIAINA (Petition Protesting

Annexation). The text reads:

We, the undersigned, native Hawaiian

citizens and residents...who are mem-

bers of the Hawaiian Patriotic League of

the Hawaiian Islands, and others who

are in sympathy with the said League

earnestly protest against the annexation

of the said Hawaiian Islands to the said

United States of America in any form or

shape. (U.S. Congress, Senate 1897)

On September 6, 1897, Hui Aloha ‘Äina held

a mass meeting at Palace Square, which was

attended by thousands of po‘e aloha ‘äina.

President James Kaulia gave a rousing

speech, saying, “We, the nation [lähui], will

never consent to the annexation of our
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lands, until the very last patriot lives.”

Agreeing to annexation, he said, was like

agreeing to be buried alive. He predicted

that annexation would open the door for

even more foreigners to come to the islands

and take jobs and resources away from

Känaka Maoli. “Then where will we live?”

he asked. The crowd shouted, “In the 

mountains!” meaning they would be 

marginalized, since most of their 

communities were concentrated near the

shore. Kaulia asserted that a mass refusal by

the people could prevent annexation: “If the

nation remains steadfast in its protest of

annexation, the Senate can continue to

strive until the rock walls of ‘Iolani Palace

crumble, and never will Hawai‘i be annexed

to America!”

The annexationist newspapers had published

threats that the leaders of the mass meeting

would be arrested for treason, but Kaulia

assured the people that their assembly was

legal. He said that because the brains of the

government could not push over the brains

of Känaka Maoli, the government had 

to resort to weapons of war. “Let us take up

the honorable field of struggle,” he said,

“brain against brain” (Ke Aloha Aina 11

Sept. 1897). He told the people:

No laila, mai makau, e kupaa ma ke

Aloha i ka Aina, a e lokahi ma ka

manao, e kue loa aku i ka hoohui ia o

Hawaii me Amerika a hiki i ke aloha aina

hope loa. (Ke Aloha Aina 11 Sept. 1897)

Do not be afraid, be steadfast in aloha

for your land and be united in thought.

Protest forever the annexation of

Hawai‘i until the very last aloha ‘äina

[lives].

David Kalauokalani, president of Hui

Kälai‘äina, spoke after Kaulia and explained

the details of the annexation treaty to the

crowd. He told them that the Republic of

Hawai‘i had agreed to give full govern-

mental authority over to the United States. It

would also give all the government’s money,

the government and crown lands, govern-

ment buildings, harbors, bays, military forts, 

military armaments and warships, and all

resources claimed by the government of the

Hawaiian Islands. Furthermore, he explained,

the laws of the United States would not

extend to the Hawaiian Islands, but the

Congress of the U.S. would decide how

Hawai‘i was to be governed. It was uncertain

whether Känaka Maoli would have the right

to vote. He said those who favored annexa-

tion would want to deny Känaka Maoli 

voting rights because, from the very 

beginning, they had known that Känaka

Maoli would overwhelmingly vote against

annexation and anyone who supported it.

That was the reason they had always been

afraid to put a vote to the people (Ke Aloha

Aina 11 Sept. 1897).

A resolution protesting annexation was read

to the crowd, who approved it. It was

announced that U.S. Senator Morgan, an

advocate of annexation, would be arriving

soon, and another mass meeting would be

held while he was in Hawai‘i (Ke Aloha Aina

11 Sept. 1897).

The petition drive started at about this time.

Mrs. Abigail Kuaihelani Campbell, president

of the women’s branch of Hui Aloha ‘Äina,

and Mrs. Emma ‘A‘ima Näwahï boarded the

inter-island ship Kinau and sailed from

Honolulu to Hilo on a signature-gathering

mission (Ke Aloha Aina 18 Sept. 1897).

On September 14, Senator Morgan and four

congressmen from the United States arrived.
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On the same day, Enoch Johnson and Simon

Peter Kanoa boarded the Claudine for Maui,

and Mrs. Kaikioewa Ulukou departed for

Kaua‘i to gather signatures on those islands.

At the same time, a branch of Hui Aloha

‘Äina was active at Kalaupapa, on the island

of Moloka‘i, where people who had 

contracted leprosy were imprisoned.7 The

president of the Kalaupapa branch was

Robert M. Kaaoao, who not only gathered

signatures on the protest petitions, but who

had also organized a full day’s worth of

activities to commemorate the Queen’s

birthday on September 2. The activities

included a prayer service; boating, 

swimming, running, horse, and donkey races;

as well as pole climbing and apple eating

contests (Ke Aloha Aina 18 Sept. 1897).

When Mrs. Campbell and Mrs. Näwahï

arrived in Hilo harbor, they were greeted

with honors. A delegation of the Hilo chap-

ter of the Hui—consisting of Henry West,

Mrs. Hattie Nailima, Mrs. Kekona Pilipo, and

Mrs. J.A. Akamu—met them at the harbor.

The Hilo delegation showered them with

leis, and proclaimed that a wa‘a kaulua (a

Hawaiian double-hulled canoe) would carry

them into the harbor. They had decorated

five seats on the beautiful vessel with leis of

maile, lehua, and other flowers, and had a

Hawaiian flag waving at the back. The 

people of Laupähoehoe had sent welcome

gifts of ‘opihi, limu, and fish. Mrs. Campbell

and Mrs. Näwahï attended meetings of Hui

Aloha ‘Äina all over the Hilo and Puna area,

and returned with thousands of signatures

(Ke Aloha Aina 25 Sept. 1897).

Meanwhile, Mrs. Laura Mahelona, the 

committee member delegated to gather the 

signatures of both men and women in Kona

and Ka’ü, was working hard. She traveled

from North Kona south to Ka‘ü, leaving

blank petitions with the chapter presidents

everywhere she went. On her return she was

welcomed by the women of Hui Aloha ‘Äina

at every port, who gave her the petitions,

now filled with signatures, and bedecked

her with leis. In all, Mrs. Mahelona gathered

4,216 signatures (Ke Aloha Aina 2 Oct. 1897).

Mrs. Kaikioewa Ulukou gathered 2,375 on

the island of Kaua‘i, while Simon P. Kanoa

gathered 1,944 in the district of Häna, Maui

(Ke Aloha Aina 2 Oct. 1897).

When all the petitions were collected, they

contained over 21,000 signatures—half from

men and half from women.

Hui Kälai‘äina also conducted their own 

petition drive at the same time as Hui Aloha

‘Äina, and collected over 17,000 signatures

(Ka Loea Kalaiaina 14 Feb. 1898). Their 

petition called for the restoration of the 

constitutional monarchy. Together, the three

Huis collected over 38,000 signatures.8

Hui Aloha ‘Äina held another mass meeting

on October 8, 1897, to protest the 

annexation treaty while Senator Morgan was

in Honolulu. Morgan had come prepared to

persuade Känaka Maoli that annexation was

in their best interest. Instead, he was met

with mass opposition composed not of the

ignorant and illiterate he might have 

expected, but of thousands of literate and

well-informed people demanding the right

to govern themselves.

At that time, the coalition of Huis decided to

send delegates to Washington, D.C., to 

present the petitions to President McKinley

and Congress. The Huis’ executive 

committees selected four delegates: James

Kaulia, David Kalauokalani, John Richardson,

and William Auld. That all four were Känaka
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Petition of Hui Aloha ‘Äina o Nä Wähine

from Ka’ü, on the island of Hawai’i
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Petition of Hui Aloha ‘Äina o Nä Käne

from Kalaupapa, on the island of Moloka’i
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Maoli was an important sign to the nation.

An editorial in Ke Aloha Aina suggested that

previous delegates to Washington had failed

because they were not Känaka Maoli, or

because they were too wealthy to truly have

the nation’s well-being in mind at all times.

It is important to note that although a

women’s representative did not travel to

Washington, Mrs. Campbell, president of the

women’s branch of Hui Aloha ‘Äina, was

part of the decision-making committee, and

was viewed as a leader of the nation along

with the men (Ke Aloha Aina 23 Oct. 1897).

Eight days later, the four ‘elele lähui (nation-

al delegates) left Hawai‘i on November 20,

1897. On November 28, in San Francisco,

they commemorated Lä Kü‘oko‘a (Hawaiian

Independence Day). They arrived in

Washington on December 6, the day the

Senate opened. They first met briefly with

Queen Lili‘uokalani, who was in Washington,

then with Senator Richard Pettigrew, who

took them to the Senate’s opening 

ceremonies. After the ceremonies, the ‘elele

lähui returned to their lodgings at Ebbitt

House, where the Queen was also staying.

Someone told them at that time that 

their trip to Washington was useless, since it

was known that there were 58 votes on 

the side of annexation, only 2 votes shy of

passing the treaty. But they continued in

their efforts (Ke Aloha Aina 26 March 1898,

2 April 1898).

On December 7, they met again with 

the Queen to consider how to present the

petitions, and chose her as chair of their

Washington committee. Together, they

decided to present only the petitions of Hui

Aloha ‘Äina because their petition protested

annexation, whereas Hui Kälai‘äina’s 

petitions called for the monarchy to be

restored, and they did not want to appear

divided. The following day, the delegates

met with Senator George Hoar. They braved

snow, cold, and slippery streets to get to 

the Senator’s residence. Hoar greeted them

with a handshake.9 He asked them what the

people of Hawai‘i thought about annexa-

tion. While John Richardson explained, tears

welled up in Hoar’s eyes. Richardson told

him that they had brought petitions signed

by the whole nation protesting the 

annexation. Senator Hoar told them to 

submit the petitions to him, and he would

bring them before the Senate, and then to

the Foreign Relations Committee. David

Kalauokalani of Hui Kälai‘äina also 

submitted his endorsement of those 

petitions, so that the U.S. would know the

Huis had the same goal. On December 9,

with the delegates present, Senator Hoar

read the text of the petitions to the Senate

and had them formally accepted.

On December 10, the delegates met with

Secretary of State John Sherman, 

and Kalauokalani submitted a statement

protesting annexation (called “Ka Memoriala

a ka Lahui”) to him. 

In the following days, the delegates met

with many other senators and congressmen.

Senators Pettigrew and White encouraged

the delegates in the hope that the 

annexation treaty would be defeated.

On February 23, David Kalauokalani may

have submitted the petitions of Hui

Kälai‘äina to Senator Pettigrew (the account

is unclear). The Senator remarked that 

it was the first time he had ever received a 

document asking for the restoration of a

monarchy, but he accepted it nonetheless.10

During debates on the Senate floor, Senator

Pettigrew and Senator Turpie insisted that
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Känaka Maoli be given a chance to vote on

annexation. But Senator Morgan and other

pro-annexation Senators knew that if a vote

were taken, it would be overwhelmingly in

favor of Hawai‘i’s independence. In a report,

these senators wrote, “If a requirement

should be made by the United States of a

plebiscite [vote] to determine the question

of annexation, it would work a revolution in

Hawaii which would abolish its constitution”

(U.S. Congress, Senate 1898). If Känaka Maoli

were allowed to vote, not only would they

reject annexation, they would also reject the

haole Republic that had been forced upon

them against their will.

By the time the delegates left Washington

on February 27, there were only 46 votes in

the Senate on the pro-annexation side,

down from 58 when they had arrived (60

votes were necessary for the treaty of 

annexation to pass) (Ke Aloha Aina 23 March

1898, 2 April 1898).

Three of the delegates—James Kaulia, David

Kalauokalani, and William Auld—returned

victorious to Honolulu, sure that the treaty

would fail, as indeed it did. They had carried

the hard work and hopes of the whole

nation to Washington in the form of 

the protest petitions, and had succeeded in 

persuading many senators to vote against

the treaty. They left behind John Richardson

to continue the work, along with Queen

Lili‘uokalani, her secretary, Joseph Heleluhe,

and her devoted friend, J. O. Carter.

Annexation Without a Treaty

One annexation crisis was over, but another

was soon to follow. That same year, the 

peoples of Cuba and the Philippines were

fighting wars of independence against

Spain. The United States also declared 

war on Spain after the U.S. warship Maine

was blown up in a harbor in Cuba in

February 1898. The Maine’s presence in Cuba

aroused questions about the United States’

intent regarding the Spanish colonies. 

The U.S. had no official involvement in the

conflict until it sent the USS Maine to Cuba.

The explosion on the warship provided the

pretext for the United States to declare war

on Spain, and they insisted Hawai‘i was

needed as a coaling station for ships going

to war in the Philippines.

On July 6, in the midst of war fever, a joint

resolution of Congress—called the Newlands

Resolution—was passed by a simple majority

of each house. It made Hawai‘i a territory 

of the United States, an act that was illegal

by both U.S. constitutional and international

law.11 Frustrated in her efforts, Queen

Lili‘uokalani returned home from 

Washington, D.C., to join her followers. On

August 12, the flag of the United States was

hoisted at ‘Iolani Palace to mark the official

transfer of sovereignty. Even though 

the three Huis organized a boycott of the 

ceremony (Ke Aloha Aina 6 Aug. 1898), 

nervous officials of the United States

thought it necessary to surround ‘Iolani

Palace with flanks of troops (Coffman 1998).

On August 13, an editorial appeared in 

Ke Aloha Aina with the heading “He Oia

Mau No Kakou” (We go on). Känaka Maoli

indeed continued to protest annexation. 

Hui Kälai‘äina persevered in trying to undo

the annexation and to restore Kanaka Maoli

government. Hui Aloha ‘Äina began to work

towards securing full civil and political rights

and political power for Kanaka Maoli 

citizens in the U.S. territorial system. In 1900,

Hui Aloha ‘Äina and Hui Kaläi‘äina banded

together to form a political party called the

Hui Aloha ‘Äina Home Rule Party. David

Kalauokalani was elected president, 
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Queen Lili’uokalani and followers at

Washington Place after her return from

Washington, D.C., August 2, 1898
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Homecoming of Queen Lili’uokalani at

Washington Place, August 2, 1898
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August 2, 1898, homecoming at

Washington Place
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Official transfer of sovereignty at ‘Iolani

Palace, August 12, 1898
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and James Kaulia vice-president (Ke Aloha

Aina 26 April 1902). They elected Robert

Kalanihiapo Wilcox and Prince Jonah Kühiö

Kalaniana‘ole (non-voting) delegates to the

U.S. Congress.

James Keauiluna Kaulia continued his work

for his nation until the day of his death from

heart failure in 1902 at age 41. On that

Sunday, he spent the morning at the jail

house, trying to help prisoners assert their

rights. Afterwards, he returned to his home

at Kaumakapili Church, attended services,

ate lunch, and then lay down for a nap from

which he never woke (Ke Aloha Aina 26

April 1902).

David Kalauokalani lived until 1915, also

serving his nation all of his life. He became a

senator in the territorial legislature and a

member of the Board of Health. His son, also

named David, became the first clerk of the

City and County of Honolulu (Ke Aloha Aina

24 July 1915).

Mrs. Kuaihelani Campbell served as president

of Hui Aloha ‘Äina for its entire existence.

She later became well known as a benefac-

tor for the ill and poor among her people,

and for her many charitable deeds. She 

married Samuel Parker in 1902, at about the

same time her daughter Abigail married

Prince David Kawananakoa. Mrs. Campbell

Parker died in 1908 (Ka Hoku o Hawaii 5

Nov. 1908; Pacific Commercial Advertiser 3

Nov. 1908).

Mrs. Emma ‘A‘ima Näwahï kept the 

newspaper Ke Aloha Aina running for many

years as its owner and business manager. 

She sold it in 1910. She also remained active

in charities until her death in 1935 (Pacific

Commercial Advertiser 29 Dec. 1935).

The petitions protesting annexation, 

consisting of about five hundred sixty pages,

are now held in the U.S. National Archives 

in Washington, D.C.

Känaka Maoli continue to protest today,

working on state, national, and international

levels to have our existence as a nation 

recognized. We continue to protest

encroachments upon our inherent rights, 

culture, identity, sovereignty, and our 

relationship to the islands, ocean and fresh

waters, and all other natural resources and

life forms of Hawai‘i. We insist on our right

to keep alive our language, cultural 

traditions, and the land itself. We have never

relinquished our national sovereignty. As the

editor of Ke Aloha Aina said on the day

after the annexation ceremony, “E kupaa

mau a hiki i ke kanaka Hawaii hope loa, no

ke Ea o ko kakou aina aloha.” Always stand

fast, down to the very last Hawaiian person,

for the sovereignty of our beloved land.

Notes

1 Lyons’ desire to control the organization

later became problematic.

2 The war of 1895 is often erroneously

referred to as the “Wilcox Rebellion”

because Wilcox was the most famous 

personality involved in it. But Wilcox was

only drafted at the last minute, because

Bush and Näwahï were in jail; he didn’t plan

the rebellion, and he didn’t really lead it.

Wilcox was famous for fleeing through the

mountains when the rebellion failed. In

Hawaiian, the rebellion of 1895 is sometimes

called “Ke Kaua Küloko,” the Civil War.

3 All translations into English are by the

author, except as otherwise noted.

4 ”Hale kaulei” can also be translated here as
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“an unstable house of government.” This

speech is a critique of a government without

a foundation in the consent of the people.

The Kamehameha government was a proper

house with a stable foundation, while the

Republic is like a lei stand—a temporary,

unstable structure incapable of supporting

life or providing shelter. This is a brilliant use

of double and triple meaning on Näwahï’s

part, and illustrates the difficulties of trans-

lating Hawaiian to English.

5 This section was written with assistance

from Dr. Kekuni Blaisdell and Leilani

Basham.

6 Näwahï wrote only in Hawaiian. I have

interpreted and summarized his long essay

here, rather than excerpt direct quotations.

7 The government called their confinement

“quarantine,” but the people confined

called themselves “prisoners.” It was nearly

impossible to escape the quarantine area,

which was bounded by rough seas and sheer

cliffs. Prisoners were sent there for life; most

would never see another family member

again. Furthermore, the prisoners were not

given adequate food or medicine, which

added to their sense of being punished.

8 Even conceding the possibility that some

people may have signed both Hui Aloha

‘Äina and Hui Kälai‘äina petitions, when one

considers that the population of Känaka

Maoli at the time was less than 40,000, this is

an impressive number.

9 This handshake seems to be an important

detail in the reports of their meeting with

Senator Hoar. It may be because the dele-

gates were subjected to racial prejudice in

Washington, where some white men might

have refused to shake their hands.

10 It appears that Senator Pettigrew never

submitted these petitions to the Senate. I

have looked without success for them at the

U.S. National Archives and at the Pettigrew

Museum in South Dakota.

11 The illegality of the Newlands Resolution is

the subject of a recently published booklet

called An Historical Overview of the Events

that Prevented Annexation of the Hawaiian

Islands to the United States by the Hawaiian

Patriotic League and Nä Maka o ka ‘Äina.
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Appendix A 

Chronology of Events in Hawai‘i, 1887–1898

1887 King David Kaläkaua is forced by

haole annexationists to sign the

Bayonet Constitution, which strips

him of his executive powers, and 

disenfranchises Kanaka Maoli voters

who are not wealthy. Hui Kälai‘äina,

a Kanaka Maoli political association, 

is formed in protest.

1889 The Wilcox Rebellion: Robert

Kalanihiapo Wilcox and others

attempt with arms to force Kaläkaua

to restore the old constitution.

1891 King Kaläkaua dies in San Francisco.

His sister Lili‘uokalani succeeds him.

Känaka Maoli continue to petition for

a new constitution.

1893 Queen Lili‘uokalani’s government is

overthrown by the haole oligarchy

supported by U.S. marines after the

Queen attempts to promulgate a new

constitution to restore executive

power and re-enfranchise Kanaka

Maoli voters. Hui Aloha ‘Äina for

Men and for Women are formed to

prevent annexation and to support

the Queen.

1894 The Republic of Hawai‘i is 

proclaimed without the consent of

the people, after U.S. President

Cleveland withdraws the first 

annexation treaty. Hui Aloha ‘Äina

protests the establishment of the so-

called republic with mass rallies and

resolutions to other foreign nations. 

1895 In frustration, Känaka Maoli attempt,

but fail at, an armed overthrow of

the Republic. The Queen and 200 

others are imprisoned. The women of

Hui Aloha ‘Äina support the political

prisoners and their families. The Hui

protests racist quarantine and other

policies of the Boards of Health and

Education.

1896 The great resistance leader Joseph

Kaho‘oluhi Näwahïokalani‘öpu‘u

dies. William McKinley is elected

president of the United States. Hui

Aloha ‘Äina and Hui Kälai‘äina

hold conventions to elect new 

presidents. The Republic of Hawai‘i

discontinues all Hawaiian-language

public schools. The Hawaiian-lan-

guage press refuses to print 

anything, including ads, in English.

1897 Republic of Hawai‘i officials sign a

treaty of annexation with U.S.

President McKinley. The Huis conduct

the “monster petition” drive, as it

was called in congressional records.

Lili‘uokalani publishes Hawaii’s Story

by Hawaii’s Queen.

1898 Annexation treaty fails after Kanaka

Maoli opposition petitions are 

submitted to the U.S. Senate. The USS

Maine is blown up in Cuba, signaling

the start of the Spanish-American

War. Hawai‘i is then annexed as a

colonial territory through a joint 

resolution of Congress. Hawai‘i is used

as a coaling station for U.S. warships

on their way to the Philippines.

Hypocritically, after fighting an 

anti-colonial war against the Spanish,

the U.S. then wages war against 

the Filipinos in order to establish the

Philippines as a U.S. colony.
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Appendix B

Glossary of Hawaiian Terms

‘äina land

ali‘i ruler; royal; noble

aloha ‘äina love of the land;

patriotism for Hawai‘i

häläwai maka‘äinana mass meeting; mass

protest

haole foreigner, specifically

of European descent

hui organization; associa-

tion

Hui Kälai‘äina Political Association

Kanaka Maoli Native Hawaiian 

(Kanaka is the singu-

lar and generic;

Känaka is the plural

form)

kuleana right; responsibility; 

authority

kupuna ancestor (küpuna is 

the plural form)

lähui nation; people

lähui Hawai‘i the Hawaiian people; 

Hawaiian nation

lehua “The flower of the

‘öhi‘a tree (Metro-

sideros macropus)….

Fig., a warrior,

beloved friend or rela-

tive, sweetheart,

expert” (Hawaiian 

Dictionary 1986).

maile “A native twining

shrub…believed to be 

sisters with human 

and plant forms…. 

The maile vine has 

shiny fragrant leaves 

and is used for decor-

orations and leis, 

especially on impor-

tant occasions” (Ibid.).

limu seaweed

makuahine mother

one hänau literally, “birth sands”; 

homeland

‘opihi limpet

po‘e aloha ‘äina “the people who love

the land”; Hawaiian 

patriots

po‘e pa‘ahao 

kälai‘äina political prisoners
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Ina paha aole e malama ia na moolelo o keia

lahui i ka wa mamua, pehea la e ike ai na

hanauna hope i ke ano o ka hana a keia mau

aina i kela wa.

— S. N. Haleole (Ka Moolelo no Laieikawai)
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ke aloha aina
It will be recalled that she was the female

journalist at that meeting which the 

members of [Hui] Aloha ‘Äina of Hilo held 

in the Salvation Army’s large meeting house

in Hilo Town. This is what she reported:

The strongest memory I have of these islands

is the meeting house of the Salvation Army

in Hilo, on the island of Hawai‘i. It was a

small crude place, enough for 300 people, I

believe. Bare rafters could be seen overhead,

and the bare walls were improved with

some Biblical teachings written in English

and Hawaiian:

“Don’t boast about yourself for tomorrow.”

“Without Christ, there is no salvation.”

As I entered, the bell of the foreign church,

standing atop a beautiful bluff of Hilo, rang

ten times. This place was filled with

Hawaiian people, and outside a crowd of

Ke Aloha Aina 16 October 1897: 6-7.

Edward L. Like, Editor

E[mma] A. Näwahï, [Owner and] Business

Manager of Ke Aloha Aina

A Crowd of Thousands of Hawaiians

Sign Their Names on a Document

Opposing America’s Annexation of

Hawai‘i

Will the Great Republic of America

Support the Outcome of the Crimes

Committed by Dole’s Government?

For the benefit of our readership, we are

bringing forth some thoughts that appeared

in the newspaper Kahea O Kapalakiko (San

Francisco Call) by the pen of Mrs. Miriam

Michelson, which was written on the deck of

the Australia on 22 September [1897].

E d i t o r i a l  o f  K e  A l o h a  A i n a •  E d i t o r i a l  o f  K e  A l o h a  A i n a •  E d i t o r i a l  o f  K e  A l o h a  A i n a

Strangling Hands on the
Throat of a Nation
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people who could not come inside were

standing patiently. This was a meeting 

conducted by the women; nevertheless, 

several groups of men had come there. The

women wore Mother Hubbard dresses of 

calico or cloth and wore white and black

sailor hats. The men were dressed in coats

and pants made like those of the Americans.

Then the multitude of people separated, and

two tall women entered who were dressed

in black clothing. They had black kid gloves

with black hats that were decorated with

black feathers. The slightly taller of the two

had the noble and dignified demeanor of a

queen. Red roses encircled the top of her

hat, and lying upon her neck and breast was

a lei expertly made from some flowers which

were interwoven with palapalai ferns.

She was Mrs. Kuaihelani Campbell, the

President of Hui Hawai‘i Aloha `Äina O Nä

Wahine. Her companion was the secretary of

the group’s branch in Hilo [Emma Näwahï].*

After the excited crowd quieted down, the

minister of the Hawaiian church stood up.

He was a tall man, majestic, handsome-

faced, three-fourths haole (as they say here).

His hands were gripped tightly in front of

him, and he looked down upon the heads

bowed before him and gave a few short

words of prayer for the opening.

There is something impressive in strong

prayer spoken in an unfamiliar language.

You do not hear words, but tones. He was

appealing with his feelings, not his reason.

And then the voice of the minister ended

and the voices replied “Amen.”

I watched Mrs. Näwahï with curiosity when

she stood and spoke to the people. I had 

never heard two women speak to the multi-

tudes like this. Would this Hawaiian woman

be embarrassed, timid, or self-conscious?

None of these things. Her candid manner

was like Charlotte Perkins Steston’s two

years ago, the most interesting speaker of

the Women’s Congress. The thoughts 

of the Hawaiian woman were of her subject,

not of herself. There was something pleasing

in her manner of speaking which compelled

me to look at her, while the person who

translated for me by my side whispered her

translation to me all the while the words

were being spoken.

“We are a weak nation of people, we

Hawaiians, and we have no power unless 

we are united,” said Mrs. Näwahï, reading

from her small sheet of paper.

“The United States of America is an indepen-

dent land and the people there are friends,

they are friends, indeed, of weak nations.

We will show them, we will make them

understand that just as they love their land

and would endure suffering before giving it

up, so do we love our land, and we pray that

they do not take it from us.

“Here is our hope, standing shoulder to

shoulder, heart to heart. The voice of the

people is the voice of God. Surely the 

country on that side of the ocean hears our

call for help. By joining our voices to cry 

for help, they will hear.

“Upon this petition of ours that we are 

submitting for signatures today, you the

women of Hawai‘i have a chance to express

your thoughts.

“The men’s petition will be sent on by the

men’s group as soon as the signing of the
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names [by the men in Honolulu] is 

completed.

“These are not underhanded actions, nor is

our course of action deceitful. This is 

our only way to fight. Everyone may see and

know of our petition. This land is ours, 

our Hawai‘i. Shall we be deprived of our

nationality?

“Shall we be annexed to America?”

“Of course not! Never!” they said.

At this time, the presiding officer introduced

a woman, Mrs. Campbell, to the people. 

She spoke with pleasant smiles, and the men

and women stamped in approval and

cheered. She spoke only a few words, filled

with hope. Sometimes she spoke as if she

were persuading them all to trust her, with

sincerity and gentleness of voice, as she

leaned forward and said,

“Stand firm, my friends. Love for the land is

more important to you and me than 

anything else. Be brave, be strong, be 

fearless and steadfast. Our time will come.

Sign our names to this petition. You people

who love Hawai‘i. How many—How many

indeed will sign?”

She raised her gloved hands as she spoke,

and immediately hundreds of waving hands

were turned to her, dark hands with short

fingers and worn fingernails.

They showed of poverty and work, of 

contact with the land they claimed.

“What is it?” I asked the translator. “What

did she say?”

She laughed. “‘Here is a writer for the 

newspaper,’ she says. She says to the people,

‘Tell her your feelings. Then America 

will know and perhaps they will listen.’”

And at this time something amazing 

happened. The men and women all stood up

one by one and spoke a few words of faith.

“My opinion,” said a tall, broad-shouldered

man, whose eyes revealed an excited 

expression.

“This is my feeling. I love my land and I want

to be independent, from now to forever.”

“And my feeling is the same,” said a 

plump woman with fearless features. “I love

this land, I don’t want to be annexed.

“This is the land where I was born and I love

it just like the American loves his. Would 

he really want to be annexed to another,

larger land?

“I am very strongly opposed to annexation.

How dare the Americans rob a people’s 

independence? I want the American 

government to do the correct thing. America

helped to overthrow Lili‘uokalani. She 

must be restored. We will never consent to

annexation.

“I have an American father and a pure

Hawaiian mother. It is the land of my 

mother that I love. America has performed

an unjust act. How could we love America?”

“Let them see their wrongdoings and restore

the Queen,” said an old Hawaiian 

woman with dark features and gray hair.

“If the great nations were fair, they 

would not take our land. I will never consent

to annexation.”
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“Say to America, I don’t want annexation. 

I want my beloved Queen,” said a woman

with a pleasant voice.

“That speaker, she is a good woman,” said

the translator. “She is a Christian, an honest

person, kind and charitable.”

“I oppose annexation—me and my entire

family.”

“I am speaking for the people behind me,” 

a voice called out from far back in the

crowd. “They cannot enter, therefore they

cannot speak. They told me to say, ‘No

annexation. Never.’”

“I am Kauhi of Kalaoa, the place we call Hilo

Waena.

“Our group has 300 members. They have

sent me here. We really oppose annexation,

all of us.”

He was a young man, and his open coat

revealed his dark shirt. His body shook with

emotion. He had boots up to his knees and a

handkerchief around his neck.

“I love my land and oppose annexation,”

said a gray-haired gentleman with a clear

voice. “We look to America as a friend. Let

us not make it our enemy.”

Kekipi, a representative of Moloka‘i to the

organization [said]: “I am telling you the

truth, the majority of the people on

Moloka‘i completely oppose annexation.

They are very fearful that if annexed to

America, their lands will be lost. The foreign-

ers will gather the benefits, and Hawaiians

will enter into a crisis more severe than

today’s.

“I am a mail carrier. Come with me to my

district.” A man who sat in the front row

stood up and stretched out his hand. 

“Come to my district and I will show you

2,000 Hawaiians who oppose annexation.

“I am standing—let’s all stand up and show

our love for our land and our Hawaiian flag.

Not the American flag.”

Several hurrahs were given and the dark

faces of all the people were filled with

excitement. Then the meeting adjourned

peacefully.

*Miriam Michelson may have misunderstood Emma

Näwahï’s position. Mrs. Näwahï was from Hilo and

kept a home there, but she was a member of Hui

Aloha ‘Äina’s executive committee in Honolulu, not

the Hui’s secretary in Hilo.

TRANSLATED BY KEAO KAMALANI AND NOELANI ARISTA
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enemy.” Whereas this is our last stand

against the fulfillment of the expansionist

intent of America to seize Hawai‘i or not, it

is imperative for the nation to send them to

the forefront of the battlefield to fight for

the rights of the nation, the land, and the

Sovereign. We should not keep them behind

or send others unfamiliar with the struggle

that has recently come about. It is clear that

disloyal actions may arise; therefore, it is

even more critical that the nation send the

leaders of the nation who are known for

their firm and unwavering loyalty. ‘Ahahui

Kälai‘äina’s selection of the leaders of the

nation is very fitting. They are representa-

tives in whom we have no doubts, should

they speak if they go to America. America’s

praise of them will be greater, since they are

the land’s own natives [oiwi ponoi no ka

aina; i.e., full-blooded Hawaiians], and their

going to America will be the beginning of

the reestablishment of the well-being of the

land, and reinstatement of the Queen and

Ke Aloha Aina 23 October 1897: 4-5.

Edward L. Like, Editor

E[mma] A. Näwahï, [Owner and] Business

Manager of Ke Aloha Aina

Our eyes are on the leaders1 of the nation

whom the people, after appealing to 

the heavens, have chosen in unity. After 

observing their leadership in the days

recently past, we do not question their 

qualifications should they become 

representatives for the nation [when they

go to Washington, D.C.] in seeking justice

for the land, the nation, and the Queen.

Since it was the people who trusted them to

become their leaders, and the people who

have undertaken to send them, that is their

position, before anyone else.

In the famous words of the President of

[Hui] Aloha ‘Äina: “In the heat of battle, the

leaders will enter the fray to battle the

E d i t o r i a l  o f  K e  A l o h a  A i n a •  E d i t o r i a l  o f  K e  A l o h a  A i n a •  E d i t o r i a l  o f  K e  A l o h a  A i n a

The Leaders Belong to the
People and the People Belong
to the Leaders
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the nation. This is what we are entreating in

the “creation” prayer:

May the heavens be established,

The earth be a foundation,

The solidness, the stability,

The binding, the sprouting,

The entwining, the adhering,

Rumbling thunder, lightning flash,

Sparks fly,

Splitting open the veil of heaven,

Brandishing and striking,

The heavens are illuminated,

A blazing strike, the heavens shake,

Rustling softly as a sigh, as a rumbling, a

standing forth,

The heavens stand immediately above

us,

The heavens are steadfast, the earth is

stable,

The chief is secure, the people are

secure,

To be secure in the supports, the leaders

of the people who love the land,

Born is the land, born are the chiefs,

and the people thrive.

This Isn’t the Time for Divisiveness, 

Let Us Be United

Since we see progress on the part of the

people who love the land, together 

with whom we stand and fight on behalf of

the nation—during the long span of the four

and a half years or more [of struggle]—and

since we became soldiers with the people

whom the leaders of the nation depended

upon in their guidance of the people’s 

cause, for the victory of their cause, the eyes

of the nation look upon them with great 

confidence that through their leadership and

management the nation will meet with 

the victory for which they are fighting the

enemy.

Until today, the leadership of the nation has

been managed by the organizations which

have been headed and led by James K.

Kaulia, D. Kalauokalani, and Mrs. Kuaihelani

Campbell. The power of these organizations

has spread throughout the Pacific Ocean and

to the ends of the earth, and it has been

witnessed by all the world that the organiza-

tions who are leading the nation are on the

side of the royalists.

The administration and leadership of these

organizations by their presidents and 

executive councils have been accepted by

the nation without argument, and since

these organizations rose because they have

been served wisely by their unwavering 

leaders, it was determined that the represen-

tatives be sent to Washington to protect the

rights of the nation. In the last report we

received, the executive council of the

‘Ahahui Kälai‘äina chose representatives in

whom they trusted. These are President

David Kalauokalani, J. K. Kaulia, and their

secretary, J. M. Kaneakua. When these

names were made public last Saturday, it

silenced some people and brought pain to

others. Indeed, some criticized its not being

announced. As we said, this is not a time for

disagreement, this is a time for unity. If that

was the opinion of the coalition of leaders

[Na Ahahui Alakai]2 who are leading the

nation, what is there to dispute? This is one

of the great ailments within our nation. Our

minds entertain the malicious thoughts of

one Hawaiian directed at another Hawaiian.

That is to say, when one or more Hawaiians

undertake something that is desired, that is

when it is gnawed at, without considering

that building is difficult while demolishing is

very easy. This is a great misfortune within

our nation. Such thoughts are coiled up like

a scorpion, and the heat of anger keeps

away good thoughts.
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As for us, we have no criticism regarding the

names which we have set forth, since the

nation is under their leadership, and there is

no lack of recognition so that anyone would

ask, “Who is that person?” or have 

any other suspicions, since the people know

them and it is the people who have 

established them as leaders for the nation

from among the 40,000 people of the

nation. The people’s trust in them as 

representatives to Washington is justified,

and the choice of the executive council of

Hui Kälai‘äina has resulted in suitable repre-

sentatives. It is as if God has chosen them as

representatives so that the nation will live.

Therefore, cease the criticism, “delight as

one in the pleasant Waiolohia wind.”

Hawaiian Representatives in America

and Europe

In 1839, Ha‘alilio was sent as a representa-

tive—he was a full-blooded Hawaiian chief,

and [William] Richards was his secretary—for

the purpose of obtaining the independence

of Hawai‘i, and on November 28, 1843, the

treaty of independence was signed by

England and France. He was the very first

representative sent from Hawai‘i abroad and

results beneficial to the land were obtained

by those representatives.

2—In 1893, a German with no family ties 

to Hawai‘i, [Paul] Neumann, was sent 

along with [Prince David] Kawananakoa as 

delegates to America for the purpose of

obtaining benefits for the land, the nation,

and the Queen who was overthrown by 

the enemy.

Neumann was a delegate who could be

relied on mostly because of his preparedness

and knowledge of the work for which he

was sent, and Prince Kawananakoa was

under his guidance, as if he were a secretary

for the knowledgeable German 

representative. Not one benefit was received

from their trip.

3—In 1895 were sent [H.A.] Widemann, a

German who married a Hawaiian; Samuel

Parker (a half-blooded Hawaiian); and John

A. Cummins (a half-blooded Hawaiian).

According to what was heard, they did not

meet with President Cleveland for the 

purpose for which they went. If the 

president had asked “Who is your father?”

then the delegates would have answered. If

the delegates didn’t see President Cleveland,

then the question arises of “Why in the

world did the President not agree to see the

many delegates of the Queen?” Are not the

reasons below good ones to consider?

1—Widemann is German and a sugar 

plantation owner. Suspicions are arising that

he was seeking benefits for his own 

pocket and that he mixed with the people

who overthrew the kingdom.

2—Samuel Parker is a member of the cabinet

who had no backbone and because of whom

the Queen’s government was overthrown,

and who is firmly under the control of the

wealthy sugar barons.

3—He [Parker] is of mixed blood of the 

foreigners who visited Hawai‘i and he has

mixed with those who overthrew the 

government.

4—John Cummins is a half-blooded Hawaiian

and a sugar plantation owner in league with

the people who overthrew the monarchy.

5—All of them are seeking benefits for their

own pockets.
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It might have been one or more of these

reasons that kept them from meeting and

discussing with President Cleveland in their

capacity as representatives. Therefore, the

organizations are hurriedly choosing 

representatives. What we are saying is, Be

careful in the selection. Do not choose 

people in league with those who overthrew

the kingdom and certainly not those who

dip their hands in the same plate as these 

people, lest the fish look suspiciously upon

the rotting bait. The leaders of the nation

will get a full-blooded Hawaiian such as

Ha‘alilio so that they won’t be rejected by

America when questions of lineage are

asked. The answer will not be, “My father

was from a whaling ship and picked a 

companion in Honolulu, stayed there and

married my mother, and had me.” The 

people will recite their lineage from

Kumulipo and Walaahilaninui, the fore-

father of the Hawaiian people.

The Proper Thing for the Hawaiian

People To Do

The days of signing names have just passed,

demonstrating the Hawaiian people’s 

continuing opposition to the demon god of

the people who overthrew the kingdom and

who want us to become fearful and 

intimidated by their words. And to diminish

us they have dug a deep hole in the dirt 

and have planted the plants they intended

to plant. It is a suitable place for it, but it

will greatly harm the other plants there.

Meanwhile, a large number of Hawaiian

people who are firmly opposed to 

annexation to America are signing their

names [to the petitions]. The origin of this

demon is what is causing the native people

of the land to think of banishing him 

and his attendants who nourish him with the

milk and honey of their greed.

The weight of the names of the people who

truly love the land where they were born

brings with it the longing that justice be

served until the heavens collapse. These are

wonderful thoughts, and these resounding

voices are greatly appreciated. Do not 

listen to the contemptuous words that our

enemies hurl against us, since they have

been paid for their traitorous acts against

the people.

The newspaper Kuokoa is saying that the

royalists are preparing to get the people

from Hawai‘i to Ni‘ihau to donate money for

the expense of sending perhaps five

Hawaiian commissioners to Washington to

urge the non-passage of the annexation 

bill. There were so many statements with

which the editor of Kuokoa thought 

to intimidate the Hawaiian nation so that

doubts would arise in the public mind, which

would reduce to nothing the opposition

being raised by the people.

We [at this newspaper] believe that the

gathering together of the entire nation in

regard to this one subject is a task whose

result is very clear; that is to say, the turning

of defeat to our side and annexation will

forever become dead subjects, and the news-

paper people whose voices are incessantly

buzzing like a hornet in time will disappear,

and their voices will become miserly, and

they will kneel under Ke Aloha Aina’s lead-

ership. That is, the chief editor of Kuokoa is

a defender3 of annexation, and he is striving

with all his might on behalf of his master to

demolish the confidence of the people in

sending representatives for themselves

because of their love for the land in which

they were born. Such talk is like placing 

their fishing lines on the fence, looking for

something for us to disagree about.
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And that is what we continue to say. The

raising of money [to send delegates of Hui

Aloha ‘Äina and Hui Kälai‘äina to

Washington] isn’t for one person or one

group alone, but it is from the voice of the

nation and for the fulfillment of all the 

people’s desires, not for any individual’s own

desires. It is a fact not to be forgotten by

anyone in these times: the Hawaiians are a

very knowledgeable people, not a stupid

people, as others falsely claim.

1 The leaders referred to here are James Keauiluna

Kaulia, president of Hui Aloha ‘Äina, and David

Kalauokalani, president of Hui Kälai‘äina.

2 Hui Aloha ‘Äina o Nä Käne, Hui Aloha ‘Äina o Nä

Wähine, and Hui Kälai‘äina formed a coalition that

operated through the ‘Ahahui Alaka‘i, a committee of

leaders from the three Huis.

3 “Kupele” is probably a typographical error for “kapele

[käpele]” (“defender”).

TRANSLATED BY KEAO KAMALANI AND NOELANI ARISTA
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that they took with force as plunder for

themselves is uncertain. The giving over and

cession of the welfare and prosperity of the

Hawaiian Kingdom into America’s hands is

an action that they thought would preserve

for them the benefits that they have stolen.

Furthermore, they thought that they would

be the ones who would rule over the land

and greedily consume the fruit of someone

else’s labor.

These days, and possibly in the future,

President Dole’s term as the ruler of the

land will be completely terminated and he

will return to his humble occupation as

lawyer, along with his cabinet, chief justices,

and all the people below them, and in one

sweep they will be eradicated until none

remains who loudly proclaimed, “Annex-

ation is a blessing.” Nevertheless, we know

that Kauluiki and his associates1 are truly

regretting losing the game.2

Ke Aloha Aina 13 August 1898: 2.

Edward L. Like, Editor

E[mma] A. Näwahï, [Owner and] Business

Manager of Ke Aloha Aina

We can understand the political activism in

the land when we examine the recent 

current of events, from the time the news

first burst forth that America had completely

taken tiny Hawai‘i as a territory for itself, 

in accordance with the demands of the 

people who had taken administrative power

in their hands, the people whose names 

are associated with these initials and which

are upon the lips of the Hawaiian people, 

as well as those of the foreigners: P.G. [the

Provisional Government].

This name [P.G.] is a cancer on the people

who originally planned this theft of the gov-

ernment since the 17th day of January 1893.

And now their status in the government

E d i t o r i a l  o f  K e  A l o h a  A i n a •  E d i t o r i a l  o f  K e  A l o h a  A i n a •  E d i t o r i a l  o f  K e  A l o h a  A i n a

We Go On
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They are anxious and cannot sleep well,

since they have watched status and good

fortune slip from their hands, something

they never expected. That is what will befall

them, and we approve the departure of

those whom we never served, from the

beginning until today.

As for ourselves, the people living according

to our convictions for the good of our land,

our convictions persist, we sleep well at

night, we were not made destitute by the

troubles committed by those who abused us.

But all those things are like a useful tool,3

everything is in its place,4 and it is in the soil

that we obtain the things that will feed us.

And that is what we are saying, our ruler did

not sit idly by, she is pressing forward for the

good of her troubled people,5 not alone, but

together with our leaders, searching for and

physically striving for a place where good

[pono] can be restored to us.

And the gullible Hawaiians who betrayed

their native land, they are the people 

occupying the government positions these

days. When it is over, stop what you are

doing because you will lose out, and 

then you should come and join with us, the

people who disassociated themselves from

the deeds of those who enticed those

Hawaiians to sign the oath of allegiance.

Today their authoritative voices will disap-

pear for good, and words of repentance and

condemnation of their deeds will appear.

Therefore, let us remain steadfast until the

last Hawaiian for the sovereignty of our

beloved land.

1 Apparently, Kauluiki (whose name has not turned

up in any research this journal is aware of) was seen as

a traitor by the Hawaiian nationalists.

2 “Olohu mahuahua” could be translated as “the 

growing ‘ulu maika [the stone used in a game similar

to bowling].”

3 “Ua like ia me ka o‘o iloko o ko kakou noho ana”

means “like the digging stick of our traditional

lifestyle.”

4 “He lani no iluna a he honua ilalo” means “the 

heavens are above and the earth below,” a Hawaiian

way of expressing that everything is in its place.

5 “Eia no ke nai wahine nei” means “she is pressing

forward in a womanly fashion.” The word “na‘i” (“to 

conquer or take by force”) was usually applied to male

ali‘i. The phrase emphasizes the image of Lili‘uokalani

as being a strong and capable mö‘ï who knew how to

assert her authority in a way that was still appropriate

for a woman in the 1890s.

TRANSLATED BY NOELANI ARISTA
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And all your royal subjects,

Like an indelible lightning flash have been

sealed,

In your sacred heart, O Royal One,

Enduring the rain and the wind,

Crouching in the cold and chill,

The throbbing cold of Washington’s snow,

Nipping the skin like a lover,

The stifling heat of the summer sun,

The glowing red of the dainty face,

That was relieved by the wave of the fan,

The gentle breeze of the fingertips,

One year or more,

Dwelling in the land of strangers,

That the search be patiently tolerated,

To where justice may be served,

Before the legislative assembly,

And the Senate with its disheveled buttons,

Dealing unjustly,

With the rights of the Hawaiian people,

Which they have sought in unity,

From the great power of America,

That your authority be restored,

Ke Aloha Aina 27 August 1898: 6.

This is a name chant for you, Lili‘u,

The renowned Queen of the world.

You are a heavenly offering for the nation,

Seeking the well-being of Hawai‘i,

You, O Royal One, have faced alone,

The raging and stormy seas,

The vast ocean expanse of the Pacific,

Stretching two thousand miles,

Your thoughts were not at all troubled,

By the endless efforts taken on through

love,

Assuming the tasks, dealing with difficulty,

Worrying,

Yearning.

The wishes of Lili‘uokalaniikekapu,

The actions of the enemies are as nothing,

Because of your love for the land where you

were born,

That makes you act fearlessly,

To win what is good [pono] for the land,

For the beloved flag of the country,

[ E l l e n ]  K e k o ‘ a o h i w a i k a l a n i  P r e n d e r g a s t  •  [ E l l e n ]  K e k o ‘ a o h i w a i k a l a n i  P r e n d e r g a s t

A Name Chant for Queen
Lili‘uokalani
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To reign over the government,

Yet the schooling cuttlefish appear,

The members of the legislature,

Opposing their own constitution,

That of the United States of America,

Hawaiian people, let us unite,

Uplift our eyes to Almighty God,

With him lies the hope,

The salvation of Hawai‘i for all time,

In the presence of the Holy Trinity,

Are our rights and our victory,

Tell the story through your name.

Lili‘uololokulaniikekapu.

Composed by [Ellen] Keko‘aohiwaikalani

[Prendergast]

Puahaulani Hale, August 18, 1898.

TRANSLATED BY KEAO KAMALANI AND NOELANI ARISTA

Ka mö’ï wahine ‘o Lili’uokalani
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naki
of all the wrongdoing we have suffered, 
the hundredth anniversary year our Ali‘i 
was imprisoned by the rich man with the 
white skin.”

Aunty Hela has sinced passed on, but she is
still alive in her family, her friends, and in the
island of her birth.

Rachel Lahela Naeola (Imu) Naki was born in
Pelekunu on the island of Moloka‘i on May
26, 1904. She was hanaed by her grandparents
after her mother died, and went to live with
them in Wailau valley. As a teenager, she
worked as a maid for Anna Goodhue’s parents,
who owned and operated the first and only
hotel in Püko‘o.

One day in 1993, Aunty Hela had a dream in
which the Lord came to her. When she awoke,
she immediately called upon her friend, Anna
Goodhue, whom she respected as a Christian
woman and who she knew was also literarily
inclined. Aunty Hela knew her friend would

write the truth as she spoke it, unadulterated
and factually. At the time, Anna Goodhue was
writing articles and mo‘olelo for the Dispatch, a
local newspaper on Moloka‘i. And so on
February 18, 1993, Aunty Hela’s story
appeared in the Dispatch. It was “the year,” 
as Aunty Hela put it, “to unburden ourselves

R a c h e l  N a k i  •  R a c h e l  N a k i  •  R a c h e l  N a k i  •  R a c h e l  N a k i  •  R a c h e l  N a k i

‘A‘ole Maka‘u i ka Po‘e
Waiwai ‘Ili Ke‘oke‘o
(Have No Fear of the Rich Man 
with the White Skin)

As told to Anna D. Goodhue

Rachel Naki as she
appears on a mural
painted in 1982 by Calley
O’Neill in Campus
Center at the Univeresity
of Hawai‘i-Mänoa.
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‘A‘ole Maka‘u i ka Po‘e
Waiwai ‘Ili Ke‘oke‘o
(Have No Fear of the Rich Man 
with the White Skin)

My grandparents who lived in Wailau1

paddled in a canoe to Pelekunu after I was

born and took me to live with them in

Wailau. Wailau was made up of konohiki

lands,2 owned entirely by Hawaiians, from

the mountain down to and including parts

of the ocean.

Those days no tax, free water, no territory or

state government recognized, only Hawaiian

people. There were about 40 or 50 families

living in Wailau during my time. There was a

church and a school house. Plenty to eat,

never hungry. Plenty of fish, ‘opihi, hïhïwai,

‘öpae, ‘o‘opu, and all kinds of fruit. We

raised our own food, mostly taro. Wailau

was taro land, many taro patches. We sold

poi to Kalaupapa settlement. The steamer

Mikahala picked up the poi and transported

it to Kalaupapa, and we were paid in gold

coins, no paper money.3

Now along came the snake in paradise, the

‘Ili Ke‘oke‘o (white skin) on a sampan. I was

about seven years old then. He came ashore

with a sheet [sheaf] of papers in his hand,

and rounded up all the grandfathers, who

held titles to the land, my grandfather

Kama‘i Kaho‘ohuli among them. This Haole

shoved a document at each and every one of

the landowners, and demanded that they

sign. No one understood what was written

on the pages of this document, for it was

written in English and our people could not

read English, only Hawaiian. So while our

Küpuna hesitated, this Haole kept telling 

them it was something good for them, to

benefit all Hawaiians.

My grandfather was suspicious, but the man

was very insistent and became very 

belligerent, so they all signed. I think they

were coerced into signing because they were

afraid of him.

Much later, when the grandfathers were

approached by the tax collector, they

declared, “‘A‘ole mäkou e uku i ka ‘auhau”

(We don’t pay tax).

My grandfather then appealed to his

Mo‘opuna (grandson) Moses Kalilikäne, “Tell

us what this is about.”

Moses replied, “Auwë, ua lilo ka ‘äina i ka

po‘e waiwai” (Alas, the land has been 

taken by the rich man). Moses asked his

grandfather, “Why didn’t you consult me

before signing the document?”

My grandfather said, “I was afraid I would

get shot if I didn’t sign.” The man was 

packing a pistol, you see.

Anyway, our Wailau land was history, ua lilo

ka ‘äina i ka Haole—gone is our land to the

white man.

Eventually we all left our beloved Wailau

Valley and settled in East Moloka‘i, married,

and raised our children and grandchildren.

The past was forgotten until recently. The

Lord came to me in a dream and told me to

talk to the ‘Ili Ke‘oke‘o (white skin), këlä

po‘e waiwai (the rich man). “‘A‘ole maka‘u i

ka po‘e waiwai ‘ili ke‘oke‘o,” he said to me

(Have no fear of the rich man with the white

skin). When I awoke, I tried to think of the

meaning of my dream, and I suddenly
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recalled when I was seven years old in

Wailau and the ‘Ili Ke‘oke‘o came to steal

our land.

So I thought if I talk to the newspaper, the

rich man with the white skin would get 

the message. This is the year to unburden

ourselves of all the wrongdoing we have 

suffered, the hundredth anniversary year our

Ali‘i was imprisoned by the rich man with

the white skin.

1 When this article appeared in the Dispatch

[Kaunakakai, Moloka‘i], “Wailau” was erroneously

printed as “Wailua.” Wailau is completely isolated on

the windward side of Moloka‘i and, as in the old days,

can only be reached by boat or after a strenuous hike

over the mountains. Wailua is a far more populated

area on the leeward side of the island.

2 Konohiki lands were areas awarded during the

Mahele of 1848 to konohiki (those who managed the

ahupua‘a land divisions under the chief).

3 In Kalaupapa leper settlement during the old days,

gold and silver coins were used as currency, rather

than paper money, because coins could be sterilized

easier before leaving the settlement.
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kaho‘ohanohano
I was born and raised on the island of Maui.

Art has been an important part of my life; the
desire to create has always been strong. The
need to expand in the field of contemporary
Hawaiian art brought me to the University of
Hawai‘i at Mänoa, where I am currently focus-
ing on graphic design.

As a Kanaka Maoli, I feel a definite responsi-
bility to produce work that is accurate and
uplifting, to myself as well as to the people of
my culture. The endless support from my 
family and friends make it possible for me to
practice and nurture this gift day by day.

M o a n a  K a h o ‘ o h a n o h a n o  •  M o a n a  K a h o ‘ o h a n o h a n o  •  M o a n a  K a h o ‘ o h a n o h a n o

Mana Wahine

Mana Käne

Faces of Annexation
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Mana Käne

He is your Grandfather

My Father’s Uncle

Your neighbor’s Tütü Man

Our Küpuna

Mana Käne

His eyes hold

a lifetime of broken promises

A home stolen

A future denied

Mana Käne

He educates and disciplines

Giving his children the tools to succeed

They will become warriors of a modern war

They will become leaders of a new kingdom

Mana Käne

Mana Wahine

She is your Grandmother

My Mother’s Aunty

Your neighbor’s Tütü Lady

Our Küpuna

Mana Wahine

Her eyes mirror

A lifetime of struggle

A language fading

A culture diminishing

Mana Wahine

She loves and shelters

Placing her hopes in her children

They will perpetuate a culture by learning

They will perpetuate a race by surviving

Mana Wahine
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Faces of
Annexation

You walked on the ‘äina
no remorse, no shame

Our kingdom you desired
and illegally claimed

Now past becomes present
still hearing your lies
New faces of power
ignoring our cries
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So who’s your next victim
who else will be “saved”?
Ripped from their culture

their sacred sites paved

These faces before you
each one their own voice

And centuries of knowledge
will aid in their choice

To learn, to observe
to never concede

To build a new nation
as you choke on your greed
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mcpherson
on Maui, and began publishing the journal
HAPA. In HAPA, I published works of emerg-
ing Hawaii writers alongside those of estab-
lished authors of national and international
stature. HAPA was well received, and is includ-
ed in the permanent collections of several
major university libraries. Because I always
have wanted to support Hawaii’s homegrown
literature and literary publishing, my own
writing has appeared almost exclusively here at
home. Only rarely, on request, have I pub-
lished my writing outside Hawaii. In 1988, the
Hawaii House of Representatives presented me
with a certificate of merit, acknowledging my
work and thanking me for my contributions to

Hawaii’s literature.

In 1991, I became a lawyer. My publications

now include legal scholarship on native
Hawaiian claims in Environmental Law, and
Hawaii land use in Ecology Law Quarterly. I
wrote those papers while I was in law school.

“The Absent King Quartet” has been long in
the making. In 1972, as an undergraduate stu-
dent and fiction editor for the first issue of
Hawaii Review, I argued for a literature
uniquely of Hawaii. I did not articulate very
well at that time what I meant and intended.
My contemporaries were pleasantly tolerant,
but baffled. I soon gave up talking about it,
and set out on a traditionally academic course
of studies. I went on to graduate school, and
wrote a master’s thesis which was a textual
analysis of the Library Episode of James Joyce’s
Ulysses. At that time, the University of Hawaii
did not offer a doctoral degree from the
Department of English. In 1975, I participat-

ed as a panelist at V Symposium International
James Joyce in Paris, France.

My poetry began to be published in 1979. My
first and only book of poems to date, Singing
with the Owls, was published in Honolulu in
1982. In 1980, I founded Xenophobia Press

M i c h a e l  M c P h e r s o n  •  M i c h a e l  M c P h e r s o n  •  M i c h a e l  M c P h e r s o n

The Absent King Quartet
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In 1995, my good friend Judge William S.
Chillingworth invited me to take on an inter-
esting pro bono case involving a native
Hawaiian Lono Procession along an ancient
path to the sacred site at Haena in Keaau. The
path presently is the driveway to the
Blackshear residence, and the participants were
arrested and tried for trespass. I soon was
joined by Hayden Aluli, who co-counseled the
trial with me and took the case before the
Hawaii Supreme Court, raising several issues
involving native rights.

In my literary writing, I stubbornly persist in
the notion that if readers outside Hawaii, or
new to Hawaii, want to understand who we
are and what we are about, then it is their
obligation to immerse themselves and learn.
My work tends to be dense, researched, and
difficult, perhaps reflecting my Irish roots as
well as those which are Hawaiian. I do not pro-
vide notes or explanations. The writing
embodies a confluence of modernist sensibility
meeting values of a Hawaii to which I remain
loyal.

Of the many fellow writers who have encour-
aged and supported my work, two Hawaiians
come to mind in the present context. John
Dominis Holt and Samuel Crowningburg-
Amalu sought me out early in my career, and

engaged me in lively dialogues. John and
Sammy both, each in his own inimitable way,
were intensely complex individuals whose sen-
sibilities and visions were broad and exception-
al. Members of my own family also influenced

me considerably, as my poems and other writ-
ings show.

What I tend to view as my early and middle
writing is weighted with themes of loss, direct-

ed both toward specific persons and toward the
Hawaii I knew as a child. A reviewer described
Singing with the Owls, my first and only book
of poems to date, in terms of the “raw intensi-
ty of a wound.” Most of my early and middle
work was written on Maui.

In 1993, I returned to the Big Island, where I
was born and lived my first seven years.
Immediately upon my return, I was comforted
by a sense of belonging to a land and sea that
are alive with many spirits, including my
ancestors. When I visited certain places, my
creative energies were drawn toward thoughts
of a dominant figure in Hawaiian history, a
large spirit whose destiny was predicted before
his birth, and whose legacy endures. I sensed
this large presence where I went, and began
work on a series of poems that became “The
Absent King Quartet.”

I am grateful to ‘Öiwi for this first publication
of the Quartet in its entirety. I also want to
thank the many kind friends who have sup-
ported my work over the years. I cannot take
space here to thank all of you, but I do not for-
get you. Mahalo.
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I. Dog Reef

Warned by the elders

there is talk against his life,

the young chief returns to wait.

Nearby the stones of his birth,

before a long and steady wind

the walking stars predict,

he gathers a stillness within

and seeks counsel only

from his menacing god of war.

His cousin the heir apparent

rages at this affront,

cheated by prophecy and a cold

inner wasteland of self.

They will meet on a shore of calm

currents, in that long shadow

where he will build his temple.

Theirs is a course over channels

only the one was born to cross.

But first, this man chosen by time

gives himself to his little village.

A road for fishermen, making safe

our canoes on the red cliffs

above these thick winter waves.

Shapes of his many stone tables

line the windy shorebreak

where we pass these stormy days.

He walks freely among us

and lends his sweat to every task.

At evening he rides his board,

beginning in far dark water

then passing this headland,

on to where stream meets bay.

We chant beyond the night

of our surfer long foretold,

his rich dark carpet of stars.
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II. Luahinewai

This high chief comes ashore

once and for the last time

to bathe in the spring

of his father’s bones,

water of a woman whose eyes

see many seasons

where white grass wraps

in folds of his heart.

Steady pressure of this song

his windy hours still

must play to the now

nearly barren trees.

Naupaka-of-the-sea open

sweet feminine blossoms

that bend to her remembered

lover on a mountain,

but blood will consecrate

another man’s journey

beyond this woman’s cleansing

deep water spring,

weight of a soul born to carry

destiny, war

and a long separation

by fate of two men joined.

Here travels his long and wanton

path of sacrifice,

that part of himself he must keep

wrapped bloody in soiled cloth

to deny the gift of his manhood.

North and west these islands

stretch into a glow,

and the ember of his day

beginning where one tree

stands in a cleft of rock along

her dark valley wall.

Closest to him this tree turns

green in fresh abundance

of all bitterness and illusion,

but in the brittle

farthest reach one dry twig

will grow to his grasp,

and children of dawn beckon

his way between worlds.
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III. Makalawena

Ghosts of the ghosts who once laid nets,

we come to reclaim the place that was taken.

In pickup trucks, by 4-wheel drive, the road

a mass of lava blisters in flat grass and kiawe

arid as the bleached bones you barely remember,

come surfers: fathers and sons, cousins, a bevy

of stragglers half drunk from revels at Kukio,

our mouths dry and stuck, beer for breakfast,

thick blocks of steak black as shoreline rocks,

days of vicious cribbage, fuck books for the kids,

fires everywhere, an orgy of strange male bonding

now lurches toward sobriety and clean blue waves

ever slowly by the brute force of mechanical will.

You who were banished, sent packing on proof you

turned flesh of these bluegreen shallows bitter,

repose now on stones where the glow again opens.

The nature of flawed being is to need redemption.

The chief of chiefs himself once saw a black vent

spewing smoke and rock over all his fertile lands

and sent for the mother whose dead child was given.

At the edge of a flow where burning rock advanced

his priest found this newly made minister of flame

to whom the woman sang sweet love and greetings,

then the chief cut one long lock from his hair.

Take of this man who honors you longest, he said,

if you will, I want to keep my one good fishpond.

The next day the mountain stopped and his people,

who heard him well before, listened better after.

We suppose a fellow like that comes only so often.

When the great chief died, the mountain came back

and took what had been his most dear, but she left

these white sand coves and grove of tall ironwoods,

long steady lines that fan from true north in early

winter, brackish ponds for bright-colored waterbirds.

Shades of morning cover lava and coral and an ocean

limitless and sentient, respite of wandering spirits.

Between these rocks and rolling waves open a moment

the windy gates to uncountable cold and silent stars.
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IV. Kiholo Revisited

Our boat has burned to the water line,

towed from the fuel dock to open sea

it hissed its sad farewell to the harbor

like an old love letter no one will read.

We are bound now to land and black highway

winding between mounds of spent cinder,

or to a lower road where travelers mark

each passage to memory with coral strands.

A view of one desolate moment seaward

from transience stuns the mind to quiet.

Artesian springs feed long white grass

woven thick like a mat over the rubble,

and faint wind songs tell a secret chant

of one whose bones these ghosts revere.

Here shelves of crust layer his silence

and a darkness meets the deepening sea.

Once wide walls held mullet and milkfish,

a place whose name was protected by chiefs

but the waters boiled in fury for weeks

and lizard men who watch are hardened

when the mother of fire calls them home.

If she chooses to frolic in young skin

and her hair falls where a man sleeps,

he will turn and thinking to touch her

feel her weight of dreams drain his limbs

cold and spinning where it presses him down.

He will no more hear Kona nightingales sing

their cheerfully displaced wandering arias

nor watch these tall palms list and sway.

Little boat burning in distant stillness,

rock us gently by these tides of stone.
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kalehua
sonas I embody; among these, Hawaiian,
Seattlite, and Writer.

Because I write about what I know, most of my
writing is about my family and relationships
I’ve had. Some of my work is reflective, some
is embellished, but it all holds a core of truth.
There is a strong connection to Hawai‘i
because I was born there and consider it my
homeland. I don’t think I started writing poet-
ry as a way of connecting myself to a place or a
culture. The words come from inside myself,
as small voices in my head that grow so loud
that they have to be transcribed. As soon as a
line or phrase comes out, two or three more
follow. Many of the lines I keep, most end up
buried beneath scratch-out marks. I lived in
California for 12 years before moving to

Seattle two years ago, and there remains a large
part of me that yearns for Hawai‘i. When I
step off the airplane and breathe in the salty,

sultry air, my entire body relaxes and my feet
feel solid. It reminds me of my family ties and
where my values and beliefs originate. Each
day I learn how to incorporate the various per-

K a l e h u a  P a r r i l l a  K i m  •  K a l e h u a  P a r r i l l a  K i m  •  K a l e h u a  P a r r i l l a  K i m

Ka Hale
The nurturing place

‘Uhane

Lovers and Other
Misunderstandings
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Ka Hale
The nurturing place

for my mother

Come and read to me tonight

I have lost all save one tale

you told to me in childhood.

Days were longer then

As we grew together.

When tales were learned

not loved.

We were alone with your empty house

Ka hale, the house of the bower.

Come and sing to me tonight.

Place me gently on your bed of moss

as midnight words

flicker into dawn.

Kuhi nö ka lima—your hands tell the story

and as I mimic each gesture

your voice raises in chant,

sweeter than virgin tongue.

Lift your stories from my ear

to fill this house, ka hale.

Embrace me in your scarves,

your hinahina ferns,

bathe me in laua’e,

the leaves drenched with rain

from the mountainside,

so I may swim within

a rainbow.

House me in your colors

And show me how green we can be,

Pressing ti shoots into the ground

together, packing down moist earth

One day your voice will become mine,

Ka leo o mäua,

Though I am not prepared for your end

to signal my beginning,

you urge me to remain

standing upon the cool, green moss

with tales to tell

and chants to sing.

Until I learn all of your words,

house me in your colors,

Ka hale.
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‘Uhane

Colorless in every color

like the sea

mirroring the sky

the clouds

the reef

the sand

the deep.

Large and wide

without stature

embracing green peaks

of menehune times

kahiko chants

Pele’s flower

brown skins.

My soul is trapped on an island

hovering like the mist

above its roots in the sea.

Lovers and Other
Misunderstandings

His former lover now loves women

but she’s still a threat.

Instead of choosing a man I was good for

I chose one that was good for me.

The longer we are together

the longer my spine stretches

and my toes bruise easily;

the sides of their bulby flesh grow rough

and purple

my favorite color

waiting to harden

and callous

it is unfair to call it pain

if one takes pleasure in it.

All my former lovers love women

and if they secretly loved men

they’d never tell.

They live in a box beneath my bed

frozen in words and pictures

at the still points

where my heart left them

my favorite cobwebs

waiting to be swept away

and fade.

It is the smallest of intimacies

that leaves no scar.
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ku‘ualoha
After high school (Kapa‘a—go Warriors!), I
attended Kaua‘i Community College before
transfering to the University of Hawai‘i-
Mänoa, where I received a B.A. in Hawaiian
Studies. I eventually earned an M.A. in
Hawaiian Religion, and am currently pursuing
a Ph.D. in English, also from UH-Mänoa. It is
my desire to have a career in teaching, with a
focus on traditional Hawaiian literature and
mythology.

I have always been inspired by my family, and

the natural beauty of ku‘u one hänau. When I
feel inspired, I express my feelings creatively:
sometimes I paint, sometimes I dance, some-

times I play piano or sing; but mostly I 
compose—poetry, mele, oli, and mo‘olelo. I write
about things I have experienced, about family,

friends, and places I know and love. During my
college years, I joined a hälau hula, and became
immersed in Hawaiian activities, such as danc-

Aloha mai käkou e nä känaka mai Hawai‘i nui o
Keawe a Ni‘ihau o Kahelelani a pëlä aku. ‘O au
‘o Ku‘ualoha Meyer Ho‘omanawanui. He keiki
hapa Hawai‘i au, he kupa no O‘ahu, a hänai ‘ia
i Kailua ma O‘ahu, a me Wailua i Kaua‘i. Ua
hänai ‘ia au e ku‘u ‘ohana Hawai‘i, no laila, pili
au i ku‘u mo‘omeheu maoli o Hawai‘i.

My childhood consisted of sandy days at
Kailua and Lanikai beach, horseback riding
through the foothills of Wai‘ale‘ale on Kaua‘i
with the Highgates Ranch gang, camping and
fishing at Wanini Beach on Kaua‘i’s north
shore, and going to sleep on weekend nights to
the sound of various uncles—related or not—
strumming their guitars and ‘ukulele, singing
along with my aunties whatever it was they
were in the mood to sing. Oh yes—there were
lots of family, food, and laughter, too.

K u ‘ u a l o h a  M e y e r  H o ‘ o m a n a w a n u i  •  K u ‘ u a l o h a  M e y e r  H o ‘ o m a n a w a n u i

Electric Lava

Lei Wai‘ale‘ale
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ing hula, learning the art of lei-making, and
speaking Hawaiian. As I studied the language
and literature of my ancestors, I began writing
in Hawaiian as well. I have been blessed with
such a rich cultural heritage, and am thankful
that I am able to pursue these interests. I believe
that all Hawaiians have an obligation to our
ancestors—ko käkou kuleana i nä ‘öiwi—to pur-
sue our different fields of interest, and to do so
with excellence. We must encourage and 
support each other, for together we can make a
difference for the future generations of
Hawaiians yet to be born unto this earth.

E ola mau ka ‘ölelo Hawai‘i, e ola mau ka
mo‘omeheu Hawai‘i!

Electric Lava

Koa‘e bird glides

Swift and silent

Over Halema‘uma‘u crater

Uahi a Pele

drifts lazily to the heavens

An offering

to distant gods

The sea of Puna

murmurs below

a crackling protest,

a raucous greeting,

As rivers of lava

enter the sea, transformed

sighing,

hissing

Uahi a Pele

billows furiously

Explosions of

Pele’s hair

joyously flung into the air

dancing to the rhythm of the ocean

‘a‘ä and pähoehoe

flow down from the uplands—

Pu‘u ‘Ö‘ö, Kïlauea, Halema‘uma‘u

embracing the sea

A promise

from the ‘äina

of hope and renewal

This is Puna

from the time of pö

circa 1500

or 1998

I visit in reverence

a malihini on the lands of my ancestors

The capillaries of lava

which flow through the land

beat to the rhythm of my heart

flow through my flesh and bones

the land lives (e ola!) So I live
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Returning from Hilo

To my concrete life

Flight 281

bound for Honolulu

Silver plane glides

like a koa‘e bird

Over Mäui, Moloka‘i

Läna‘i, Kaho‘olawe

Lit up below with electric stars

Piercing the silent slumber

of Papahänaumoku

The coast of Waikïkï

twinkles in the distance

a screaming protest

a tawdry greeting

As rivers of electric lava

enter the sea, reflected

humming

buzzing

under a veil of smog

and acid rain

Explosions of

electric orange lights

invade the night

disrupting the rhythm of the ocean

rivers of electric lava

flow down from the uplands—

Pälolo, Mänoa, Pauoa, Nu‘uanu, Kalihi

choking the sea

desecration

of the ‘äina

Suffocated by asphalt concrete

This is Honolulu

drowning in modernity

circa 20th century

O Papa, what have they done to you?

I return in despair

a malihini on the lands of my ancestors

Capillaries of asphalt cement

carved into the land

beat to the rhythm of the city

inundate my flesh and bones

the land is dying, (auë ua lilo ë!) So I die

E oli i nä küpuna, E ho‘i i ka ‘äina

ka ‘äina e ho‘öla ë

Ikaika a wiwo ‘ole i nä ‘öiwi

a ki‘ina i ka lei o ka lanakila!
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Lei Wai‘ale‘ale

I was raised in the uplands of Wailua

Homesteads above Kapa‘a, on the island of

Kaua‘i, with an unobstructed view of the

eastern face of Wai‘ale‘ale in my front yard,

and Nounou (“Sleeping Giant”) in the back.

This song is a mele pana, a song celebrating

a place. Wai’ale’ale is one of my favorite

places on earth. I wanted to capture the

feelings I had growing up in Wailua, 

riding horseback along the foothills of this

beautiful mountain, swimming in the

streams that originate in the rainfall on her

summit. There is one image in particular

that I will always cherish, and that is how

the clouds would form a “lei” below the

summit of the mountain; hence the title,

“Lei Wai‘ale‘ale,” as Wai‘ale‘ale wears a lei

or “garland” of clouds.
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mele (song/poem)

I lei ‘ia ‘o Wai‘ale‘ale

I ka ua lei kili ‘ohu

Kiloü i ke a‘ia‘i

Kilihë i ka mokihana.

Pünihi ‘o Wai‘ale‘ale

Hiluhilu Pihana[i]kalani

Kau kehakeha mai i luna

A he nani mai ho‘i kau.

Ka ‘iu‘iu o Wai‘ale‘ale

Nä häpuna haua‘iliki

Pünäwai wai kana nui

I ka malu o Wailua uka.

Ha‘ina mai kou wehi

Uluwehi o Wai‘ale‘ale

Poli hiwahiwa o Kaua‘i

Ho’ohie a poina ‘ole.

unuhi (translation)

Wai‘ale‘ale is adorned

With a wreath of fine mist

Silent in the brilliance (of moonlight)

Drenched in the fragrance of mokihana.

Majestic Wai‘ale‘ale

Beautiful is Pihana of the chiefs*

There in the supreme heights

Oh so beautiful indeed!

The lofty supreme heights (of Wai‘ale‘ale) in

the distance

The icy spring waters gush forth

Numerous springs (without limit)

In the peaceful (protected) uplands of 

Wailua.

Your beauty is praised

The lush beauty of Wai‘ale‘ale

Beloved heart of Kaua‘i

Esteemed, and not forgotten.

*“Pihana[i]kalani” can also be translated as “Pihana in

the heavens (uplands).” Pihanakalani is located in the

upper regions of Wailua valley, on the eastern slope of

Wai‘ale‘ale.
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kanae
You can find my poetry in Bamboo Ridge Press
publications. You can find me at Kapi‘olani
Park around sunset, walking with my orange
dog, Tehani. If you happen to be at the park
and see us, stop us. We love to talk story.

I cannot remember exactly when I fell in love
with writing. There was no melodramatic 
revelation; no knight on a white horse. This is
not an infatuation with Byronic heroes or 
“J. Alfred Prufrock.” My love affair with the
written word happened slowly, with occasional
fits of hesitation. There are moments when I
feel ecstatic about something I’ve written, which
is followed immediately by disillusionment and
disgust—not unlike being in love! Such are the
complexities of writing. I love it, yet, I hate it.

I never expected to end up with a degree in
English. I wanted to study art, until I was told
to be more sensible. I tried to find a major that

would make me more marketable, or at least
put me in a higher tax bracket. I failed, but it
wasn’t my fault. I blame English 100. After a

taste of expository writing, I was enticed by
poetry, fiction, and creative non-fiction cours-
es. “Kimo’s Red Collar” is my first creative
non-fiction piece to be published.

L i s a  L i n n  K a n a e  •  L i s a  L i n n  K a n a e  •  L i s a  L i n n  K a n a e  •  L i s a  L i n n  K a n a e

Kimo’s Red Collar
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Kimo’s Red Collar

I am not a keeper of things. I do not collect

teacups or crocheted lace doilies. To my way

of thinking, if you haven’t found a need for

a thing within a year, then you might as well

deem the thing useless. But there has been,

over the past seven years, one faded-red 

silver-buckled exception to my rule: Kimo’s

collar. I can’t bring myself to throw the

damn thing away. The collar, constructed of

a resilient nylon weave, is about two inches

wide and twenty inches long with a deeply

scored third notch. I haven’t found a need

for it yet, except maybe to appreciate its

earnest sturdiness—frayed edges and all.

Maybe I keep it around so I can listen to the

familiar clink of the dog tag, a sound that is

as comforting as my house keys’ jangle at

the front door. 

The first time I heard Kimo’s dog tag was the

Sunday afternoon Kimo wandered onto my

lanai. The usual coo-cooing of pigeons 

outside was abruptly displaced by a staccato

of metallic clinks and claws clicking on

cement. I slid the lanai door open to investi-

gate. Sniffing at the stems of my potted 

rose plants was a tan-colored, barrel-shaped,

squinting green-eyed Staffordshire 

bullterrier. I knew it was the neighbor’s dog.

He could hardly go unrecognized. 

He was the same dog I had heard yelping

just the week before. The yelp was not a

puppy kind of yap. Nor was it the forlorn

bay of a dog left alone for the first time.

This dog was in pain. I marched towards my

neighbor’s house. As I got closer, the yelps

grew louder. I hid in a tall hibiscus bush

where I could peek through the branches

and look into my neighbor’s backyard. I

could hear a man swearing. Loud thuds

shook the wooden walls of the house. Then

the backdoor slammed open and a dog flew

out. The dog landed on its side, legs flayed

frantically as it tried to pull itself up. It lost

its balance several times. A young man 

bolted out the back door and began to whip

the dog with a three-foot long tree branch.

Each whip made the branch whistle through

the air before its tapered end stung the

dog’s back. Whistle. Yelp. Whistle. Yelp.

Every time the dog tried to pull away, I

heard whistles and yelps. The man picked up

the dog, raised it to shoulder level, 

threw it down onto a pyramid of firewood,

and started kicking it in the head and ribs.

“STOP IT!” I screamed.

The man stopped kicking. He scanned the

yard with eyes that betrayed the sudden fear

of being discovered.

“You shouldn’t do that to your dog!” I

yelled out, still hiding behind the hibiscus

bush. I could see the momentary guilt on his

face. I was damn angry, but I felt absolutely

powerless. There weren’t words strong

enough to reprimand this man’s cruelty. 

I stepped out from the bush, breathing as if I

had just sprinted five miles. “I’m reporting

you to the Humane Society.”

“Fuck you. Mind your own business,” he

yelled back. Then he shouted at the dog,

“Get up Kimo! Now!”

“Kimo,” I said to myself. How could he name

a dog and then whip it? The dog lay stone-

still in terror as his master kicked him again.

I bolted out of my neighbor’s backyard,

down the driveway, and into my kitchen. As

I thumbed through the phone book, I mum-

bled the alphabet to choke back my tears. A,

B, C...D, E “Environmental,”...E, F...“Fine Arts
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Associates,”...F, shit!...G, “Gentry,”

H...“Hawai‘i,”...“Hawaiian Heirloom,”...

“Hawaiian Humane Society,” 946-2187. I

dialed the number and waited for someone

to answer. Every ring was longer than the

one before. I was given two options: press

charges or have the Humane Society issue a

warning to my neighbor. I pressed charges.

My neighbor was fined $250. 

Fine or no fine, I could not rest after seeing

that man whip and kick his dog. My ears

kept vigil, and three days passed without so

much as a whine. Then, just as I had started

to feel rather smug about my valorous fight

against the inhumane treatment of animals, 

I found Kimo lifting a hefty left hind leg over

my potted roses. “No,” I said to the dog.

Kimo cowered, then curled his torso and

walked sideways like a sand crab. I figured he

had been tethered to a pole for so long he

thought his body was trapped within a 

permanent radius. When I reached out to pet

him, he collapsed onto his back like a

dropped marionette. He lay there, stone-still,

probably expecting to get kicked. I lightly

stroked the slope between his beady, green

eyes. He squinted, pinned back his huge ears,

and gave me a well-fanged pant.

“You hungry, boy?” I asked him. I sat down

next to him on the lanai floor. Kimo got up

on all fours and nudged in closer to me.

Without the slightest self-perception of his

body mass, he pushed me over.

All I had to offer him was a chunk of dried-

out Swiss cheese and half an Egg McMuffin.

He graciously accepted both, and in

exchange he guarded my lanai for the next

seven days.

When Kimo’s evil master finally showed up

at my front door, he was disturbingly pleas-

ant, probably afraid I’d turn him in to the

Humane Society again. Actually, I was afraid

he might accuse me of stealing his dog, so I

told him the dog was found sleeping on my

lanai, caught trespassing on my property—

Where the hell was he for the past week? He

said he had just returned from a trip. He had

chained the dog to a steel pole stuck in the

middle of his yard before he left. He 

apologized for the inconvenience he and his

dog had caused, and if I didn’t mind, he

would like his dog back. “Sure,” I said. “You

can catch him on my lanai.” After an embar-

rassing chase scene, my neighbor clipped a

chain onto the dog’s collar and dragged the

reluctant beast back to his house.

Kimo escaped and found his way back to my

chase lounge, and the evil master showed up

at my door once again. Kimo escaped, again.

Finally, after two unsuccessful attempts to

keep Kimo tied up in his yard, my neighbor

gave up. He decided that the dog was way

too much trouble than it was worth. Kimo

was too stupid to learn anything, my 

neighbor told me, and too much of a panty

to be a good guard dog. As far as he was

concerned, Kimo was too damned useless to

keep, which meant, of course, that I would

end up keeping Kimo. I didn’t mind. I knew

the only worthless thing about this dog was

the gap in the mangled D-ring dangling

from his red collar. It was the gap that was

just about as wide as a clasp on a dog chain.

My neighbor was right about one thing:

Kimo was a worthless guard dog, but at

least he looked the part. Blessed with classic

bullterrier features, Kimo lugged around a

large, angular head equipped with that infa-

mous powerful jaw. He had a liver-colored

nose, peridot-colored eyes, and enormous

ears that stood up like wind-filled sails. At

first glance, Kimo was a pretty scary-looking
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dog. Whenever I took him for out for walks,

people reacted as if I were walking 

the bullterrier from the Black Lagoon, or

Frankenkimo, or Kimozilla, or Kimo

Scissorhands—you get the idea. Other dog

owners would cautiously turn their dogs

around and walk away in the opposite direc-

tion. Grown men would step way over to the

other side of the sidewalk and let Kimo and

me pass. Children would point at Kimo and

yell, “Look Mama, it’s Spuds McKenzie!”

Mamas would take one look at Kimo and

pick up their children.

The truth was Kimo loved everyone he came

in contact with, and once people got past

what Kimo looked like, they loved him back.

Joggers and hikers who frequented the trails

near my house knew Kimo’s name way

before they got to know mine. On days

when I’d let him off his run, he would escort

passers-by on the street or on the hiking

trails, then he’d turn around and come

home. Kimo loved children. He’d let them

tug at his ears or hug him a little too hard.

He was always willing to chase a ball, even if

he rarely returned it. Kimo loved the mail-

man, the cable man, and the telephone man.

He even loved door-to-door missionaries.

“Couldn’t you at least bark at the Jehovah

Witness ladies?” I said, while showing him

the copy of The Watchtower I had just

bought for fifty cents. Kimo pinned back his

ears and collapsed onto his back.

Since I couldn’t get my new dog to guard my

house, I figured I could teach Kimo some old

tricks: sit, speak, and shake. We started with

the “sit” command. After repeating the

word “sit” several times, I forced his rear

end down and then praised him with a pat

on the head and a piece of cheese. Then I

gave the command again. “Sit, Kimo. Sit.”

Kimo barked. “No, I said ‘sit,’ Kimo. Sit.”

Kimo barked again. I figured that maybe 

I should start with “speak,” since he seemed

to like to bark. I said, “Speak, Kimo.” Kimo

barked. “Good boy,” I said, and gave him

some more cheese. He looked so pleased

with himself. “OK. Let’s try it again. Speak,

Kimo. Speak.” Kimo sat down. “No, that’s

‘sit,’” I said. Kimo barked. This went on for

about a half hour, and then for the next two

days. We never made it to “shake.” I finally

gave in and decided that whenever I wanted

Kimo to sit, I’d tell him to speak. It made for

interesting dinner conversation.

A year passed since that fateful day in the

hibiscus bushes. Since then, I had learned

that Kimo was a lousy guard dog and 

remedial tricks student. He looked like a

fierce bullterrier, but was actually Ferdinand

the bull incarnate; a reluctant beast who

preferred to contemplate on roses...before

he lifted his leg to pee on them. One spring

afternoon, after the Easter candy went on

sale for half price and April rains fell even on

sunny days, I discovered a side to Kimo 

that seemed so foreign to my limited human

sensibilities. 

A friend of mine had come by the house

with a white rabbit that she had found on a

hiking trail. The rabbit was probably 

abandoned by a human who could not live

up to the responsibility of owning a pet. It

happens all the time, especially after Easter. 

I offered to keep the rabbit until one of 

us could find a good home for him. I named

him Benjamin (Peter seemed sort of trite). 

I made it a point to let the rabbit sit out in

the front yard for a few hours every day. 

I kept Kimo on a leash on the lanai while the

rabbit sat in the front yard. Rabbits do not

hippity-hop around for nothing. You have to

chase them or they will sit there and eat

your lawn. One afternoon, I chased
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Benjamin until he hopped behind a short

mint bush, where he was happy to sit 

for several minutes nibbling on mint leaves. 

I sat on the lawn, where I was happy to

watch Benjamin. 

Suddenly I heard my landlord, Stanley, yell,

“No Kimo! No! Come back!” But it was 

too late. Kimo had already pounced fluidly

into the mint bush, as if he were poison

released into the bloodstream. He sniffed

Benjamin’s body once, found the perfect

spot, and then bit directly into the rabbit’s

neck. Then he pulled the writhing white 

animal out from behind the bush.

I had never heard a rabbit cry before. Its

monotone bleat sounded like a baby lamb

crying for its mother. The rabbit, resigned

and limp, was on the brink of surrendering

its life when Kimo gave it one powerful, 

perfectly delivered shake, and snapped the

rabbit’s spine. I watched Benjamin’s irises

drain from dark pink to gray. I had never

witnessed death so closely before. I was

entranced. It had been the longest five 

seconds of my life. 

Stan came running into the front yard, then

stopped when he saw that it was too late.

He picked up a slipper and started slapping

Kimo’s head. Kimo would not drop the dead

rabbit. “Stop it, Stan,” I said, taking the 

slipper away from him. How I wanted to hit

Kimo with that slipper, too. At the same

time I felt an inexplicable desire to praise

him. His ears were fully erect, totally 

aware of the wind, the sound of the trees

and my voice. His eyes...one uses words like

“triumphant” and “glorious” to describe

angels or martyred saints, not a dog that

killed an orphaned Easter rabbit. Yet, there

was something glorious about the way Kimo

carried himself; chest full and high, tail even

higher. He paraded his dead rabbit, lying

limp in his jaws, around the yard.

I was in awe of this animal and his innate

capability to kill—the wholly perfect, 

unconstrained, and uncontrived force of an

animal’s instinct to deal death and nature’s

fate upon the one that must die. I had 

witnessed unadulterated violence; violence

in its purest form, violence that was not

prompted by hate. Kimo had killed with

grace and efficiency, without hesitation or

fear. Kimo had killed beautifully.

Kimo walked up to me and looked me

square in the eye, then dropped the dead

rabbit at my feet. “Good boy, good boy,” 

I told him. He walked to an old planter filled

with rainwater and drank, lapping up water

for a good three minutes. Then he turned

and looked at me again. He walked back to

where he had killed the rabbit, circled the

area twice, then lowered his bulky body and

lay there, head held high and front paws

stretched out in front of him. Later that

afternoon, as I dug the hole to bury the 

rabbit, I realized that I had had the audacity

to try to teach Kimo how to speak.

Kimo died about three years after he took

Benjamin’s life. He had contracted tetanus

and passed away at the vet’s office. When 

I went to collect his body, the vet’s assistant

had already wrapped Kimo in a large 

trashcan liner and had placed him in a

Pampers box. We carried the box out of the

office and put it in the back of my pick-up

truck. When I got home, Marcus, my 

eleven-year-old neighbor, told me he want-

ed Kimo to have a decent Christian burial. I

agreed. Marcus’s mother, who hated Kimo

because he was a bullterrier—and “you

know what they say about bullterriers”—

came to the funeral anyway. I lay the stiff
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trashcan liner adjacent to the ditch I had

dug earlier that morning, opened the top of

the bag, and pulled the plastic gently away

from Kimo’s body. His eyes were closed and

his ears were erect. He looked as if he were

asleep on the lanai. I undid the silver buckle

of his red collar and put it aside. 

Stanley, who is about 6’5” and 300 pounds,

helped me lower the body into the ditch.

But he couldn’t take any more sorrow that

day. He sobbed so hard that when he tried

to get down on his knees, he dropped Kimo

into the ditch. I told Stan I’d take care of the

rest of the burial. As I shoveled dirt over my

sleeping puppy, Marcus played taps on this

trumpet. He blew into that trumpet as best

as a skinny eleven-year-old could. Then Stan

went back into the house and played a

choppy, but heartfelt, rendition of “Aloha

‘Oe” on his Thayer Organ. I didn’t know

whether to cringe or cry. After I stood up

and brushed the dirt off of my knees, I made

my contribution to Kimo’s funeral ceremony.

I read aloud a poem written by James

Dickey.

The Heaven of Animals

Here they are. The soft eyes open.

If they have lived in a wood

It is a wood.

If they have lived on plains

It is grass rolling

Under their feet forever.

Having no souls, they have come,

Anyway, beyond their knowing.

Their instincts wholly blood

And they rise.

The soft eyes open.

To match them, the landscape flowers,

Outdoing, desperately

Outdoing what is required:

The richest wood,

The deepest field.

For some of these,

It could not be the place

It is, without blood.

These hunt, as they have done,

But with claws and teeth grown perfect,

More deadly than they can believe.

They stalk more silently,

and crouch on the limbs of trees,

and their descent

Upon the bright backs of their prey

May take years

In a sovereign floating of joy.

And those that are hunted

Know this as their life,

Their reward: to walk

Under such trees in full knowledge

Of what is in glory above them,

And to feel no fear,

But acceptance, compliance.

Fulfilling themselves without pain

At the cycle’s center,

They tremble, they walk

Under the trees,

They fall, they are torn,

They rise, they walk again.

All of us, including Marcus’s mother, cried a

long time for Kimo. After Marcus put his

trumpet away in its blue-velvet-lined case

and Stan turned off his Thayer organ, I

planted a koa seedling on Kimo’s grave.

Then I picked his collar up off the ground,

brushed off the dirt and dog hair, and took

it into the house for safekeeping.
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kamau‘u
My Bus Is Two Hours Late

Jack in The Box smiles lurid

Through smoke-colored glass;

A midnight apparition in neon,

Formless and vaporized

At the Union Mall bus stop.

I’m a 99-Cent Special

Hanging with Jack,

A penitent for life

Consigned to streetcorner ‘ukulele

And preacher’s admonitions

Against Satan and his angels.

I’m a matron once a maid,

Lights gone out

With the one zillionth

Dream vacationer who,

Having luxuriated between

Hotel sheets

And a full measure

Of room service

Has gone,

Leaving me vacant,

I moved from rural Läwa‘i, Kaua‘i, to
Honolulu tenements when I was a young girl.
I recall life in Läwa‘i as “an idyll of dreams”
and have written “pastoral” tone poems, as
well as poems about the harshness of city. For
the past twenty years, I have been administra-
tor and executive director of Native Hawaiian
Legal Corporation. In 1993, I was a recipient
of the Elliott Cades award.

M ä h e a l a n i  K a m a u ‘ u  •  M ä h e a l a n i  K a m a u ‘ u  •  M ä h e a l a n i  K a m a u ‘ u  •  M ä h e a l a n i  K a m a u ‘ u  

My Bus Is Two Hours Late

Host Culture
(Guava Juice on a Tray)
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Rank and unmade.

I sink quietly to knees

In the place prepared

By Jack’s Faithful.

I kneel among their rancid offerings:

Paper cups, cigarettes,

Garbage strewn about

The silent streets.

I pray for lost sons

Struck senseless and star-crossed

By spirits;

For old men convulsive

In dirty felt hats;

For the hospital freed

Doing the thorazine shuffle;

I pray for preachers

Whose ‘ukulele scriptures

Are Satan’s bus stop nemesis;

For old ladies

Worrying behind

Gray spectacles

Fumbling at the pay phone

And giving up.

I pray for all

Seeking light

Missing important signposts

And going up in smoke.

Theirs are the voices

Of soft restraint

Whispering to the driver

Their wait has been long.

Jack-in-the Box smiles lurid

Through smoke-colored glass;

A midnight apparition in neon,

Formless and vaporized

At the Union Mall bus stop.

I’m a graveyard shift conscript

Hanging with Jack,

Going with his angels

For one last ride.

Host Culture
(Guava Juice on a Tray)

“Host culture.”

What euphemistic bullshit—

Pure, unadulterated HVB

They act like

They was invited—

Like all these years,

We been partying

Or something;

It’s like

Getting fucked in the ass

Is supposed to be

A turn on—

Get real!

Whoever thought up

That crap

Deserves to get whacked.

Let’s get one thing straight:

Nobody invited anybody—

They pulled a number on us,

Big time!

It’s the same old, same old—

They move in

And before you know it

They take over:

The guys in the house

End up on the streets;

The guys with scratch

End up sucking wind;

The warriors,

They all in the joint;

The wähines

They all strung out;

The kids,

They getting hauled off

By CPS—

The old folks

No can handle

Nobody like listen to them anymore;

The “leftovers,”

They all “psycho out,”
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Or in the churches

Thinking they fucked up.

How you gonna act

When you think about

The haole teacher

Giving your mother

A hard one across the face

For talking Hawaiian;

Or the Queen

Tripping out in prison;

Or the old gods

On display

In New England parlors

Their balls cut off—

You know, they still trying

To castrate us.

You hate to think like that

But seem like

They keep trying

To convince you that

Getting raped

Is very maika‘i

We supposed to

Catch our thrills

Because one stealth bomber

Named “Spirit of Aloha”—

Or because hula sell

Like Amway in Japan?

Every friggin’ ripoff

Get one nice Hawaiian tag—

Like we all right with it

Like we gave permission or something.

Too much, these guys—

We stay all bust,

All coma out,

And they act like everything ’way cool

That’s probably why NWA

Get nothing over the bruddahs.

They doing crack

Smoking the crystal meth

They poking heroin

They pounding wähines

They kicking ass big time!

They way beyond that red rag bullshit

They carrying pieces

They taking guys out

They fucking nuts!

The way they feel

You can kiss their ass.

HVB Hawai‘i Visitors Bureau

scratch money

wähines women

CPS Child Protective Services

haole white or Caucasian

maika‘i good

NWA Niggers With Attitude hard-core

rap group

bruddahs brothers

red rag a gang emblem

pieces guns
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kapulani
Ë Luku Wale Ë
...devastation upon devastation...

He mäewaewa mai ka ‘äina,

‘a‘ole kumu lau e ola ana ë.

Auhuli ‘ia ka lo‘i ‘ai o Luluku

e ka pua‘a laho hao.

Welewele ka i‘a hao o ka ‘äina,

ahuwale ka na‘au o Papa.

Hele kohana ma ka hala o Ho‘oleina‘iwa,

nä huapala hina o Kekele lä.

Kau ‘eli‘eli kau mai, kau ‘eli‘eli ë.

Aia he wahi pana kapu ma Kumukumu,

pahüpahü ka pahu heiau a Käne.

Küpiliki‘i ko Punalu‘u pa‘i a‘a kukui lä

pau a‘e lä ka waimaka hü o Hi‘ilaniwai.

Ke küpaka nei ‘o Kahoe,

kahe koko i ke ko‘a mokumoku o Lo‘e.

Hanehane nä kumupa‘a i mä‘eha‘eha,

olo ka makena e ‘uwä ana.

Kau ‘eli‘eli kau mai, kau ‘eli‘eli ë.

E ho‘okala i ka maka ihe.

K a p u l a n i  L a n d g r a f  •  K a p u l a n i  L a n d g r a f  •  K a p u l a n i  L a n d g r a f  •  K a p u l a n i  L a n d g r a f

Ë Luku Wale Ë
...devastation upon devastation...
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E kani ka pü pohä ka‘a ‘ikuwä,

Haulani ‘Äinakea i ka ‘öpua ‘ïlio uli.

Keke‘e ka puahiohio ma lalo loa o ka honua,

hua‘i mai nä pu‘ewai i ke alanui.

Küpikipiki’ö ka wai nui o uka;

‘au ‘ia ke kuamo‘o e ke kauä hewa.

E ka‘alina kü ka ua lehu o Ha‘ikü,

‘ai a ‘ino‘ino ka ‘äina.

Kau ‘eli‘eli kau mai, kau ‘eli‘eli ë.

Ho‘i mai lä kini o ke akua noho i kama;

häläwai nä ‘uhane i ka ua Ko‘olau,

ua mihi aku ua mihi mai.

E kani‘uhü ana puni ke kuahiwi,

hiki lä, puka lä, ‘oni lä, loa lä, kela lä.

Kelakela pali kahakea o Ko‘olau,

kü i luna i ka luku wale.

Pa‘a ‘ole i ke ‘älana moku.

Kau ‘eli‘eli kau mai, kau ‘eli‘eli ë.

The land is unstable,

having no root for sustenance.

Overthrown are the lo‘i of Luluku

by the iron boar.

The iron fish have stripped the land,

exposing the entrails of Papa.

Naked in the hala of Ho‘oleina‘iwa,

fallen is the ripe fruit of Kekele.

Digging, turning over, delving into the past.

Broken is the kapu of Kumukumu,

resounding is the heiau drum of Käne.

Punalu‘u’s kukui, its rooted veins, are

distressed;

the gushing tears of Hi‘ilaniwai cease falling.

Tortured with grief is Kahoe,

torrents pouring on the broken coral of Lo‘e.

Excruciating is the pain of the ancestors,

loud is the weeping and wailing.

Digging, turning over, exposing the past.

Resonant, thunderous, clamoring

proclamation;

‘Äinakea is breathless in the dark clouds.

The whirlwinds twist beneath the earth,

gushing forth are the springs in the road.

The great waters of the uplands rage;

the highway is filled with fleeing pariahs.

The ash rain of Ha‘ikü endlessly pelting,

sinister upheaval consuming the land.

Digging, turning over, revealing the past.

The gods return, multitudinous, to dwell in

the cliffs;

in the rains of Ko‘olau, the spirits gather,

grieving everywhere, remorseful throughout.

Echoing through the mountains,

it comes, it rises, it moves on, it broadens, it

extends forth.

Lofty are the inaccessible cliffs of Ko‘olau,

rising high in the slaughter.

Ceaseless is the devastation of the island.

Digging, turning over, seeking the past.
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Ke küpaka nei ‘o Kahoe
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He pü‘olo waiwai mai küpuna mai
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Pauka‘a i nä i‘a hao o ka ‘äina
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Käluli kämau i ka ‘ohe kupa
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trask
Hi‘iaka Chanting

Glistening tree snails

miraculous light gleaming

‘ölapa leaves

in Pele’s uplands.

Elegant häpu‘u, translucent

as her eyes. And

our flitting ‘i‘iwi

nimble beak sipping

love’s lehua

buds. Winter moss

sponging the earth. Hypnotic

mist. Hi‘iaka chanting

on the wind.

Step lightly, dancer.

Look up, look up.

H a u n a n i - K a y  T r a s k  •  H a u n a n i - K a y  T r a s k  •  H a u n a n i - K a y  T r a s k

Hi‘iaka Chanting

Nämakaokaha‘i
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Nämakaokaha‘i

Born from the chest

of Haumea, mo‘o

woman of kuapä,

lizard-tongued goddess

of Hawai‘i:

Nämakaokaha‘i,

sister of thunder

and shark—

Känehekili,

Kühaimoana—

elder of Pele,

Pelehonuamea.

Kinolau on the wind,

in the yellowing ti,

sounds of Akua

awaking in the dawn:

Nä-maka-o-ka-ha‘i,

eyes flecked with fire,

summoning her family

from across the seas.

Sharks in the shallows,

upheaval in the heavens.

From the red rising mist

of Kahiki, the Woman of the Pit:

Pele, Pele‘aihonua,

travelling the uplands,

devouring the foreigner.
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chillingworth
Born March 17, 1943, in Honolulu, Hawai‘i;
raised in Hilo, presently living in Waimea and
being shaped by the Kipu‘upu‘u wind. Being
of Hawaiian, Scots, English, Irish, and
German extraction, I listen with a multitude of
ears, speak with a chorus of voices. Assuming
the presence of a quorum and consensus
regarding choice of language, the devil is in the
tuning. It seems as if I have been tuning up for
a long time. In “Requiem,” the voices have an
opportunity to speak to each other.

In recognition of the traditional Hawaiian
mele, I have utilized the “envelope format” in
both “The Jeep” and “Requiem,” where the

last verse refers back to the opening lines.

W i l l i a m  S .  C h i l l i n g w o r t h  •  W i l l i a m  S .  C h i l l i n g w o r t h  •  W i l l i a m  S .  C h i l l i n g w o r t h  

The Jeep

Requiem
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The Jeep
(for A.S.K.)

In the same way that comets and children

grown and departed now reappear,

pulling bright smudges of dust and memory

through windows cracked open to our past,

so returns the undegradable debris

from our passages.

You told me when we met that 

on your ranch

you still had my old jeep, a relic

from my beginnings.

I’d bought it from a couple

in the middle of divorce.

He’d said a check was fine—

she wanted cash,

cash won, it was quickly split.

And at once I remembered

the exquisite skyscape another wife

had won in her first separation,

it was a view west from Kahua’s lofts

over Lahikiola and your home

toward the Maui channel—it was glorious.

But she had let it go—it recalled

too much, she was blind to 

the streaming clouds

in the canvas sky above Kehena,

that in your ranchhouse, on the wall,

with the morning light just so, 

is now a window, now a mirror, 

now a window.

Requiem

Dawn over Mauna Loa:

not indigo or Capricorn. The water

in this tropic bay is the blue of Cancer—

elusive, ambiguous,

attractive and repellent.

It is the stark memorial

on the far shore,

isolated stone obelisk

respectfully erected by His countrymen.

Great Circumnavigator,

who brought death down

the trade winds to this Eden,

transplanted like the surrounding palms,

precisely walled and marked

by linked chain and burnished

brass plaque—

British graveyard designed for one.

Yet your shape is certainly phallic,

whitewashed,

you emerge from blackened basalt,

the first snow-colored seed planted.

From the pyramidal tip of this shrine

ancient cliffs cascade up into the sky.

Massive sarcophagus

protecting the secreted remains

of the ancient dead and a culture

that did not display death

or reveal self.

Courage and skill

navigated life to Kealakekua Bay

long before this sun

rose on the

Empire.
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kamana‘olana
How the hell did I get here? 

What the future (or the present, for that mat-
ter!) holds for me, I have no idea. But I can
probably predict that it will be completely
crazy, and it’s the last thing on my mind.

One thing is certain, though. Wherever I am,
and whatever I do, I will always be Hawaiian,
and I will always love my family, my culture,
and my people.

If you walked up to me a decade ago and told
me that I would be advocating the incorpora-
tion of technologies into organizations, or
working in a career in the Hawaiian culture, I
would have thought you were crazy. Ironically
though, both these subjects have come to 
pass in my life. In fact, many things I have 
considered crazy ideas in my life have also come
to pass.

But such is life.

Exactly a decade ago, I was living a simple 
life, immersed up to my knees in mud, 
pulling kalo alongside my father in Waipi‘o
Valley. Today, I am employed as a Culture
Specialist for the Office of Hawaiian Affairs,
and attaining a Master’s Degree in Public
Administration with a concentration on “How
policies affect the incorporation of technologies
in organizations.” 

W i l l i a m  K a m a n a ‘ o l a n a  M i l l s  •  W i l l i a m  K a m a n a ‘ o l a n a  M i l l s

Eö e ka Pueo Ë

Today’s My Birthday
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Eö e ka Pueo Ë

‘Auhea ‘oe, ‘auhea ‘oe

E ka manu pö e ka manu lewa

e ka manu kia’i o ka ‘äina ë

Eö mai Eö mai ë

Eö e ka pueo ma Pu’uloa

Eö e ka makani i ka lani nu’u

I ka honua panoa, he kula manu

I ka pa’akö, he kula manu

Eö mai, eö mai ë

A Pu’uloa au a hea i ka pö

Heahea i nä la’a o nä manu

‘O nä manu pö, he manu iana

I ka makani hihio i ke kula

Eö ë eö ë ka makani

Häku’i nö ka leo i ka lewa

I ka lani nui a i ka honua

I ke kuahiwi a i ka moana

I kahiko a i ka mua

Loku aku loku mai loku nö ka leo

‘Auhea ‘oe, hea mai ‘oe

E ka pueo ë

Ka mo’o lele ë

This poem was written for and used 

in the play ‘Umi a Liloa.
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Today’s My Birthday

Today’s my birthday.

I just buried ‘Ehu, my dog, behind the house.  

It’s raining pretty heavy this morning.

Damn, I hope it doesn’t rain all day.

“Ey Billy, go grab da food, we going go lo’i

pretty soon.”

It’s about 6:30 in the morning. On my birth-

day. It’s frickin cold. I no like get up. But

gatta. Gatta get ready. Me and Dad going

up da mountain side of da valley to his taro

patch. Brush teet, wash face, comb hair…

Eryday at aroun dis time, me and my dad

pack up our ‘ukana and head for da lo’i.

Sadines, onion, corn beef, shoyu, poi… Don’t

ask me why… I no learn a damn ting in da

patch. I like hurry up go back school.

But no get me wrong or nothing, Waipi’o is

one beautiful place. Probably da most beau-

tiful place on Earth. All green and lush li’dat.

But me, I hardly look at da beauty of

Waipi’o. After living in this damned place for

three months, it gets pretty boring.

I miss my friends back in ‘Aiea. Dat’s where I

live, you know. I was raised uppah side

‘Aiea. Me went school deah, met all my

hoaaloha deah, my babe stay deah, erybody

stay deah.

I membah growing up in ‘Aiea…me an my

oldah bruddah Clarke playing our lives away

on da Atari, cruising aroun ‘Aiea on our

bikes…

We had our own bicycle gang, you know.

Me, Clarke and our frien Chris. I had one

Mongoose bike (dat my faddah been bought

at da police auction), Clarke had one BMX,

an Chris had one Schwinn. We wen drive 

all around ‘Aiea, even up to da heiau! We

were da bulls of Pakalana Street. Erybody

knew us and like us. Nobody been give us

hassles…until those fuckin haoles moved on

our street.

Typical haoles from da mainland—blond

hair, blue eyes, always complaining about

pidgin…faddah was full time military, 

maddah was full time bitch, an deah two

kids Brian an John were two full time assholes.

But nevah start out li’dat at all. Eryting was

cool at first. We was all good friends, as all

kids start out. No mo hassles… We all go

cruise on our bikes… Me on my Mongoose,

Clarke on his BMX, Chris on his Schwinn, an

da two haoles on 10-speeds. (Who da fuck

dey tink dey stay…on 10-speeds?) Eryting

was cool, until da haoles got pushy. Dey

started fo give us wise lip. Dey play football

and dey play dirty. Dey chrow rocks at our

dogs. Dey was fuckin assholes. An den dis

one time, me an Clarke was cutting grass in

our yard, and Brian came riding up to our

house on his bike. He was whissing away on

da street on his 10-speed, driving all stupid.

He wen make one last minute cut to our

house on his bike in one pretty fas power

turn. He wen rip da cornah, ride aroun on

our grass fo couple seconds, an den da fuck-

ah sped off. Dat’s what dose fuckahs do wen

dey like piss us off…and guess what?

It worked…

I had da rake an Clarke had da shovel. He

was hiding behind da wall an I was hiding

behind da stairs. Dat frickin haole did dis

befo, an he always nevah do dat only once.
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From where I was, I could see Brian coming

perfectly. But dis time was different. John

was on his bike too.

“Ey Klak! Get ready! Get him an his bruddah

commin!”

An shua enough, da two 10-speeds was rip-

pin aroun da corner in one power turn with

da skinny ass tires clickin away—clic clic clic

clic clic clic—Dey was 30 feet from us…20

feet…10 feet…

“Now!”

Me an Clarke wen jump out da bushes an

swing our swords out straight fo deah

hearts.

“Pomp!” I wen wack Brian across da chess.

“Pang!” Clarke wen wack John’s 10-speed’s

tire.

Brian an John was going about 25 wen we

wen ambush da suckahs. Right wen I wen hit

Brian, he wen fly backwards right off his

bike. His hands was flappin in da air like he

could fly. He had one funny look on his face,

like he nevah expect what was commin.

(Fuckin dumb haole should expect it. Messin

with one local boy.) He hit da ground flat on

his haole back and his bike kept goin

straight…right into where da dogs stay

chained. Ho dem dogs had one field day

with dat bike.

Clarke was one tough buggah. He was 11

years old an he was already 220 pounds. So

wen he hit John’s bike with da shovel, dat

bike wen from 25 miles per owah to zero in

one friggin second. Johnny Boy went flying

off dat bike in one straight line…straight to 

where da dogs were chained. Ho dem dogs

had one field day with dat haole...

Yeah, dose were da days. Aftah dat, da

haoles took da hint an moved away. Good

fo dem, dose damn päkehä.

Aftah a few mo years my muddah an faddah

got one divorce. Me an Clarke was livin ‘Aiea

with my mom, an Dad wen move out, look

fo one uddah place fo live. Dad foun one

hole fo live in latah on…

Aftah dat, tings was going good, den my

faddah got laid off from work at Pacific

Concrete. All my dad’s friens got laid off

too…jus cause one frickin haole like make

one mo dala. So my dad wanted fo change

his life. He quit O’ahu an wen move up Big

Island so he can be “Hawaiian” again. He

nevah figgah dat life as one taro farmah was

going be tough. But hey, any type of farm-

ing makes life in da rat race on O’ahu look

good.

In Waipi’o, I hardly get for see anybody.

Where me an my faddah live, hardly any-

body come by. I nevah see one person for

two weeks now…not one man, not one

wahine, not one keiki…nobody…besides my

dad…

“Ey Billy, we go. You get your tabis?”

“Nah, I going jam my slippahs.”

“Whatevahs, it’s your feet…”

And with dat we headed for da patch. Now

for all you buggahs who don’t know about

Waipi’o, it’s one beautiful bush. No mo

paved roads, no mo running watah, no mo

electricity, no mo phone, no mo MTV, no mo

nudding. But get plenny haoles. Oh dem
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haoles love dis shit. Dey all come migrate

here fo run away from demselves. But dat’s

one uddah story…

So anyway, where the hell was I? Oh yeah.

We was walking to da patch on one muddy

ass rocky trail. Keep in mind dat it is pouring

rain now. It was pouring rain since two days

i hala. So right now, da river’s getting pretty

big.

“Billy, try wait little while, I going get da

watah.”

We was now halfway to da patch. And

always always always befo we go to da

patch, we gatta go get our drinking watah.

So my faddah go down to his secret spring

fo grab watah. Fo some reason, da watah in

dis spring stay special, my faddah’s faddah

wen tell him about dis spring. For some rea-

son, da watah stay cold, fresh, and sweet.

Aftah two minutes, my dad was coming up

from da spring.

“We go.”

We went.

We kept walking walking walking…past

Hi’ilawe, Nenewe, da old broken church,

past Uncle Kaina’s patch, past Kanekoa’s

patch, until we hit Wailua. Dat’s da big

mama rivah of Waipi’o. Now if we wanted

for get to our patch, we had to cross dis

rivah. Dis rivah was one beeeeeg rivah. Dis

rivah was one rough rivah. Dis rivah was one

scary ass rivah. No mo sand in dis rivah, no

more mud, jus rocks. Big rocks, slippery moss

covered rocks. My dad, he one big tough

man, so dis rivah wasn’t nudding to him. He

wen just hop in an wade across like nothing.

But me, as soon as I took one step in da

watah…WHOOSH! Gone down da rivah. So

here me flopping and floundering in da

rivah, wacking rocks and panicking like a

shit, and my faddah yell to me, “Ey, Meet

me at da lo’i!”

And off he went…

By dis time I got washed about 50 yads

down stream. I managed for grab one rock

and slowly slip my way to da uddah side of

da rivah. I lost one of my slippahs and all da

food was gone. And of course, was still rain-

ing.

I just sat on one rock fo a few minutes…con-

templating life. Shit this sucks.

“Happy birthday, Billy!” I said out loud to

myself. 

I just rested on that rock for a few minutes

and den off I went to da patch.

Aftah one hour of hobbling, I got to da

patch. My dad was already hard at work in

one of da patches (we get six in dis one lo’i).

Still stay raining like one shit. But my faddah

manage fo smoke his Toscani. Probably

cause he stay wearing his lauhala hat.

“Ey Billy, go in da patch ovah deah and pick

off all da leaves with käki’o. Da kalo stay

sick.”

I took one look at dat patch and my heart

wen drop. Dis patch stay one acre big. And

allllllllll da kalo get käki’o. My dad always

pick me fo cut kalo leaves cause I get one

big thumb nail. Cutting leaves was my sup-

posed specialty. So here I was, cutting leaves

with my purple thumb fo five hours. My

thumb nail and thumb was all soft, sore, and 
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sticky from da taro leaf sap dat get all over

everything, including my hair.

Shit. I cold, I wet, my frickin thumb hurt, I no

mo one slippah, I no mo food, and still stay

raining. “Happy birthday, Billy, you dumb

shit.”

My dad was all da way on da uddah side of

da lo’i, so he couldn’t see me…

I started crying. “Shit. I no like stay here. I

like go back O’ahu with my friends. I like go

beach. I like visit Mom. Shit, I like have fun!”

But I kept cutting those damned leaves. No

could tell I was crying. Too much damned

rain.

About one hour aftah, I wen pau da patch.

Nevah have one käki’o leaf left in da whole

damned patch.

I wen go run in da forest look for guava. I

was frickin hungry… I was frickin tired… I

was frickin lonely…

I miss Stacey… She told me fo no go up Big

Island. She wanted me fo stay O’ahu with

her. Fuck. I should have listened to her…

Stacey, she stay one Maui girl. Right from da

booneys of Makawao. I been meet her at

one party at UH. She one reeeeal pretty

Pake wahine. I nevah like leave her. But

gatta. Gatta get ready. Gatta leave fo Big

Island.

“You no gatta go, Billy…,” she been tell me.

But I left. Stupid me. I felt like I had to stay

with my faddah, because…because… Shit. I

donno why, I jus had to…

She was all crying when I left.

“You no gatta go, Billy…,” she been tell me.

But I left. Stupid me. We jus started going

with each uddah one week ago… Was pretty

weird how we got togeddah. She was play-

ing trumps with all her friends in her apaht-

ment an I was sitting right next to her on da

sofa. I was small kine drunk. She looked so

pretty sittin deah, all happy, playin cards

with her pals. I was sittin deah phasing out

on her head… I wen look an she had one

piece pepah in her hair, so I wen go try take

um out. As soon I touch her hair…

“Ey! What you doing!!!!” she been snap at me.

“Getting piece pepah out your hair.”

“Oh!” an she wen turn around real fas.

Wow li’dat. Jus give me full attitude. So I

been sat deah fo couple seconds…all

habut…den I got up an bagged in da bed-

room. I wen lie down on somebody’s bed an

sulk. Shit. Now I like go up Big Island. I was

bout ready fo bag out, and Stacey came

walking in da room all quiet…

“You O.K., Billy...?” she been say.

“Yeah! Go way!” I been say, all salty.

She came in an sat down on da bed by me…

“You mad at me?”

“…”

“Why? What I did?”

“..”
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“You going talk to me?”

“.”

At dis time, I really nevah like talk to her but

I figgah I bettah jus set tings straight an den

bag to Big Island. So I been tell her! I been

tell her dat I like her! I been tell her dat I

love her! I no give a damn already! I going

bag up Big Island! No mattah to me anymo!

But guess what?

She been tell me she love me too…

So we went with each uddah fo one week

den I had to bag to Big Island. I had to go

help my dad. I nevah like go now! I had one

ipo! But gatta. Gatta get ready. Gatta leave

fo Big Island.

“You no gatta go, Billy…,” she been tell me.

But I left. Stupid me.

“Ey Billy, where you stay?”

“Ovah heah…”

“Come! We going!”

We got back at aroun six. Dad wen cook din-

nah (my only meal) and I wen take a bath in

da stream. I nevah feel like talking, so aftah I

wen grind dinnah I wen crash.

“Ey Billy…Billy…you awake?”

“Mmm… Ey Dad…what time stay?

“Midnight. You like talk?”

“Yeah. Can. What’s wrong?”

“Nothin, I wanted for wish you one happy

birthday.”

My dad sat on da side of my bed. Da room

was pretty dark except fo da kerosene lamp

in da corner, burning away on da table

behind my dad. Rain was pounding on da

iron roof above our heads. Dad had some-

ting in his hand, all wrap up in newspepa.

“I got you one present, Billy.”

He gave me da stuff wrapped up in da news-

paper. I was going open um, but I went look

at my faddah fo some reason. He had one

sad look.

“Wen you going back O’ahu?” he asked me.

“I get two days left.”

“Dis your first semester at UH yeah?”

“Yeah.”

“I going miss you, Son.”

“Me too.”

“I know I wen work you hard in da lo’i. But

get good reason. I no like torture you. I just

wanted for show you how it is here. Dis kine

Hawaiian lifestyle stay dying. Nobody like do

dis kine work anymore. Only get us guys left.

I like you live as one Hawaiian before we all

die.”

“Maopopo ia’u.”

“I no like you go O’ahu. I like you stay here.

But more important, you go school an study

hard. You gatta go help da Hawaiians…

“‘Ae, ‘ike wau…”
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“I love you, Son. Happy birthday.”

Was midnight. I stay playing slack key fo my

faddah while he sing me “hau’oli lä hanau iä

’oe” in da light of da kerosene lamp. We

nevah had cake, so we wen jus eat poi with

sugah inside. My birthday cake was pretty

sad, but was ‘ono to me…

By the way, it stopped raining…

My father, William Kawaikaulana Mills, me, and ‘Ehu

working in our taro patch in Waipi‘o (1988).



laiana
mähuahua loa a‘e ka mo‘okalaleo o ko käkou
lähui kanaka. Inä na‘e e käkau wale aku nö
käkou i nä mea a käkou e ‘ike ai ma hope mai
o ko käkou komo ‘ana i loko o këia mähele ‘o
ka ‘ölelo Hawai‘i, e hapa mai ana ko käkou
mo‘olelo, a hapa pü mai ho‘i me ka waiwai e ili
ana i nä hanauna ma hope mai o käkou.

Ma kahi o ka hö‘ike ‘ana no ko‘u piliolana ma
‘ane‘i,  e hö‘ike aku nö paha au i kekahi mau
mana‘o ho‘äkäka no këia wahi mo‘olelo o‘u i
pa‘i ‘ia maila ma lalo nei. He mea ‘oia‘i‘o nö ka
nui aku o ia mo‘olelo a ‘a‘ohe mana‘o nui i
haku wale ‘ia. Eia na‘e, i këlä manawa a‘u i hele
ai i Läna‘i, ‘a‘ohe wahi pa‘a iki o ka ‘ölelo kana-
ka ia‘u, a no laila, ‘a‘ohe nö like loa ka‘u mea i
‘ike ai ma laila me ka‘u i käkau maila ma lalo
iho nei. He mau mea ‘oko‘a nö i komo mai ma
këia mo‘olelo e la‘a ho‘i kekahi mau puana‘ï,
‘a‘ole ia he puana‘ï maoli no ka mea ‘a‘ole i
ho‘opuka ‘ia ia mana‘o ma ka ‘ölelo Hawai‘i.
‘O ka ‘oia‘i‘o, i ‘ike ‘oukou, he ‘ölelo haole kai
puka maoli mai. A he nani ia ‘a‘ohe o‘u mana‘o

ho‘opunipuni ma ka hana ‘ana pëlä, eia nö wau
ke hö‘ike nei i mua o ke äkea ë ‘o ko‘u ho‘ä‘o
‘ana këia e hö‘ike i kekahi mähele o ko‘u

mo‘olelo ma o ka ‘ölelo Hawai‘i, a no ko‘u
‘i‘ini nui ho‘i e ho‘oikaika käkou a pau ma ka
hö‘ike ‘ana i ko käkou mau mana‘o a me ko
käkou mau mo‘olelo ma o ka ‘ölelo Hawai‘i a
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E Mana Iho Nö Ke Küloko

‘Auhea wale ana ‘oe

E ku‘u hoa welo like

‘Alo like nö i ka ‘ïnea

He wai ‘awa‘awa ë ka inu

Inu a‘e nö e inu ai

He ‘eha makehewa wale ia

‘O ke aloha a‘o ke kanaka

He kipa hewa nö i ka ‘ïlio

‘O ka ‘ïlio kä‘ili kuleana

Puni mana ake hanohano

‘O ka pi‘ikoi o nä pi‘ikoi

Malihini pu‘uwai Hawai‘i

E Hawai‘i e ala e kü‘ë

Mea ‘ë ka ho‘ohihi i ko waho

Mai puni kula me kaimana

E mana iho nö ke küloko
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Ka Wä Halakahiki

I ka piha ‘ana o nä makahiki he

‘umikümäono ia‘u, ‘ölelo maila ku‘u

makuahine aloha ma ka ‘ï ‘ana mai, penei,

“‘Eä, e ke keiki, ua hö‘ea mai ke kau wela. I

wä maika‘i nö ho‘i këia nou e ‘imi ai i ola no

ka ‘ohana,” a ‘o ia ihola ko‘u ho‘ouna ‘ia

aku e hele i Läna‘i, kahi e hana ai ma ke

‘ano he mea ‘ohi halakahiki. 

Ua like a like ke ‘ano o nä ‘öpio o ia wä me

ko këia wä, ‘o ia ho‘i, he po‘e malihini i ia

mea he hana. Ua ma‘a wale nö i ka huli ‘ana

o ka lima i luna, a ‘o wau pü kekahi e helu

‘ia i loko o ia ‘äuna. A no laila, i ia puka ‘ana

mai o ka ‘ölelo a ko‘u makuahine, eia nö

wau ke hö‘ä‘ä nei ka maka ke kani‘uhü nei

ho‘i ka leo i loko o‘u, “Aloha nö kahi keiki ‘o

wau. Hana nö kä ho‘i e hana ai. ‘A‘ole nö e

nele ko‘u noho ‘ïnea ‘ana ‘oiai o‘u mau hoa

kula e le‘ale‘a ana i nä hana le‘ale‘a o ke kau

wela.” I loko o ia kani‘uhü ‘ana, ua

maopopo na‘e, ‘a‘ohe wahi ho‘olä‘au ‘ana a

ka waha palu e pakele ai kahi keiki i ia

hopena weliweli ‘o ka hana kau wela, a no

laila, ‘o ka ‘ae wale aku nö ka‘u o ka pane

‘ana aku, me ka nui na‘e o ka minamina,

‘a‘ole ho‘i o kana mai.

Ma ka pae ‘ana o ko‘u mokulele i Läna‘i, a

iho mai au i ke alapi‘i, ‘o ka lua ia o ko‘u

hehi ‘ana i ka lepo o ia ‘äina. He mau

makahiki i ka‘ahope a‘ela ma mua, ua hele

au ma kekahi huaka‘i kula no ka nänä ‘ana i

nä meaola o ko Läna‘i mau kapakai. He

huaka‘i le‘ale‘a këlä. ‘O këia hö‘ea ‘ana mai

na‘e, he huaka‘i hana a ho‘okahi wale nö

‘ano o ka le‘ale‘a, ‘o ia ho‘i ‘o ka ‘o‘ole‘a. He

pï nö ho‘i ka ‘amo i ka ua mea ‘o ka pa‘u

‘ana i ka lä wela. ‘O ia hö‘ea ‘ana, aia nö i ka

lä ‘oko‘a a ua hiki ia‘u ke ‘ike i ka waiho

kähelahela mai o nä mahi halakahiki ma ia

wahi nö a puni. Nani ho‘i ka nui o nä

halakahiki e ‘ohi ai, ‘a‘ole paha e pau i ka

helu ‘ia.

He kanaka ‘olu‘olu o ka mino‘aka ka mea

näna au i ki‘i mai ma ke kahua mokulele a

ho‘iho‘i akula i kahi külanakauhale ‘o Läna‘i

City. ‘O ka ‘olu‘olu nö ho‘i o ko mäua

kama‘ilio ‘ana, mai poina ke kumu o ko‘u

hiki ‘ana mai, he hana. He wahi kaona

‘u‘uku wale nö ‘o Läna‘i City e kupu mai ana

ma waena mai o nä lälani halakahiki ‘o ia nö

‘oe ‘o ka mokupuni li‘ili‘i e ‘au ana i ke kai.

He ano mehameha ko ka ‘äina. ‘A‘ohe ona

mä‘alo‘alo ‘ia e känaka, a he mea ‘ano ‘ë

ho‘i ia i ke keiki i hänai ‘ia ma kahi

külanakauhale nunui ‘o Honolulu. Ma ia

kaona ‘u‘uku lä, a ma loko ho‘i o kekahi hale

i kükulu ‘ia no ka po‘e limahana o ka hui

mahi halakahiki, ‘o ia ho‘i ko‘u wahi e noho

pü ai me ko‘u pü‘ulu hoahana no ‘ewalu

pule o ke kau wela. He ‘ewalu lumi o ia hale

a he ‘elua keiki o këlä me këia lumi. A ua

ho‘onoho ‘ia mai au ma ka lumi e noho ‘ia

nei e kekahi keiki haole mai Punahou. Ua

‘ölelo ‘ia ‘o ia ana ko‘u hoa lumi no ia mau

pule ‘ewalu. ‘O ka lö‘ihi ho‘i ia o ko‘u kepa

‘ia ‘ana ma ia hana. He ‘umikümälima

mäkou ma ia pü‘ulu ho‘okahi a ua hele like

mäkou i ka hana i këlä lä këia lä. ‘A‘ole i

li‘uli‘u ko‘u noho pü ‘ana me o‘u mau 

hoahana a ‘ike ihola wau ë mai nä mokupuni

o waho mai mäkou a pau loa a ‘o ka hapanui

o nä hoahana, ‘o ke kolu ia o ko läkou kau

wela ma ka ‘ohi halakahiki ‘ana, a eia ho‘i, ua

piha nä makahiki he ‘umikümäwalu i kekahi

o läkou. ‘O mäua na‘e me ko‘u hoa lumi, he

mau keiki ‘akahiakahi a ‘ike ‘ole ho‘i i ia ‘ano

hana ma mua.

Ua ‘ano ‘ë ua hoa lumi lä o‘u, ‘a‘oe nö i like

kona ‘ano me nä keiki ‘ë a‘e, a ua lilo ia i

mea e ukiuki loa ai kekahi keiki Pilipino o ko

mäkou pü‘ulu a huli kua a‘ela ho‘i nä ‘ale o

ke kai kekahi i kekahi. E ka mea heluhelu,
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aia nö ma këia hope koke aku nei e hö‘ike

‘ia ai ia moku ‘ana o ko läua pilina, aia nö

na‘e a hö‘ike ‘ia aku kekahi mau mea no ke

‘ano o ua keiki haole lä. He mea mau iä ia ke

kü ‘ana i mua o ke aniani kilohi a li‘uli‘u ho‘i

me ka mahalo ‘ana i kona u‘i, a i kekahi lä,

kaena maila nö ho‘i ‘o ia i mua o‘u ma ka ‘ï

‘ana mai, “‘Eä, i nä lä a pau a‘u e nänä ai i

ke aniani, he ulu nö ko‘u u‘i.” I ko‘u lohe

‘ana i ia ‘ölelo kohu ‘ole, mai hü wale a‘ela

ko‘u ‘aka. Ua ‘ane‘ane hiki ‘ole ia‘u ke kaohi

i ka ‘i‘ini e kapa aku iä ia i ka ihu pi‘i a me

ka manu pïkake paha he ho‘okahakaha ke

‘ano. Kohu mea lä, e mana‘o ana ‘o ia ua

ho‘ouna ‘ia mai ‘o ia e ke Akua ma ke ‘ano

‘o ia ka makana makamae ho‘okahi a këlä

me këia kaikamahine o ka honua nei e 

moemoeä ana. ‘O ka ‘oia‘i‘o na‘e, ‘a‘ohe lua

o ke kuhihewa o ia mana‘o ona. ‘O kona

‘ano ia i nä lä a pau o ia mau pule mua o ko

mäkou noho ‘ana i laila. He kanikani wale 

ka waha a hö‘ike wale mai ho‘i i kona

mana‘o me ka nïnau ‘ole ‘ia. He kahamaha

wale mai nö ho‘i i loko o nä kama‘ilio ‘ana o

kekahi po‘e me ke kono ‘ole ‘ia a me ka 

mihi ‘ole mai ho‘i no ia ‘ano kïkahö o käna

hana. He keu ‘o ia a ke keiki ‘ike ‘ole i nä

loina o ka launa maika‘i ‘ana o känaka. A ma

nä mea a pau, ‘a‘ole e nele kona ho‘oki‘eki‘e

i mua o mäkou.

‘O ua keiki Pilipino lä i hö‘ike ‘ia ma luna a‘e

nei, he kanaka li‘ili‘i wale nö o ke kino, akä

he ‘ano ‘a‘ali‘i kü makani a he ‘ahi kananä o

ka lina mokomoko, ‘oiai ua a‘o ‘o ia i ia

mähele ‘o ka hakakä. A i ko mäkou noho pü

‘ana a hana pü ‘ana i këlä mau pule mua o

ke kau wela, ‘a‘oe nö i hala këia ‘ano

ho‘oki‘eki‘e iä ia i ka ‘ike ‘ole ‘ia, a i këlä lä

këia lä, ho‘opuka kahi keiki haole i kekahi

‘ölelo o ia ‘ano ho‘okahi nö, a e kahu ana ka

‘ena o loko o ka na‘au o kahi keiki Pilipino a

lilo mai i pulakaumaka kona mana‘o e ki‘i e

pepehi i ua keiki ‘ano ‘ë lä. Mali‘a o nïnau

mai auane‘i kekahi kanaka i ka hewa o ia

‘ano ‘ölelo. He ‘ölelo wale nö a pa‘ë mai i ka

pepeiao o ke keiki Pilipino. ‘A‘ole ia he ku‘i

‘ana na ka lima a mea ‘ino paha e ‘eha ai ka

na‘au a haumia ai paha ka inoa. He aha mai

auane‘i ho‘i käna o ka mana‘o pepehi aku i

ua wahi keiki haole lä? He hewa kä ka

hua‘ölelo? Eia ka pilikia, i ‘ike ‘oe e ka mea

heluhelu. Kainö a ma ia kaena ‘ana, ‘a‘ole

pili iä ha‘i a ‘a‘ole ia he hewa. Eia kä, he

hewa ‘i‘o nö i mua o mäkou, a no ka mea,

ua ‘a‘e ‘ia ka ‘ölelo o ka launa maika‘i ‘ana o

känaka, ‘o ia ho‘i ka lula i pa‘a mai kahiko

mai, “E noho iho i ke öpü weuweu, mai

noho a ho‘oki‘eki‘e!” Eia ho‘i, ‘o ka hopena

o ka mälama ‘ole i ia ‘ölelo, ‘o ia ho‘i, e

wehe ‘ia ka piko o kahi a me kahi. 

Aloha nö kahi keiki ‘ike ‘ole i ia loina. ‘A‘ohe

ona mahu‘i iki ë he hana käna e näukiuki ai

kekahi o nä hoa noho a e pili ai këia hopena

iä ia. A ua hele a näukiuki nö kekahi. ‘O ka

‘oia‘i‘o ho‘i, ua pau loa mäkou i ka näukiuki

iä ia. ‘Akahi nö mäkou a ‘ike i ia ‘ano kanaka

nui o ka ho‘oki‘eki‘e, a me he mea lä, ‘a‘ohe

ona hilahila ke hana aku pëlä. Ua lawa

mäkou iä ia a no laila, i ka wä i kü mai ai

kahi keiki Pilipino i ka puka o ko mäua lumi

moe me ka ‘a‘ä ‘ana mai o ka maka, ‘a‘ole

au i pü‘iwa. Ua maopopo ‘ë ia‘u, ‘a‘ole no‘u

ko ia ala maka e ‘a‘ä mai nei. ‘Ï maila këlä,

“‘Eä, e puka ‘oe i waho. He wahi kalo pa‘a

ka‘u e hänai aku ai i kou hoa lumi.” 

‘O ko‘u ha‘alele koke akula nö ia i ka lumi a

i lawa nö a kü ana ma waho a‘e o ka puka,

lohe maila au i ka ‘üpä ‘ino ‘ana mai o ke

pani puka ma hope o‘u, a i ia manawa nö i

ho‘omaka ai ke kani ‘u‘ina o ka wai o

Nämolokama e küpäküpä ana i nä paia ‘ehä

o ia lumi. Lohe ‘ia nö ho‘i ka uë ‘ana o ka

leo o kahi keiki kaena e nïnau ana, “He aha

këia äu e pepehi mai nei ia‘u. ‘A‘ohe ‘oe i

hana wale ‘ia aku nei e a‘u!” A kähea mai
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ana nö ho‘i këlä keiki i loa‘a mai ai ona hoa

kökua, “Hölina! Hölina!” ‘A‘ohe na‘e he

wahi kökua a kü mai ma kona ‘ao‘ao. He

mau minuke nö ka lö‘ihi o ia küpäküpä ‘ana

mai loko mai o ka lumi, ‘a‘ohe na‘e a 

mäkou nänä. A i ka mälie ‘ana iho, ho‘okahi

wale nö ‘ölelo a ke keiki Pilipino i lohe ‘ia

mai. ‘Ölelo akula ‘o ia i ke keiki haole, “He

waha kanikani. ‘A‘ohe wahi ‘ekemu a ka

pu‘upu‘u lima.”

I ia pö a ao, ‘a‘ohe o mäua kama‘ilio ‘ana me

ko‘u hoa lumi, a i ke kakahiaka ‘ana a‘e,

hele akula ‘o ia ala a i mua o ko mäkou luna

me käna noi aku ho‘i e ha‘alele ‘o ia i ka

mokupuni. A ua kö ia noi. He mau makahiki

ma ia hope mai, ‘ike hou akula wau i ia hoa

lumi o‘u ma Honolulu. E kui lima ana läua

me kekahi wahine äna i ‘ölelo mai ai ‘o käna

ipo ia. Ma hope o nä ‘ölelo ho‘olauna, ne‘e

maila ‘o ia ala i o‘u lä a häwanawana maila i

loko o ko‘u pepeiao, “‘Eä, ‘a‘ole këia ‘o ka‘u

ipo ho‘okahi wale nö. He ‘ekolu hou aku e

kakali maila ‘o ko‘u kähea ‘ana aku iä

läkou.” I ka lohe ‘ana i ia mau hua‘ölelo,

no‘ono‘o ihola au i loko o‘u, “Auë nö ho‘i ë!

He keu kä ho‘i kahi keiki ho‘oki‘eki‘e! ‘A‘ohe

wahi mä‘ona i ke kalo pa‘a a kahi keiki

Pilipino. ‘O ia mau kani nö o ka waha.”

Ma hope o ko ia ala ha‘alele ‘ana iä Läna‘i,

ua maika‘i ka noho ‘ana o mäkou. He ala nö

mäkou i ke kakahiaka nui, ‘eono lä o ka

pule, no ka ho‘omäkaukau i kä mäkou mau

mea e pono ai no ka lä hana. ‘O ka hapalua

hola ‘ehä, ‘akahi ho‘i a kani ka moa kuakahi.

He mea ‘ë ka hu‘ihu‘i o ke këhau kakahiaka

o ia ‘äina no ka mea aia ‘o Läna‘i City ma

kula ma kahi o ho‘okahi kaukani kapua‘i ke

ki‘eki‘e mai ka ‘ili a‘e o ke kai. ‘O ka hu‘ihu‘i

loa o nä kakahiaka, he kaula‘i nö mäkou i ko

mäkou käkini i mua o ka puka ‘oma i wehe

hapa ‘ia a waiho ‘ia ho‘i e hämama mai ana

pëlä, a i mea ia hana e mahana ai ka wäwae

o ka hele ‘ana aku a hiki i ka hale ‘aina, he

hapalua mile paha ka mamao. A ma laila e

pä‘ina ai ko mäkou kakahiaka a e ki‘i ai ho‘i

i ke kini ‘ai ö e mä‘ona ai ko mäkou awakea.

He nui ko‘u mahalo i ke ‘ano ho‘opumehana

mai a ko‘u mau lole mänoanoa i ia mau

kakahiaka. ‘O ia ‘ano lole ka mea e pono ai

ma ka hana, i ‘ole ho‘i e kü ka ‘ili i ke kukü

‘o‘oi o ka lau halakahiki. ‘O ka mea ‘äpiki

na‘e, ma hope o ka pä‘ina awakea, he kü

mai ka lä i ka lolo a he kü pü mai ho‘i me ka

wela launa ‘ole mai a ke kawaüea e omo ‘ia

mai ana mai loko a‘e o ka honua e ka wela o

ka lä. Auë ka wela ë! ‘A‘ole ho‘i e hiki ke

wehe ‘ia nä lole, aia wale nö a ‘o kou

mana‘o ia e kü kou ‘ili palupalu i ia mea he

kukü, no ka mea, pehea ka lole a me ka lole

‘ole, ‘a‘ole e nele ke kü i ke kukü. ‘O ko

mäkou ho‘öla ‘ia ‘ana, ‘o ia ho‘i ka pau ‘ana

o ka hana o ua lä a me ka lawe ‘ia ‘ana o

mäkou ma hope iho i lalo o kahakai, kahi e

‘au‘au ai a e kahanalu ai paha ke pi‘i ka

nalu. A ma luna o ke kalaka halihali

halakahiki mäkou e lawe ‘ia ai.

I kekahi lä, ma hope o ka pau ‘ana o ka

hana, ua pau mäkou i ka hö‘olu‘olu ma

kahakai. Ua hele nö ho‘i a he mea ‘ole ka

wela a me ka ikiiki o ke ea, ka mälo‘elo‘e o

ke kino, ka ‘eha o ka ‘ili i nä kukü, a me ia

mea aku ia mea aku i ka ua mea ‘o ka lana

mälie ma luna o nä ‘ale holuholu hapahapai

o Pu‘upehe, me ka ho‘okä‘au aku a

ho‘okä‘au mai o nä hoa hana. A pau ia

ho‘onanea ‘ana, a ‘oiai mäkou e ho‘i ana i

uka, ua kupu mai kekahi mea e pau ai ka

noho maika‘i ‘ana o mäkou. Aia kekahi keiki

Hawai‘i ma ko mäkou pü‘ulu. ‘O Lui ka inoa

o ua keiki lä a ua ‘ike ‘ia ‘o ia no kona ‘ano

ho‘opunipuni. He mea ma‘amau iä ia ka

haku mo‘olelo ‘ana mai i mua o mäkou no

kona mau ‘ike a me käna mau hana i hana ai

e la‘a ho‘i kona ‘ike i ka mokomoko a me ka

lilo ‘ana iä ia o ke kuapo ‘ele‘ele ma ka judo
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a me ke karate. A he kanaka nui pükona-

kona ‘o ia, ma kahi ho‘i o ka ‘elua haneli

paona a ‘oi, a ‘a‘ohe o mäkou kumu e 

maloka ai a hiki i ka lohe ‘ana i kahi hö‘ike a

ko Lui hoa lumi, a he mea nö ia i kama‘äina

iä Lui mai ko läua wä e kamali‘i ana, ‘o ia

ho‘i, wahi a ua hoa lumi lä, he ho‘opunipuni

wale nö ia mau mo‘olelo a pau a kahi Lui,

‘a‘ohe wahi ‘ano o ka ‘oia‘i‘o. Ua lohe

mäkou a pau i këia hö‘ike, koe wale nö kahi

Lui. No laila, i ke kalaka e pi‘i ana i ke ala

kïke‘eke‘e e ho‘i ai i uka o Läna‘i City, aia

ho‘i ke kime pöpeku o ke kula ki‘eki‘e ‘o

Kalani ma ha‘i o ke alanui e holo lälani ana

kekahi ma hope mai o kekahi. ‘O ko läkou lä

ho‘oikaika kino ‘ana këlä, a ma hope ia o

‘ewalu hola o ka hana ‘ana ma lalo o ka lä

wela. He ‘ehiku mile a ‘oi iki paha ka loa o ia

ho‘i ‘ana mai kahakai ‘o Hulopo‘e a hö‘ea

hou ma Läna‘i City; a wahi a ka lohe, he

iwakäluakümähiku uake‘e o ia ala kïke‘eke‘e

e pi‘i ana i uka, ‘a‘ole na‘e wau i helu no‘u iho.

Iä mäkou e kä‘alo ana i mua o ia mau mea

pöpeku e holo wäwae nei, ‘ölelo ana mäkou

ma ke ‘ano mahalo i ka ‘o‘ole‘a o kä läkou lä

hana. I ia manawa, pane maila ua ‘o Lui i

mua o mäkou, “He aha ia mea? Holo ‘ia ia

ala e a‘u he mau manawa a lilo mai he wai

‘au‘au wale nö ia na‘u.” I ia puka ‘ana mai o

kä ia ala ‘ölelo kaena, kau a‘ela nä maka o

mäkou kekahi ma luna o kahi ‘o ka ‘ike i ka

hü mai o ka ‘aka a me ka ‘ole. ‘A‘ole na‘e he

wahi ‘aka iki i ia manawa ‘oiai he kanaka nui

‘o Lui a ua ‘ano känalua mäkou i ke küpäpä

me ia ke huhü mai i ko mäkou pähenehene

‘ana iä ia. He nui pümai‘a paha, ‘a‘ole paha.

‘A‘ohe mea o mäkou i mana‘o e ki‘i e

hakakä me ia. 

I ka hö‘ea ‘ana aku o ko mäkou kalaka ma

kula, he pälahalaha wale aku nö ke ala a

hö‘ea aku i ke kaona. I ia lä na‘e, ua ‘ano

loloiähili ko mäkou ho‘i ‘ana a he ala ‘oko‘a

këia ho‘i ‘ana o mäkou. Holo akula mäkou a

he wahi e kü ana kekahi mau hale ha‘aha‘a i

waena o nä lälani halakahiki. I ke kä‘alo ‘ana

o ko mäkou kalaka i mua o ia wahi, ‘ölelo

maila kekahi keiki Kölea ‘u‘uku nona ka inoa

kapakapa ‘o Kim Chee, “He hale pepehi

pua‘a këlä. Ua ‘ölelo ‘ia he hale këlä i noho

‘ia e nä ‘uhane.” I ia lohe ‘ana i käna ‘ölelo,

ua pi‘i ke ‘ano ho‘omaloka o mäkou i ka

‘oia‘i‘o a me ka ‘ole. Hö‘ole akula kekahi

keiki, “‘A‘ole. He pulukeke käu, e Kim Chee.

‘A‘ole loa‘a lapu ma ia wahi!” Pane maila ua

‘o Kim Chee, “‘Eä, he aha ka‘u o ka

ho‘opunipuni aku iä ‘oukou? He ‘oia‘i‘o nö

ka‘u. Inä mea, ‘eä, e nïnau iä Lui. Näna wau i

ha‘i mai.” I ia lohe ‘ana na Lui ia mo‘olelo,

‘a‘ole hiki iä mäkou ke kaohi iho. Hü wale

a‘ela ka ‘aka o mäkou pau loa. ‘A‘ohe ‘emo,

pi‘i ka ‘ula o ko Lui mau helehelena a haka

pono maila iä Kim Chee me ka ‘ino‘ino mai

ho‘i o ka maka. ‘A‘ohe na‘e mea e mänalo ai

kona mäkaia i ia manawa ‘änö ‘oiai ua pau

pü mäkou i ka ‘aka‘aka aku iä Lui a inä e ki‘i

mai këlä e pepehi i kekahi o mäkou, ‘o

mäkou pau loa ke päna‘i aku. A‘o i ke koa,

a‘o pü paha me ka holo.

I ko mäkou ho‘i ‘ana i ko mäkou wahi hale,

kohu mea ua ma‘alili mai ka wela o kahi Lui

iä Kim Chee. ‘A‘ohe wahi ‘ano koe o ka

huhü. Ua he‘e aku nö ka ‘ula mai kona mau

helehelena aku a ua oki ka haka pono mai o

ka maka mäinaina a hö‘a‘ano ho‘i. Eia na‘e,

ua mau nö ka ‘ena i loko o ka na‘au a ‘o

kona mea wale nö i lele kämoko ‘ole ai i

luna o ua wahi Kim Chee nei, ua maka‘u ‘o

ia o ‘ike ahuwale ‘ia nö e mäkou a pau kona

‘ano kü ‘ole i ka pono. ‘U‘umi ihola kahi Lui i

kona ‘i‘ini e kü kona mäkaia iä Kim Chee.

Noho mälie ihola ‘o ia i ia pö, hiamoe, a i ke

ao ‘ana a‘e o kekahi lä, he Läpule ho‘i a lä

moe awakea no kekahi po‘e, ua kali ‘o ia ‘o

ka ha‘alele ‘ana o ka nui o mäkou i ka hale

no ka hele ‘ana i ka päka ma waenakonu o
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ke kaona. I ko Lui ‘ike ‘ana ua ha‘alele ka

nui o mäkou a koe mai ua ‘o Kim Chee,

komo akula ‘o ia i loko o ko ia ala lumi me

ka ho‘okama‘ilio aku ma ke ‘ano ho‘opalai

maka. I kona ho‘okokoke ‘ana aku a hiki i

mua pono o Kim Chee, lälau ‘oko‘a akula ‘o

Lui a püliki maila i ke kino li‘ili‘i o ua keiki

Kölea nei. He ho‘omeamea mokomoko 

këia hana a kahi Lui akä ua ‘ike ‘ia nö kona

mana‘o ‘ino i kona wä i ho‘omaka ai e

‘u‘umi iä Kim Chee me ka ikaika loa.

I ia manawa, lohe ‘ia e mäkou, nä keiki e

koe ana ma ka hale, ka ‘uä ‘ana o ka leo o

Kim Chee i ka ‘ï ‘ana aku iä Lui, “E ho‘oku‘u

mai ‘oe ia‘u, e kënä nui pümai‘a. He aha käu

o ka hana ‘ana mai pëia. ‘A‘ole hiki ia‘u ke

hanu!” I ia lohe ‘ana i kahi leo pi‘oloke o ke

keiki Kölea, ‘eleu akula mäkou a ka puka o

ka lumi, kahi e nänä ai i ka pilikia. I nänä

aku ka hana, pa‘a a‘ela ke kino lahilahi o

kahi Kim Chee i ka pö‘ai ‘ia e nä lima nui o

ua Lui pümai‘a nei, e lewalewa ana ho‘i

kona mau wäwae ho‘okahi kapua‘i a ‘oi iki

paha ma luna a‘e o ka papahele. Ua pa‘a pü

nö ho‘i me kona mau lima ma nä ‘ao‘ao

‘elua a ‘a‘ohe wahi puka e hemo ai. A ‘ike

maila au i ia hana kohu ‘ole a ke kanaka nui

i ke kanaka iki, pau ihola ko‘u känalua i ke

küpäpä me ia pilikua, a kähea akula au, “E

ho‘oku‘u ‘ia kënä keiki, e Lui, o ‘eha auane‘i

kona kino.” Kähähä ihola kahi Lui i ka‘u leo

nui ‘ana aku iä ia pëlä. Ho‘oku‘u maila ‘o ia

iä Kim Chee a nänä maila ia‘u me ka ‘ino‘ino

‘ana mai o ka maka a me ka pane ‘ana mai

ho‘i, “O aha au iä ‘oe?” 

I lawa nö a pä lihi ihola ka papahele i ka

poho wäwae hema o ke keiki Kölea, ‘o kona

lele honua a‘ela ia i luna me ka huli pü mai

ho‘i o kona kino a me ke kïko‘o ‘ana mai o

ka wäwae ‘äkau. Loa‘a pono maila ko Lui

umauma i ka peku mähanahana a kahi Kim

Chee a peki loa ‘o ia i hope a mai ‘oala këlä

ma luna o ka moe. E käkä niniu ana kona

mau lima i ‘ole e noho pahü kona lemu i

luna o ka moe. A i ke kü hou ‘ana i luna me

ka pa‘a pono o kona külana, e kü mai ana

läua lä he alo huli aku a he alo huli mai me

he mau mea mokomoko lä ua mäkaukau ‘o

ka lele mai o ka hoa paio. A ‘o mäkou ho‘i, e

nänä ana ‘o ko Lui lele mai ma luna o Kim

Chee. ‘A‘ole na‘e ‘o ia i hana pëlä. ‘O kona

noho ihola kä na‘e ia i lalo o ka moe me ka

nui o ka haha ‘ana o ka hanu he kohu ‘ïlio

ka hoa like. Ke puka nei ke ea ke puka pü

nei me ka hua‘ölelo o ka wehewehe ‘ana

mai i kona pilikia, “Ko‘u hänö! Ko‘u hänö!”

‘O ia ihola ka pau ‘ana o ia hakakä.

Mai ia manawa mai, ‘a‘ohe mea o mäkou i

maka‘u iä Lui. He ikaika ‘ole lä ho‘i ke kino

nui. He nui pümai‘a hina wale i ka makani.

Eia ho‘i, ‘a‘ohe mea i puni i kä ia ala mau

mo‘olelo. Kainö e lilo këia i mea hilahila e

oki ai käna ‘ölelo ho‘opunipuni ho‘oki‘eki‘e.

Na wai ho‘i e nele ka hilahila ke hana ‘ia mai

pëlä e kekahi keiki hapa mai o kona nui? Eia

kä, aia ma ia hope koke aku, ho‘omaka hou

kä Lui mau ‘ölelo kohu ‘ole. A i kona wä i

‘ölelo hö‘a‘ano ai i ke keiki Pilipino, mai

kupu hou mai kekahi hakakä. A ke ‘ole ko

Lui loa‘a hou ‘ana i ka hänö, loa‘a hou nö

kona lemu i ka peku ‘ia mai e kekahi ‘a‘ali‘i

kü makani.
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‘ïmaikalani
‘ Ï m a i k a l a n i  K a l ä h e l e  •  ‘ Ï m a i k a l a n i  K a l ä h e l e  •  ‘ Ï m a i k a l a n i  K a l ä h e l e

A Poem for Chinatown

H-3. A series of questions.

A Poem for Chinatown

At the turn of the century

the plantation when buy the land.

So, Papa them when come Honolulu.

No more job. No more land.

Three generations no more place to go.

Ah, guess we going stay beach.

That was then.

Guess again, Papa.

Now…

you go jail!
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H-3. A series of questions.

25 years?

Going where?

For what?

Come on, bra.

25 years?

For what?

Going where?
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kekahi mau ‘öiwi
to establish a structure for self-determina-

tion within our existing state government

context, thereby providing an overall base

for future decisions on Hawaiian affairs.”

This attempt to consolidate Hawaiian issues

through State-enacted legislation was

viewed by many as an attempt to centralize

and ultimately co-op the Native Hawaiian

struggle for self-determination. Kekahi mau

‘öiwi [many Native Hawaiians] throughout

the pae ‘äina, representing a diversity of 

cultural and political thought, found 

solidarity in their vehement opposition to

HB 2340. Their protests, and those of their

supporters, ultimately led to the resounding

defeat of the bill.

Major native Hawaiian organizations—

including the Office of Hawaiian Affairs

(OHA); Department of Hawaiian Home

Lands (DHHL); the Kaho’olawe Island

Reserve Commission (KIRC); Papa Ola Lökahi;

During the nineteenth session of the Hawai’i

State Legislature in 1998, Representative 

Ed Case (D-Mänoa) introduced House Bill

2340, “A Bill for an Act relating to 

Native Hawaiians [which] shall be known as

the ‘Native Hawaiian Autonomy Act.’” 

The bill was authored by Case and signed by

Representatives Nathan Suzuki, Brian Yamane,

and Calvin Say. All but Say were members of

the House Committee on Hawaiian Affairs.

Committee member Quentin Kawananakoa

was opposed to the bill.

House Bill 2340 was designed to consolidate

all current (and future) Hawaiian 

governmental entities into a single “Native

Hawaiian Trust Corporation” (NHTC). The

purpose of the NHTC was to “assume assets,

liabilities, and responsibilities formerly held

or otherwise to be held by the State on

behalf of Hawaiians including those of OHA

[Office of Hawaiian Affairs] and DHHL

[Department of Hawaiian Home Lands]...and

K e k a h i  M a u  ‘ Ö i w i  o  H a w a i ‘ i  N e i  •  K e k a h i  M a u  ‘ Ö i w i  o  H a w a i ‘ i  N e i

Testimony Selected from
Kekahi Mau ‘Öiwi o Hawai‘i
Nei in Relation to the Native
Hawaiian Autonomy Act
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Ka Lähui Hawai’i; Hä Hawai’i; Ka Päkaukau;

‘Ïlio’ulaokalani; and various Hawaiian

Homestead Associations, Hawaiian Civic

Clubs, and hälau hula—sent representatives

to protest the bill. Kekahi mau ‘öiwi repre-

senting themselves and/or their ‘ohana—

from young children to küpuna in their 80s,

from Hawai’i o Keawe to Ni’ihau o

Kahelelani—also submitted testimony.

The following mana’o are excerpts from

actual testimonies presented before

Representatives Case, Suzuki, Yamane, and

Kawananakoa on Saturday, January 31,

1998, at the Hawai’i State Capitol.

Testimony Selected from
Kekahi Mau ‘Öiwi o Hawai‘i
Nei in Relation to the Native
Hawaiian Autonomy Act

HARRIET KAMAKIA AWANA 

O’SULLIVAN

Aloha Chairman Case, Representative Suzuki,

Representative Yamane and Representative

Kawananakoa. Aloha kakou.

My name is Harriet Kamakia Awana

O’Sullivan. On behalf of my ancestors, my

granddaughter, Kehaulani Lum, my five chil-

dren, my twenty-two grandchildren, my

fourteen great-grandchildren, and my

descendants yet to come, I rise in strong

opposition to this measure. It has been said

that nothing is more annoying to a people

struggling for self-determination than the

constant reality of having one’s fate decided

inevitably by others. This bill epitomizes that

reality and, as you can see by the number of

people here today, is also terribly annoying.

The measure’s eloquent rhetoric and timely

catchwords are impressive. Who would

refute that “the continued development of

native Hawaiians can only be fostered by

ending a relationship of wardship or depen-

dence...on others and replacing it with self-

sufficiency and self-determination”?  And

who would argue that “the consolidation of

existing entities into one autonomous pri-

vate entity directed and managed by the

native Hawaiian people” is not a noble pur-

suit? These are indisputable truths; platforms

upon which rational people would agree.

Yet behind the seemingly innocuous lan-

guage of this bill lurks a clear and present
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danger: the continued denial of native

Hawaiian justice.

Others will no doubt illuminate the legal

and constitutional failures of this measure. I

will leave that to them. I have come today to

offer its human failures; an element sadly

absent in this Committee’s hasty process.

This measure, crafted for our benefit by

those sworn to uphold our interests, 

is glaringly devoid of the very people it 

purports to protect. It was crafted without

our participation, introduced despite our

protestations, and, now, is being considered

in defiance of our objections.

Rather than moving us towards greater 

self-responsibility and self-reliance, as the bill

pretends, it further entrenches us in a 

“permanent” system of wardship wholly

dependent upon a super-bureaucracy. 

It does this while imposing stricter standards

upon us than those presently held by the

State or its predecessor government. And it

does this entirely at our expense.

With the flick of a pen, you, your colleagues

who signed this, and the House leadership

which supports it have managed to 

dehumanize us, commodify us, segregate us,

privatize us and off-line us, as though 

we were a product line in the State’s billion-

dollar budget, and not human beings.

Despite decades of indoctrination otherwise,

the Hawaiian people are and always have

been a valuable asset of these islands and of

this State, not an obligation or liability as

this bill represents. And, as long as you con-

tinue to view us from a deficits-orientated

approach, rather than a values one, on the

issue of native Hawaiian self-determination 

we shall never agree. The two are philosoph-

ically opposed and shall never intersect.

If you are sincere, and you are truly interested

in helping us achieve our own self-determina-

tion, you must, first and foremost, give us

back our voice. For as long as the State dic-

tates, without our consent, who we are, what

form we will take, how much time we have

to achieve it, and how much we will have to

pay, we will never have self-determination.

And we will never be truly free.

I cannot help but reflect upon the action

proposed today and consider how much it

parallels history. It was only one hundred

five years ago that a band of American 

businessmen, intent upon protecting their

pocketbooks and what they perceived to be

the common good, used extreme, illegal

means to challenge the sovereignty of the

Hawaiian nation and its people. Today,

fueled in large part by a chorus of business-

people commiserating over profit losses and

a weak economy, this Committee is 

effectively doing the same thing. With less

threat of arms, perhaps, but with no less

threat. We are by your accounts left to

believe that it is we who are slow to

advance, and yet, from the looks of things,

nothing could be further from the truth.

Perhaps Governor Cayetano said it best in his

State of the State speech when he said,

“Discussion of annexing the nation 

of Hawaii began in the middle of the 19th

century. It was brought about in 1898

against the will of the vast majority of the

Hawaiian people. Therefore, we cannot 

realistically hope to neatly wrap up all the

issues resulting from a hundred-plus years of

history after only a few years of discussion.”

Justice remains waiting.
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Like the Holy Roman Empire, which was nei-

ther holy, nor Roman, the Native Hawaiian

Autonomy Act is neither Native Hawaiian,

nor autonomous. A vote for a native

Hawaiian representative is not the same

thing as a vote for native Hawaiian 

autonomy. And a private corporation is not

the same thing as a nation.

For centuries before western contact,

Hawaiians were responsible for themselves.

And even after we lost our nation and our

beloved queen, our küpuna continued to

instill in us traditional responsible values. As

the Pulitzer Prize-winning author Clarence

Page states, “Privilege is least apparent to

those who have it.” Hawaiians want to be

self-sufficient. But we can only do so with

the aid of rational, reasonable and just acts.

You must, at least, give us that.

PEARL ULUNUIOKAMAMALU

KANAKA’OLE GARMON

My name is Pearl Ulunuiokamamalu

Kanaka’ole Garmon and I reside in Waimea

on Hawai’i Island with my husband, 

6 children, 12 grandchildren and 2 great-

grandchildren. I am Hawaiian and a 

descendant of the “Aboriginal Peoples”

inhabiting these islands preceding the era of

written documentation.

Aloha Chairman Case, Representatives

Suzuki, Yamane and Kawananakoa.

I oppose House Bill 2340 and found it very

difficult to read past the findings section of

which you sum up my history, the history 

of the native Hawaiian people, in the first

three paragraphs, and in paragraphs four

and five of the same section you call 

on people, native Hawaiian and non-native,

to look at the obstacles that exist and how

best to proceed.

We are very much aware of the negative

economic, social and cultural consequences—

BEEN THERE, DONE THAT! Paragraph seven

of the same section, however, is the reason I

am here. I quote: “...while many specific

obstacles to further progress has been articu-

lated, the common thread is a continued

dependence by native Hawaiians on others

which prevents the development of the full

potential of the native Hawaiian people.”

You totally ignore in this section the respon-

sibilities and trust obligation of the Federal

and State governments to the native

Hawaiians for loss of lands and other losses,

AND you justify the creation of the New

Hawaiian Trust Corporation for the purpose

of ending a relationship of wardship and

dependence by native Hawaiians on others.

House Bill 2340 is ABUSIVE. Do you not see

that others are using us and our lands 

to further their gains and boost Hawai’i’s

number one industry?

Left to us are the traditions and rituals of

our past which we are committed to care for

and share with people who are searching for

their birthrights. We have the good fortune

of acquiring vital information from 

the stories and chants of our Gods, our

Lands and our People. We are the keepers 

of our Native culture, and THIS IS NOT A

BURDEN TO US.

We have ADOPTED, ADAPTED, and ADJUST-

ED to a system that, in the past and at the

present time, does not believe that the

native culture is the foundation of the 

existence of the Hawaiian people. THIS IS

THE BURDEN! What is evident today is that
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we are still expected to ADOPT, ADAPT and

ADJUST.

The autonomy bill is nothing more than

moving from one house to another AND

with this move, all the ‘öpala from the now

present house is carried over into the 

new one and we, the native Hawaiians, are

supposed to be so grateful for a brand new

abode. One important ingredient is 

missing—THE KEYS TO THE NEW HOUSE

WILL CONTINUE TO BE HELD BY THE OLD

OCCUPANTS!

I greatly oppose House Bill 2340 and the

“New Hawaiian Trust Corporation.” This is a

bad marriage.

Do we continue to ADOPT, ADAPT and

ADJUST to laws imposed upon us, the

Hawaiian people, because of economic 

hardships to others? I don’t think so—but I

dare say that it is time for all others to walk

the path we, the native Hawaiian people,

have traveled for centuries. Then they, the

others, can ADOPT, ADAPT and ADJUST.

We are “Kalo Kanu O Ka ‘Äina,”

descendants of the land from generations

back. Kill the Bill.

JODI K.  NAHINU

I want to first commend you for changing a

Federal mandate to a State law. I’ve always

thought that it went the other way around.

But this bill surely shows to the Federal 

government that they have no jurisdiction in

Hawai’i. Does this mean that the Hawaiians

are truly sovereign and that we can take our

lands back because the U.S. has no control in

Hawai’i and that Hawai’i is not a State?

This bill merges the Department of Hawaiian

Home Lands, which was created by a Federal

Act, together with the Office of Hawaiian

Affairs, created by a State Act. The State is

writing its own laws, especially this one,

without Federal guidelines and laws. How

sovereign are the actions of the legislators?

They have outdone themselves in creating

this bill.

How many more entities will you create to

cover up your mistakes? OHA, HSEC

(Hawaiian Sovereignty Elections Council), Hui

‘Imi Council, DLNR, and now the NHTC. You

haven’t even finished what you started with

HSEC and you want to jump into another

creation. You have left a whole lot of unfin-

ished creations, spent millions of dollars, and

still you haven’t come to realize that you are

not the Creator and cannot make decisions

and creations for the Hawaiian people.

Have you not learned that your creations do

not work? An example is the recent Native

Hawaiian vote. You tried to determine for

the Hawaiian people what process they

should use to decide the kind of government

they want. You appropriated almost 2 million

dollars or more for this creation and to no

avail. Less than 40% of the total ballots that

were mailed out were accounted for. You

made so many changes and alterations with

HSEC and it still failed to reach the majority

of Hawaiian people. It’s also a wonder

regarding this voting process that there were

no watchers to validate the counting of these

ballots but, again, that’s the way of the

State’s creations. No validity. And this cre-

ation, HSEC, has now formed another entity

called HA Hawaii. The bill for HA Hawaii that

was introduced in last year’s session is alive

and making its way through this legislative

session—HB 2065.
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When will you learn that the process should

be left up to the Hawaiian people to decide

and not the State? How many more millions

of dollars will you waste? How many more

monsters will you create? You haven’t fin-

ished with HA Hawaii and you want to start

something else.

Why do you feel that you must create 

something for the Hawaiian people? Haven’t

you done enough by creating disasters and

wasting our monies? Even in your creation of

NHTC you left out the most important 

ingredients. You forgot the Hawaiian people

and the ceded lands. You left out the life of

the land and, thus, another disaster.

We have waited over 100 years for our self-

determination to be restored and have been

patient throughout these years to embrace

your way of life, your laws, and your 

government. It’s only fair and just for you to

wait patiently for us, the Hawaiian people,

to rebuild what you have broken, to be 

self-determined from being colonized by

you, and to create our own government and

laws that you stole from us. We gave you

time, over 100 years, and now you must give

us time—even if it means another 100 years.

We were stripped of our dignity, our pride,

our culture and language, our government,

our lands, our waters, and our resources. 

All that we were taught and given in my 

generation were the western ways of life and

its government. Colonization was our 

education, language and culture. Our own

history was hidden and never taught 

to us until recently. The laws that govern 

our lands, waters, and resources have only

recently surfaced and caused a great 

awakening in our people. The truth has 

surfaced and the winds have carried 

the truth to the people and thereby stirred

the people to gather as one to stand togeth-

er and restore what is rightfully ours.

I believe that the surfacing of these laws and

truths prompted the State to create disasters

for the Hawaiian people so that no just 

compensations would be addressed, especially

self-determination. I believe the State wants

to control everything, even though the law

stipulates that the ceded lands belong to the

Hawaiian people. I believe you are creating

pitfalls for the Hawaiian people to lose what

is rightfully theirs. You do not want 

self-determination for the Hawaiian people.

Instead, you want to control the Hawaiian

people’s assets and resources for your own

self-determination. Sovereignty can only be

granted to indigenous peoples, and that 

is the Hawaiian people. I believe you want to

use the Hawaiian people to gain your own

sovereignty and self-determination from the

U.S. to engage in free trade regions and

access foreign trade without U.S. policies and

embargoes. I believe there’s a bigger picture

to this and your creations of pitfalls are more

than just doing your job.

The State never does anything for nothing.

There’s always payment involved for what

you do in the State. There is a big pay-off

here with this bill, and it’s sure not for the

Hawaiian people.

You have posed 6 questions for this bill to be

addressed by the testifiers, but I have chosen

not to answer you on any of them. To answer

would mean that I am just playing into your

hands. You will take what I’ve answered 

and use it out of context against us. I do not

want to be used nor caught as a fool.

We, the Hawaiian people, have the capabili-

ties and the abilities to write our own 

self-determination. We do not need your
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control or your legislation. Our ancestors

governed themselves for centuries prior to

your invasion and we have what they had.

Our ancestors’ lives live through us, so let go

and let us, the Hawaiian people, create our

own self-determination.

RUTH LEILEHUA KA’AHANUIONA-

KOA KA’AWA LANSING OMPHROY

E nä küpuna, e nä keiki o ka ‘äina, e nä po’e

kau känäwai. ‘Ano’ai me ke aloha.

My name is Leilehua Ka’ahanuionakoa

Ka’awa Lansing Omphroy, number 1876 on

the Hawaiian Homes List, number 

575-28-8366 on Social Security. On my birth

certificate in 1928 I am Ruth Lansing. I was

born at Kapi’olani Maternity Home, reared

in Pauoa and went to school at Hawaiian

Mission Academy for 12 years. I lived in New

York for six years and in California for 23

years. I hold master’s degrees from Cal State

Northridge and Cal State Los Angeles. I tried

acculturation and assimilation, but neither

was self-fulfilling. I now live in Hilo and am

learning the Hawaiian language, which helps

me to be pono as a Hawaiian. I have

returned to the land of my küpuna and am

practicing my culture. At last I am content

and fulfilled.

I am here to protest the so-called Autonomy

Bill that is before you. It is inconceivable to

me that this worthy, intelligent body could

even consider the independence of the

indigenous people of these islands. How can

you decide the fate of the Po’e Maoli when

your perspective of our islands is so diverse

from our concept of this precious ‘äina?

Where is the freedom you stand for? Where

is the self-determination of a people so long

denied? We can and will be autonomous,

but allow us to determine what form of 

sovereignty we will embrace. This is the

democratic way.

NICOLE MEHANAOKALÄ HIND

Honorable Chairperson Case, Vice Chair

Suzuki, and committee members Yamane

and Kawananakoa,

Aloha mai, my name is Mehanaokalä Hind. 

I am a mother, a student and a Hawaiian. I

feel the need to share my mana’o, thoughts,

with you today because this legislative 

proposal, House Bill 2340, is detrimental to

me and my ‘ohana, family. These facts are

important for me to state because I need

you to understand the statements I am

going to make and the perspective that I

come from. I also need you to understand

that I am a Hawaiian, not because I fulfill a

blood quantum which was established by

the federal government, and not because I

am a citizen of the American colonized State

of Hawai’i. In other words, I am not a

Hawaiian because an external non-Hawaiian

entity has defined me as such. I am a

Hawaiian because my mo’okü’auhau,

genealogy, links me to this land back to the

time of creation. I know my genealogy and I

learn something new every day about the

traditions of my ancestors. Don’t mistake

these statements as an attempt by me to

romanticize Hawaiian history, but 

understand that I see the land and elements

of nature as being family to me, deserving

of my care and guardianship as it cares and

is a guardian to me.

Now although I do not have the necessary

western documentation to “prove” these

facts, I do have an oral genealogical chant

that would be accepted by Hawaiians who
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know our history. I say this because this is my

first problem with your proposed Hawaiian

Autonomy Bill. You, Representative Case, 

are not of this land, you are not Hawaiian,

you are not capable or able to “decide”

based on your lack of qualifications and 

your obvious ignorance of our people and

culture. You cannot marry into this 

understanding, you have to live it every day

with every inch of your being. Can you and

the committee do this?

As I read through the bill, I was appalled. If I

could comment on all the sections of this

124-page bill which I had problems with, it

would take me roughly 124 pages of written

testimony. I will instead insist that this bill be

stopped without any further action on it. I

recommend this because if you, the Hawaiian

Affairs Committee, genuinely have concerns

about the issues of Hawaiian people, then

you must accept your role as supporters and

not that of the “big brother.” We have

mäkua, people of my parents’ generation,

and küpuna, people of my grandparents’

generation, who have dedicated their lives to

designing models of self-governance for

Hawaiians that incorporate all aspects of

modern life from economics, to business

development, to government structures, and

all of which include the values of Hawaiian

people. An element that is absent in this pre-

sent structure.

By proposing to set up another State entity

by combining the existing State entities, you

have failed to recognize the true source of

the problem that plagues the Hawaiian 

people and all other people who live in

Hawai’i, and that is the State itself. If you

truly want to support the Hawaiian people,

then I suggest that this committee, first,

evaluate its prejudices and fears about true

“Hawaiian Autonomy” and see if they are

based on reality or ignorance.

I would then suggest that you sit down with

our leaders. In order to do this, you will

need to walk into that meeting with the

intention of listening, not just hearing what

they have to say. If you are not able to do

this, then you must evaluate yourselves, and

admit to the people that you have your own

agenda.

Again I demand that this bill, HB 2340, be

killed immediately.

NÄPUA MCSHANE

I would like to begin by sincerely thanking

Mr. Ed Case for introducing the concept of

autonomy into the political lexicon of

Hawai’i. As I recently heard someone say, the

word sovereignty is “getting tired already.”

As you know, sovereignty is a political term

that can be defined as supreme, absolute,

uncontrollable power, the absolute right to

govern. Supreme ruler makes me think of

the kid with the basketball who plays along

as long as the game is going his way, but as

soon as he begins to lose ground, he grabs

the ball, stops the game, and insists the rules

be changed or his foul ignored. And we go

along with it because we think we have to.

No, I don’t want to be a supreme ruler over

anyone. I don’t want to have the absolute

authority to do to others what has been

done to the Hawaiian nation. I want 

autonomy for myself, for the nation I was

born into, for all nations of people, and for

you, Mr. Case, as well as every member of

the legislature because I grew up believing

that freedom was an inherent right.

Freedom cannot be given or taken away. We

are born with it. And who can be surprised
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that I should believe that? I was schooled in

the American education system.

I understand why the State of Hawai’i wants

to relieve itself of its fiduciary duty. It’s a

hard, hard job and worse, the Hawaiian 

people don’t want to listen! We believe we

are independent and self-governing. And I

believe the State of Hawai’i is doing a dirty

job for someone else. We are not the state’s

problem. And it is obvious with this bill that

the state does not want to take care of “the

problem” anymore, and you know that the

state can’t take care of “the problem.” The

unrelenting statistics tell us so every year.

Again, thank you Mr. Case, et al. for 

supporting autonomy for the Hawaiian peo-

ple, and for challenging the State of Hawai’i

to do the same. What a righteous word,

autonomy: “the right to self-government

without the undue influence of a foreign

power.” And by the very virtue of its meaning,

you must know that the state cannot give the

Hawaiian nation “increased autonomy.”

Increased autonomy is like being sort of 

pregnant—we all know that either one is or

one isn’t. One is either autonomous or one is

not. I also believe the legislators of the State

of Hawai’i are educated enough to under-

stand that an autonomous, self-governing

nation decides how to govern itself. It is up to

us to decide if we want a trust, a corporation,

or an independent government.

And I would hope that the legislature 

realizes that because of its compact with

America it cannot give or promise the

Hawaiian people anything. So put the ball

back in the court of the United States of

America and tell ‘em you don’t want to play

his game anymore. The Hawaiian nation is

not your “problem.”

NANIHÄ’UPU

Welina käkou e nä küpuna, nä pili ‘ohana a

me nä hoa makamaka i ‘äkoakoa mai i këia

lä. ‘O au ‘o Nanihä’upu kahi mamo a nä

küpuna o ka mokupuni o ke kukuna mua o

ka lä i pili me ka mokupuni kaulana i ke one

kani a’o Nöhili.

Mai kïnohi mai o ke Kumulipo, ua pili nä

küpuna i nä mea a pau o ka honua, ke kai a

me ka lani. I ka mana’o Hawai’i, he kuleana

ko nä känaka Hawai’i no ke ola pono o nä

mea a pau. Ua maopopo nä küpuna i këia

mana’o a ua hana ia nö! Ma o këia ‘ike o nä

küpuna, maopopo le’a iä mäkou inä, 

mälama mäkou i ka ‘äina na ka ‘äina e 

mälama iä mäkou. Akä na’e, inä hana ‘ino

‘ia ka ‘äina, hana ‘ino mäkou iä mäkou iho.

Maopopo pono mäkou i ko mäkou kuleana

a maopopo pono nö ho’i mäkou pehea e

mälama ai i ia mau mea o mäkou.

‘A’ole he mea pono ko ‘oukou kauoha ‘ana i

ko mäkou pono pono’ï. ‘O ka ‘ohi ‘ana i nä

mea like ‘ole o ke kai a me ke kuahiwi, ‘o ia

ka mea näna e ho’olako i ko mäkou ola

pono. ‘O wai lä ‘oukou e hö’ole ai i ko

mäkou hana e like me ko mäkou mau

küpuna o ka wä ma mua? Na mäkou, ‘o ia

ho’i nä känaka Hawai’i e ho’oholo mana’o i

ko mäkou ola pono’ï, ‘a’ole na ‘oukou!!

‘O ko’u ho’oholo mana’o e pili ana i këia pila

i häpai ‘ia mai i mua o käkou, ‘a’ole loa au i

‘ae iki i këia pila, ‘o ia ka pila helu HB 2340.

Eia ho’i kekahi ‘ölelo hope, “E akahele

‘oukou i ko ‘oukou hana ‘ino mau ‘ana i ke

kanaka Hawai’i no ka mea inä, ‘a’ole ia he

mea pono no käkou, e ‘ike auane’i ‘oukou i

ka hopena hewa o ia hala!!”
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Greetings to our ancestors, extended family

and dearest friends who with us have 

gathered here today. I am Nanihä’upu, a

descendant of my ancestors of Hawai’i 

island and Kaua’i.

From the beginning of creation, our 

ancestors have been connected to all things

on the land, the sea and the heavens. In

Hawaiian thought, the Hawaiian people

have a vital role in the natural cycle of all

things. This important link was passed on

from one generation to the next, and it was

practiced on a daily basis. Through the

knowledge of our ancestors, we truly 

understand, if we take care of the land, the

land will take care of us. However, we also

understand that if we abuse the land, we in

turn abuse ourselves. We know our responsi-

bilities and we truly understand how to care

for the things that rightfully belong to us.

It is not right for others to command and

determine our innate rights. Gathering from

the ocean and from the mountains provides

us with the necessities for the survival of 

the culture and its traditions. Who are you

to deny us the right to practice those things

that our ancestors have practiced for 

centuries?* We, the Hawaiian people, are

the ones who should determine what 

is right for us, the responsibility does not

belong to you!!

As for my thoughts on the bill that has been

proposed, I emphatically oppose the passing

of HB 2340.

Here is one last thought, “Be cautious about

mistreating and degrading the Hawaiian

people when trying to determine our future.

If it does not benefit the people, you will

swiftly realize the result of your actions!!”

PUALANI KANAKA’OLE KANAHELE

We have lived under the law of the United

States of America and also the law of said

country as practiced in the state of Hawai’i

for one hundred years. Our Queen gave up

our country for fear of persecution for 

herself and her people when threatened by

the great country and government of

America. A governing body of people living

over five thousand miles away from us made

the decision to eliminate the Autonomous

and Sovereign people of these islands and

annex this archipelago to the United States

of America without having knowledge or

even caring about who we were. The process

for this arrogant decision was basically a call

to vote, raising of hands for “aye,” a pound

of the gavel and a switch of the pen. At that

moment Hawai’i as a Sovereign country and

a Kingdom disappeared. I guess we should

be grateful that slavery was not their intent

for us. They were only interested in our land.

A hundred years later we have learned your

language, your laws, your religion and your

education system, all of which are second

nature to us. Your statement that “we have

not prospered in our Native Land” is not

true. Many of us have prospered in our

Native Land and we will continue to do so.

We are lawyers, doctors, professors, teachers,

nurses, mechanics, farmers, hotel attendants,

etc. We have learned to be you and are 

comfortable economically. However our 

passion, Mr. Case, is being Hawaiian, doing

the things our ancestors did. It gives us life,

purpose, fulfills us, gives us happiness, makes

us feel healthy. We learned to love the

earth, the mountains, the trees, the ocean,

the air around, the water, the clouds and

the atmosphere. Passion for all of these

basic, natural, simple things is the reason we

are here today. During the last 100 years we
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have learned to be you, what have you

learned about us and who we are?

What really hurts is the fact that we are 

living 1898 all over again. This time the 

arrogant decision for us and how we live is

not made five thousand miles away but is

made right here in our faces as if we were a

bunch of flies buzzing around your ears, 

irritating you and you need to control and

get rid of us. Mr. Case, you have no idea

how hurt and angry we are that you and

your constituents are so willing to diminish

our existence by writing this bill.

Your bill is patronizing. It’s pretentious in

saying “that all Hawai’i’s people pledge

themselves to support the continued 

economic, social and cultural rebirth of the

indigenous people of Hawai’i.” A large 

percentage of people who live in this state

do not care about who we are.

Mr. Case, I think I can perhaps agree with

the intent of Autonomy, however I strongly

disagree with all the written material of 

HB 2340. I will strongly agree with the intent

of Autonomy if: This government gives us

the island of Hawai’i, which island’s name is

not the “Big Island.” Hawai’i Island means

the extent of 200 miles east of Kumukahi,

200 miles south of Ka Lae, 200 miles west of

Keähole, all of ‘Alenuihähä Channel to the

shores of Maui. The extent of Hawai’i Island

means the depths of the earth to the source

of magma. The extent of Hawai’i Island

means all of the airspace above the land

mass of Hawai’i measuring two miles above

Mauna Kea. All people not of Hawaiian

ancestry must leave the island. The govern-

ment must accommodate land exchanges for

these people. The return of the island of

Kaho’olawe to us, as determined by law,

must be included with the intent of

Autonomy and all of the Federal Funds that

are intended for that island must also be

included. The Hawaiian Home Lands on all

the islands as determined by law will also be

included with the intent of Autonomy. The

rights of the Native Hawaiian to gather and

practice his/her religion, as determined by

law, will be included with the intent of

Autonomy. The determination of 20% of

ceded lands’ revenue must be collected by

the Native Hawaiian, as determined by law,

from the government of the State of

Hawai’i, which revenue will be included with

the intent of Autonomy. An Autonomous

Party will convene upon devolution of the

entities as stated above and upon determi-

nation by the government of the State of

Hawai’i to agree upon all actions and 

transfers. The Autonomous Party will include

Native Hawaiians as selected by their 

community, to determine the fate of their

future as an Autonomous Entity.

Mr. Case, if this testimony sounds ridiculous,

unfair, not very well thought out, well 

HB 2340 is a fitting parallel to this. You,

obviously, do not know who we are, 

therefore do not make any decisions for us.

*Senate Bill No. 8, “Relating to Land Use,” was 

introduced to the Legislature in 1997. If passed, the

bill would have severely limited the gathering and

access rights of Native Hawaiians that had been 

reaffirmed by the PASH decision a year earlier. 

Several leading kumu hula throughout the islands

formed a coalition called ‘Ïlio‘ulaokalani and led a

massive protest and overnight vigil at the State

Capitol by Native Hawaiians and their supporters.

They succeeded in crushing the bill.
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ku‘ualoha
away in the great Wailua valley ma uka

(upland) of the sprawling beach town of

Kapa‘a and is surrounded by the mountains

Wai‘ale‘ale, Makaleha, Nounou, and Kapu. It

is a rich and fertile place with an abundance

of fresh water. The Wailua river, which runs

down its center, is one of the largest naviga-

ble rivers in the entire pae ‘äina (archipelago)

of Hawai‘i, and it has a rich traditional

(before Western contact) history.

Wailuanuiaho‘äno is comprised of the follow-

ing large land areas: Kaipuha‘a, or Wailua

Uka,  in the uplands (today known as “Wailua

Homesteads”) and Wailua Kai near the sea

(today called “Wailua Houselots”). It is bor-

dered on the southwest by Nüköli‘i, and on

the northeast by Waipouli. Wailua Home-

steads is not federally designated Hawaiian

Home Lands, although many people think it

is because of the name. It is known as “the

Homesteads” because when the sugar indus-

try was booming in the late 19th and early

One of the fundamental themes in Hawaiian

mele (poetry, chants, and songs) is love for a

place, often referred to as aloha ‘äina. While

Hawaiian mele today often incorporate ideas

of sovereignty and dispossession from land as

a part of the theme of aloha ‘äina, it is still

quite culturally appropriate to compose mele

which deal with traditional expressions of

aloha ‘äina; namely, celebration of a place

for its beauty or its historical importance. In

composing “Wailuanuiaho‘äno,” I chose to

express aloha ‘äina in the traditional sense by

celebrating the beauty of that place, and by

tying it to celebrated historical figures con-

nected to the region. I also felt it important

to use traditional place names and historical

figures, because if we do not continue to

invoke them in contemporary references,

they will not be remembered by subsequent

generations.

I was raised on Kaua‘i in an area known today

as “Wailua Homesteads.” This area is tucked

K u ‘ u a l o h a  M e y e r  H o ‘ o m a n a w a n u i  •  K u ‘ u a l o h a  M e y e r  H o ‘ o m a n a w a n u i

Wailuanuiaho‘äno
(“The-Great-Twin-Waters-of
[the-Chief] Ho‘äno”)
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20th centuries, plots in the valley were

opened up to the families of the Portuguese

supervisors to purchase and farm. The name

has stuck ever since (Scott Pereira, personal

communication, 1995). As I continued to find

out more about the place where I was raised,

the place that I love so very much, the idea

for the mele came to me.

Wailuanuiaho‘äno
(“The-Great-Twin-Waters-of-
[the-Chief]-Ho‘äno”)

mele (song/poem)

He nani mai ho’i kau

‘O Wailuanuiaho’äno

I ka wä kahiko

Kaulana kou inoa.

Ma mua o Kalanipö

Ilihia i ka muliwai

Kahi kapu o nä ali’i

No Kahiki mai.

Eö e Wai’ale’ale

Mauna kükilakila i ka ‘iu

Pi’ikü i ke kuamauna

Kuamo’oloaokäne.

Kahi hiwahiwa kehakeha

‘O Wailuanuiaho’äno

Mai Hauola i Ka’awakö

Kähela i ka la’i äkea.

Ha’ina ‘ia kou wehi

‘O Wailuanuiaho’äno

Puana ‘ia ku’u mele

Kahi i aloha ‘ia.
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unuhi (translation)

Oh how beautiful indeed

Great Wailua of the chief Ho’äno

In times past

Famous is your name.

Before [the chief] [Mano]Kalanipö

You landed at the river mouth; struck by the

beauty

Sacred place of royalty

Originating in Kahiki.

Greetings to Wai’ale’ale

Standing proud in the distance

Climbing the steepness to the top

Along the great lizard back of [the god]

Käne.

Indeed a rare, choice place

Is Wailuanuiaho’äno

From Hauola to Ka’awakö

Widespread peace and tranquillity.

Your praises have been sung,

Wailuanuiaho’äno

My story is told

Of the place that is much loved.

He nani mai ho’i kau, “Oh how beautiful

indeed!” is a standard opening line to

express feelings of the composer for the

place being described, a place truly beauti-

ful, almost beyond words. It is so beautiful

that to look at it leaves you breathless.

‘O Wailuanuiaho’äno, “[The]-great-twin-

waters-of-the-chief-Ho’äno (lit. ‘holy, 

devoted to sacred use’)”: Ho’äno is an early

chief of high rank who was born and raised

in the area of Wailua. During his reign

(about the 13th century), Wailua was known

as the holiest, most sacred, and most revered

area on the island of Kaua’i. Thus, his name

infers that Wailua not only “belongs” to him

through association, but that his name can

also be translated as “the-great-twin-waters-

[that-are]-most-sacred.” This is an example

of kaona, the hidden or underlying meaning

present in all good Hawaiian mele. The

Hawaiian word for wealth is waiwai, or

“water-water.” So wai-lua, “two (twin)

waters” is a place of richness and wealth

because of the abundance of fresh water

which makes the land and the sea fertile. A

heiau (traditional religious temple) on the

north bank of the river, called Holoholokü,

contains a pöhaku hänau, a birth stone, and

a pöhaku piko, a navel cord stone. An

ancient chant says that “a chief born at

Holoholokü is a high chief indeed, a 

commoner born there is a chief also, but a

chief born elsewhere, no chief is he, 

a commoner indeed!” (Joesting 1984:4).

I ka wä kahiko, “In times past; in the past,”

refers to the pre-contact, or “traditional,”

period of Hawaiian history recorded solely

through oral traditions—chants, dances, and

sayings.

Kaulana kou inoa, “Famous is your name”:

The name “Wailua” was very well known
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throughout the pae ‘äina. It was considered

an ideal place by the navigators who landed

at Wailua Kai on their voyages from O’ahu,

Kahiki, and elsewhere: a semi-sheltered bay

with a navigable river that supplied ample

fresh water and food. The highest ranking

ali’i (royalty) lived nearby, since it was the

capital residence of the Kaua’i monarchs.

Famous navigators, such as Mö’ïkeha, Kila,

and La’amaikahiki, are associated with the

Wailua area in old legends, chants, and

dances. La’amaikahiki, for example, is said to

have introduced at Wailua the first ipu heke,

or double gourd drum (a long-time standard

implement in Hawaiian hula), from Kahiki.

Ma mua o Kalanipö, “Before [the time of

Mano-]ka-lani-pö”: Manokalanipö (“expanse

of the deep dark heavens”) is a famous chief

for whom Kaua’i is known, as in the saying,

“Kaua’i o Manokalanipö” (“Kaua’i of the

chief Manokalanipö”). This line indicates

that Wailua, Kaua’i, was famous for a very

long time, even before the time of

Manokalanipö.

Ilihia i ka muliwai, “[You were] struck by the

beauty [of the place when you] landed at

the river mouth”: It is indeed quite a breath-

taking view looking ma uka from the shore

of the bay to the mountains called Kapu

(“sacred”) on the left, and, to the right,

Nounou (“thrusting”; also called the

“Sleeping Giant” today because of its

anthropomorphic features), with the majes-

tic Wai’ale’ale (“rippling waters”) in the dis-

tance and the dark, deep, calm waters of the

river reflecting the images of these moun-

tains below.

Kahi kapu o nä ali’i, “Sacred place of royal-

ty”: This area was most sacred, and home to

the highest ranking chiefs.

No Kahiki mai, “Originating in Kahiki”:

Kahiki is the mythical or ancient homeland

of the Hawaiian people. Some say it refers to

Tahiti (as “Kahiki” is the post-contact 

missionary-influenced Hawaiianization of the

spelling of Tahiti), but I am inclined to 

disagree, and to translate the word instead

as “the ancient homeland.” Kahiki was 

probably somewhere in central Polynesia,

although no one today can say for certain.

This line refers to the mingling of the blood-

lines of high ariki (Tahitian chiefs) and ali’i

of Kahiki and Kaua’i, resulting in the most

sacred rank of chiefs, higher than any other

purely Hawaiian genealogy.

Eö e Wai’ale’ale, “Greetings to Wai’ale’ale,”

is a call of aloha, welcome, acknowledgment

of, or salutation to the mountain, which was

long revered and regarded as the pu’uwai—
the heart—of the island.

Mauna kükilakila i ka ‘iu, “Mountain stand-

ing proud in the distant, lofty heights”:

Wai’ale’ale stands over 4,000 feet high, and

is flanked by the lower mountains Makaleha

to the east, Kähili to the west, and

Pihanakalani to the south. The eastern face

of Wai’ale’ale is a sheer, almost 90-degree

vertical cliff which boasts more than 13 

separate waterfalls. It is quite a lofty and

majestic mountain, indeed.

Pi’ikü i ke kuamauna / Kuamo’oloaokäne,

“Climbing the steepness to the top [of the

back of the mountain] / Along the great

lizard back of [the god] Käne”: This refers to

the ridge that begins near the mouth of the

Wailua river and ascends its north bank into

the uka, or upland, region. It is called

Kuamo’oloaokäne, or “the-long-lizard-back-

of-Käne,” a male god associated with the

sun, taro, procreation, and life in general.

Today this ridge, and the asphalt highway
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which ascends it, are both called Kuamo’o.

The ridge is the only way to enter the upper

region of Wailua Uka from Wailua Kai.

Kahi hiwahiwa kehakeha / ‘O Wailuanuia-

ho’äno, “Indeed a rare, choice place / Is

Wailuanuiaho’äno”: The entire area of

Wailuanuiaho’äno is sacred and beautiful,

and cannot be compared to any other in

beauty, history, or significance.

Mai Hauola i Ka’awakö, “From Hauola to

Ka’awakö”: Hauola (“life giving”), also

called Hikina-a-ka-lä (“rising of the sun”) is

the name of the heiau at the mouth of the

Wailua river. It is a place of healing, and is

considered a pu’uhonua, a place of refuge

from crime or war. Ka’awakö (“the kava

drawn along”) is the name of an ancient

heiau on the highest peak of Wai’ale’ale. It

is associated with Kü, the god of politics,

power, and warfare. Seven heiau span the

breadth of the vast Wailua river region.

From shoreline to mountain top, they are

Kukui, Hauola, Malae, Holoholokü,

Kalaemoku, Poli’ahu, and Ka’awakö. This

connection between the ocean and the

mountain, represented by Hauola and

Ka’awakö, also demonstrates the Hawaiian

concept of pono (“balance” or “harmony”)

between opposites.

Kähela ka la’i äkea, “Widespread peace and

tranquility”: This description is especially true

in pre-contact times, when war on Kaua’i was

uncommon because of the goodness and

power of its chiefs and its distance from the

other islands. The rich fishing grounds, 

productive taro lands, fertile fields, and clear

skies provided an excellent environment for

schools of astrology, healing, and hula, as

well as a home of ali‘i and a pu‘uhonua for

the people. The description is still true of 

the area, particularly in the evening when the

sun has set behind Wai’ale’ale and a tranquil

stillness envelops the land.

Ha’ina ‘ia kou wehi / ‘O Wailuanuiaho’äno,

“Your praises have been told, O Wailuanui-

aho’äno.” Wailua is a very lush valley, and is

adorned with maile, mokihana, ferns, and

flowers. The use of the word “wehi” (which

means “praise,” as well as “adornment” 

and “lushness of vegetation”) is meant 

to conjure the image of lush greenness and

dense forests permeated with the sweet

smell of maile, laua’e, and palapalai fern.

Puana ‘ia ku’u mele / Kahi i aloha ‘ia, “This is

my praise / Of the place that is much loved”:

This mele is my ho’okupu, my offering or

gift, to the place that I love so much, and is

meant as an expression of aloha ‘äina, of

love for this land.

In composing this mele, I have expressed 

my feelings regarding Hawaiian sovereignty

through the theme of aloha ‘äina. By 

conveying the beauty of Wailuanuiaho’äno

through traditional language and imagery,

the names, places, and people associated

with that place live on in literary form.
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were pa‘a. We survived. And I know we always
will. I don’t want to just survive. I want to
flourish! And I know we will.

Held fast by our roots and pushed forth by our
kumu, we will branch out. We will branch out
in every way, and every direction; we will 
radiate. We will flower, and we will bear fruit.
We will grow and grow and, once again, we
will provide the malu over our land.

I think Ka Mö‘ï Kaläkaua said it best: “E
Ho‘oulu Lähui.”

We must flourish.

Back in late ’92, when the känaka were prepar-
ing for the observance of the Overthrow, I
attended a meeting to discuss the issues we
were then facing (which, as we know, have 
yet to be resolved). During this meeting, a
respected member of our community stood up
and said, “We must survive. No matter what
happens, we must survive!” His passion swept
through the entire room and everyone was
aflame. It was wonderful.

Several months after the Gathering at the
Palace, I was thinking about that meeting, and
once again I felt the stirrings. This time, 
however, it was different. Those same words

started to bother me. They were no longer 
satisfying. Thinking of our mo‘olelo from the
wä kahiko to the present, I realized that tidal

waves have hit these islands several times. They
came in fast and furious, swamping everything
in their paths. But you know what? They did
not uproot us. They hit us, and hurt us, but we

L ö k a h i  A n t o n i o  •  L ö k a h i  A n t o n i o  •  L ö k a h i  A n t o n i o  •  L ö k a h i  A n t o n i olökahi

Nee ka Moo
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Nee ka Moo

Nee ka moo, ka moo nee,

Neenee aku, neenee mai,

Mai ka po mai ka moo, puka i ke ao,

Ke ao kanaka, ke au e nee nei,

I ka po ka huelo, i ke ao ka nuku,

Ka nuku o ka moo, ka moo kiai,

Kiai ka moo i ka lani,

Kiai ka moo i ka honua,

Mai ka la hiki a ka la kau,

Mai ka hookui a ka halawai,

Halawai Kamooinanea me Kane

Ke Akua hoopuka wai o Hawaii nei,

Ka Wai Ola a Kane,

Mai Kanehunamoku la ka moo,

Halawai me ke Akua noho i Nuuanu,

I Puunui i nee ai Kamooinanea,

Nanea ka moo i ka aina nei, noho,

Noho ka moo, hoohua i ka ohana,

Hoohua a lau i ka po ae nei,

I anei la hookuukuu,

I anei la hookaakaa,

Kakaa kamalii, nee i ka aina,

Ka aina a Papa i hanau mai,

Neepapa ka moo, neepu, neeneeu,

Eueu ka moo, he kupueu,

Kupu mai ka moo, kupukupu a laha,

Hoolaha Kamooinanea i ka pae aina,

Mai kela pae a keia pae, noho,

Noho ka moo i ka lalani moku,

I ka moku kua uli o Keawe,

I na hono o Piilani,

I ke one ai alii o Kuhihewa,

I ka aina kaili la o Mano,

He lau ka moo, he moo lau,

He kini ka moo, he moo kini,

Kini a lehu, a lehulehu,

He lehulehu ka moo o Hawaii nei.

Hulihia ka honua,

Hulihia ka lani,

I ka lani liholiho,

I ka lani ahu manu,

I ke opu o ka lani,

I ka hewahewa,

Hewa ka lani, hewa ka honua,

Lele honua ka moo,

Ka moo ku, ka moo lono,

Kui ka lono mai o a o,

Nalowale ka moo, nalohia,

Hoi i ka wai, nalowale,

Hoi i ke ana, nalowale,

Hoi i ka nahele, nalowale,

Hoi i kuahiwi, nalowale,

Nalowale ka moo, nalohia,

Pii mai ke kai, ke kai a Kahinanui,

Ee i ka aina, ka aina aloha ia,

Pae ka piha a, pae ka piha e,

Waiho mokaki, waiho mokaka,

Kaka ka lima o ka malihini,

Ka lima loa, ka lima kui,

Kui ka lima kui, kuikui,

Ku ka piko o kanaka,

Ka piko o luna,

Ka piko o waena,

Ka piko o lalo,

I lalo kanaka, i lalo lilo,

Ku malihini, moe kanaka,

Moe, moemoe, momomoe.

Au ka moo mai Kahiki mai,

Hiki ana i ka aina o kanaka,

I ka po ka huelo,

I ke ao ka nuku,

Komo ka nuku i ka hale,

Nuku ke kanaka, nukunuku,

Naka ke kanaka, nakanaka,

Kikoo alelo ka moo,

Ke alelo mana, alelo manamana,

Ke alelo noho ui o Paliuli,

Huli ke alelo i ka ipu kanaka,

Komo i loko a ka papa,

Ka papa ku o ka naau,

Lulu ka naau, lulu ka honua,

Lele ke kanaka, kakaa ka maka,

Ka maka huki lani,
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Hukia ka maka i ka lani,

Ua po no, pouliuli.

Puka ka la, puka ke kanaka,

He kanaka moo, he moo kanaka,

Kau ka maka, kau i ka aina,

Ka aina e kau nei ka moo,

Ka moo nui, ka moo iki,

Kii ka maka i kuamoo,

Ke kua o ka moo, kahakaha,

Kahakaha kakapila,

Ka lua o ka moo, pani paa,

Pani paa pohaku kea,

Ka wai o ka moo, lepolepo,

Lepolepo pilopilo,

Kilokilo ka maka o ka moo,

I luna ke a luna,

I lalo ke a lalo,

Keke ka niho, nihoniho,

Waka ke kua, wakawaka,

Ala ka huelo,

Uhau i ka ili o ka wai.
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kalähele
For the 100th year commiseration of 1993

One hundred years?

So what?

Two thousand years,

bra

that’s what!

Until Maunaloa becomes a sandy

beach.

Until the last drop of the last maoli

dries in the last sunray.

What, bra?

Two thousand years.

So what one hundred years…

nothing!

‘ Ï m a i k a l a n i  K a l ä h e l e  •  ‘ Ï m a i k a l a n i  K a l ä h e l e  •  ‘ Ï m a i k a l a n i  K a l ä h e l e

For the 100th year 
commiseration of 1993

A Poem for Hale Möhalu
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A Poem for Hale Möhalu

Aloha, my brothers, it’s time to go...

handcuffed and dropped in the mud

Brother Bernard

Uncle Clarence

Kawahine.

Shit,

I think I going write the Advertiser

and ask them

“Da Question,” bra.

Just where the hell is the Aloha spirit

…bra?
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cypher
Through this collection of true stories, I hope
to share with you my mana‘o (knowledge), to
help you understand a little about my people:
our history, our traditions, our culture. This is
my way of sharing my mana.

We native Hawaiians believe that everything in
existence has its own mana, or spiritual
essence. This includes the birds, the trees, the
stones, the air, the winds, everything in and
around us. For humans, the mana is contained
in our bones—the iwi. The greatest sacrilege
any conquering warrior could do to a defeated
victim was to use the victim’s bones in a 
disrespectful manner, such as by carving them
into fishhooks or a spittoon, or using them 
as ornaments. Even to touch the bones of a
deceased person is a sacrilege, because it is
stealing the mana of that person. The spiritual
essence carries the knowledge, strength, 
and power—good and bad—of the deceased

person. To touch a living person can rob that
person of a part of his or her mana. When a
caress is given freely by a person, it is a willing

sharing of the mana with the recipient.

M ä h e a l a n i  C y p h e r  •  M ä h e a l a n i  C y p h e r  •  M ä h e a l a n i  C y p h e r  •  M ä h e a l a n i  C y p h e r

Pökäne Nights (or Tales My 
Mother Told  Me)
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Pökäne Nights (or Tales My 
Mother Told  Me)

My mother (now passed away) used to tell

me tales of strange happenings she experi-

enced in her younger days, when Hawai’i

was still the kind of place we dream about.

One story from her girlhood days was told to

her by her aunt. My mother’s great-grand-

mother gave birth one day to a son. The

midwives took the afterbirth and a lumpy

sac they found beside it, which they thought

was an undeveloped twin, and buried them

near the ocean.

A while later, when they went to the spot

where the sac and the afterbirth had been

buried, all they found was a trail of wet 

substance leading down to the water’s edge.

The son thrived and grew to manhood.

When the right time came, he joined the

other men at sea to fish in the double

canoes with the third smaller canoe in

between the two hulls to store the fish that

were caught.

One day the men caught a large haul of fish

and turned around to return to shore. But

they were startled by a large fish—as long as

the canoe itself—swimming alongside. They

tossed fish to the big creature, which dived

down, giving the fishermen time to paddle

closer to shore.

It was said the fish was the brother of 

the man whose mother had given birth to

the mysterious sac.

The mother remembered earlier fears when,

after giving birth, she went swimming in the

water close to shore and felt a strange 

sensation of something nursing at her breast—

but she could see nothing.

A member of the family said that whenever

the son went out fishing, the large creature

would always accompany the canoes—but

when the son was not with the fishermen,

the creature would not appear.

When the son finally grew old and died, the

great fish appeared once again. It had large,

shell-like wrinkles covering his skin. He sur-

faced for one last time, and then was never

seen again.

* * *
My mother’s cousin died while diving off a

bridge near Hilo, at Pu’u’eo. The boy had

dived many times before, but this one time

he hit the electric wire that hung near the

bridge and fell awkwardly into the water. My

mother was hurriedly called, only to see the

bubbles caused by her cousin’s last surfacing

above the water and his drowning.

She said his body could not be found for six

days, partly because the stream waters had

been muddied by recent rains bringing soil

down from the mountains.

And where was he found? Miles away, at

the opposite end of Hilo Bay, near Coconut

Island. The boy had been dead for six days,

carried underwater through waters swarm-

ing with sharks. Yet the only damage to his

body was to his hands, which had been 

nibbled at by small crabs. His body had been

preserved, untouched by the man-eaters.

* * *
In Hilo many years ago, my mother remem-

bers a time when relatives from Honolulu

were visiting the family. One evening, the

women wanted to go to the stream to look
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for wï, a shellfish easily plucked from rocks

in shallow streambeds or along the shore.

My grandmother said that when you travel

at night, you should avoid loud and raucous

tones. She warned the visiting women that

to pick the shellfish, they needed to walk

carefully and quietly.

The women walked ahead to the streambed

and disregarded the old woman’s advice,

roughly tossing the rocks aside and laughing.

Very little wï was found that evening, my

mother said, because the women made too

much noise.

* * *
My mother’s brother was born in a strange

way—though probably not so strange for

that time.

My grandmother was working down in the

sweet potato patch, cleaning the dead

leaves off with a sharp knife, when she felt

her birth pains beginning. She took off her

mu’umu’u, slipped out of her underdress,

placed her mu’u back on, and gave birth to

the child out there in the potato patch.

She managed to cut the umbilical cord with

the knife she had been using, and wrapped

the young son in the underdress she 

had been wearing…but the child was born

retarded.

Two incidents in the boy’s life were strange.

In one instance, the boy was returning home

from work at the local movie house in Hilo

at about 10 p.m. on a night known by

Hawaiians as Pökäne (a moonless night of

“profound darkness”). As he approached the

gate, he felt as though he were gripped in

an invisible yet powerful vise, unable to

move. But he managed to cry out, “Ma!”

Hearing his cry, his mother rushed to the

porch. Standing on the landing at the top of

several wide stairs, she felt intense heat in

the air as she watched her son paralyzed.

She muttered curses in Hawaiian, hoping to

break the spell. “Hele mai!” she called to her

son. But his eyes widened in fear, still unable

to move. She moved closer to him, feeling

the heat more intensely, and reached out to

slap him across the face. She was unable to

move him.

She walked behind him and slowly started to

push him with all her might, moving him

toward the house with his feet dragging, as

if he were made of stone. She pushed him up

the stairs achingly slowly, as if the force 

binding him were tons of pressure, and into

the house. There he finally came out of the

spell and walk freely once more.

The second incident was on Maui, when my

mother and father lived near ‘Ulupalakua

with her mother and brother. The boy was

once again returning home on horseback,

along a winding trail over the pali. It was

daytime. My father had been with him 

earlier, but had come home by car by the

regular roadway. When my father reached

home, my mother asked him where 

her brother was. He said he had let the boy

come home by horse along the trail.

My mother worried about her brother, and

as the day grew on, she finally persuaded my

father to go off in search of him on the trail.

When he was found, it was night. The boy

was in terror. He had been trying to get the

horse to proceed on the trail, but the animal

refused. Instead it had been walking around

and around in a circle, no matter how much
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the boy slapped it with his feet to urge it

home. The boy’s eyes were bulging wide

with fear and sweat poured down his face.

When my father saw this, he slapped the

horse and took hold of the reins and 

was finally able to lead it home. The boy

told his family he never wanted to go to

work again, for fear he would not be able to

return home.

* * *
My mother says our house in Käne’ohe must

have been built hear a heiau because,

according to her mother and to the blind

man who lived next door, strange things

happen on Pökäne nights.

The blind man was in the small house next

door one such night, looking toward our

house, when he saw an eerie line of ‘uhane

hele (spirit people) walking above the

ground as if on a path, just where the hedge

divides our house from the house where the

blind man was sitting.

My mother said her mother told her the

same thing—that these people do walk

along that path on Pökäne nights. But

there’s a way to be safe from harm. She said

there are two sides to the path, a windy side

and a calm side. If you walk on the windy

side, the spirits can take hold of you. But if

you are on the calm side, you are safe. Her

mother had seen people drop dead because

they had walked on the wrong side.

My mother also said an old Portuguese gypsy

friend of hers, a woman now dead, had

blessed the house and all the boundaries of

our yard. The woman had buried a jug of

holy water in the corner of the yard, near

the puakenikeni tree. Some time later,

another friend who could “see” things told

my mother that this was the same corner

where she could see fire rising up, as if there

were an imu burning there.

My mother says this probably doesn’t hap-

pen anymore because the road is all built up

now, with houses all around ours.

Another time, my mother was scrubbing

clothes in the washtray outside. She said

everything was still. There was no wind stir-

ring the trees. All was quiet. Then she heard a

shushing sound and, turning, saw a little

whirlwind stirring up the dust into little circles

and spiraling higher and higher into the air.

She muttered curses in Hawaiian and it 

disappeared. Her mother had told her that

cursing in Hawaiian was one of the ways to

rid your home of disturbing spirits.
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alani
sequel, Kämau A‘e, played to packed houses in
Kumu’s ’97–’98 season. His newest play,
Happy Valley, which he wrote with Christine
Flanagan, won the 1997 Kumu Kahua
Theatre/University of Hawai‘i-Mänoa Play-
writing Contest.

Alani also creates traditional Hawaiian wood-
work. His goal is to bring back the classic art
of Hawaiian bowl-making, which at its height
was regarded as the finest throughout Poly-
nesia. Alani’s work is on display at numerous
resorts throughout the islands, the Bishop
Estate’s Kawaiaha‘o Plaza, and at the Center
for Hawaiian Studies at the Mänoa campus of

the University of Hawai‘i.

Mana‘o: ‘Ewa Beach, even back in the late six-

ties, was not the prettiest of places to grow up
in. Hot, dry miles of cane fields separated ‘Ewa
Beach from the rest of the world and made it

Alani Apio is an actor, artist, and writer who
was born and raised on the island of O‘ahu.
He is a graduate of The Kamehameha Schools
and received a B.A. in Drama and Theatre
from the University of Hawai‘i at Mänoa. He
has been in numerous stage and screen pro-
ductions in Hawai‘i, including Equus (put on
by the Starving Artists Theatre Company), A
Midsummer Night’s Dream (performed at
Kennedy Theatre), and the Pidgin To Da Max
and Byrds of Paradise television series.

Alani’s environmental play for children, Nä
Keiki O Ka ‘Äina, was produced by the Maui
Academy of Performing Arts and toured

throughout the State of Hawai‘i. His adult
play, Kämau (the first part in a trilogy), was
Kumu Kahua Theatre Company’s statewide

touring show for their ’93–’94 season. It was
directed by Harry Luke Wong III, with
Margaret Ann Leilani Jones as assistant direc-

tor and John H.Y. Wat as dramaturg. Its

Kämau
(Scenes 7 to 12)

A l a n i  A p i o  •  A l a n i  A p i o  •  A l a n i  A p i o  •  A l a n i  A p i o  •  A l a n i  A p i o  •  A l a n i  A p i o
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“country.” But the fertile ocean held moi, mul-
let, lobsters, weke, ‘a‘ama crab—everything a
Hawaiian family could want. We did not go
hungry. I did not know that eating one’s fill of
lobsters on a Sunday morning was a special
thing. I did not know that the limu in front of
Grandma’s house—piled so high by the tides
that we could make forts and mazes out of it—
would disappear with the greed and crush of so
many people. I could not see that we would
soon have to lock our doors, gird ourselves
against guns, drugs, and intolerance, and hang
up our fishing nets when the waters became
polluted and barren. This is why I write. I
want our ocean and innocence back.

At every moment, through every action and
inaction, we define the world in which we live.

Kämau

Alika lives in uneasy compromise between his

values as a Hawaiian man and his need to sur-

vive in a Westernized Hawai‘i. In Scenes 1–6,

he and his cousins George and Michael strug-

gle to deal with the antipathy of the

American school system, unexpected father-

hood, and the discovery that the company for

which Alika works as a tour guide has pur-

chased the land on which his ‘ohana has lived

for years in order to build a beachfront hotel

resort.

Scene 7

(Alika sits, drinking a beer. Michael is teaching Stevie how

to throw net.)

MICHAEL

Kay now, grab all da weights togedda. (Stevie

does so, looking for approval from Michael.) Yeah, da’s

it. Now lif’ ’em on youa shoulda. Okay, now

watch. Right afta da wave breaks, den look

fo’ ’em, okay?

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Okay. (Shifts weight and crouches, reminiscent of Alika

earlier.)

AALLIIKKAA

Wait, wait, wait, you gotta have da hat!

MICHAEL

(Michael puts it on Stevie.) Eh, now da’s what I call

a fishaman! Okay, let’s go! (Crouches behind

Stevie.)

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Finally!

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Okay, now, watch da wave...
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AALLIIKKAA

Wait, wait, wait!

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Ho, now what, Uncle!

AALLIIKKAA

We neva bless da net!

SSTTEEVVIIEE

What?

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Oh, yeah, yeah, I almos’ forgot. Tank you

brudda ’Lika Boy.

AALLIIKKAA

Wait, Stevie. (Alika crosses to Stevie.) You not goin’

catch fish if you no bless da net. Now every-

body, bow youa heads. Close youa eyes. God

bless (pours his beer over Stevie) dis lolo head girl.

SSTTEEVVIIEE

That’s not funny.

AALLIIKKAA

Well hmmm, hmmm, hmmm, you goin’ be

one nuha girl now? (Stevie chases them.)

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Wassa matta, girl, you goin’ get wet anyway.

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

(Security Guard enters.) Howsit.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Howsit, wass up.

AALLIIKKAA

What’s up. (Alika hides his beer.)

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

Any luck yet?

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Nah, we jus’ teaching da girl how fo’ chrow.

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

Well, good luck.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Yeah, tanks. (The guard exits.) ’Lika, wassa secu-

rity guard doin’ down hea?

AALLIIKKAA

Oh, I donno, maybe, uh, he saw me drinking.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

No, no. I mean what is he doing down hea

in da firs’ place? How come he’s on dis

beach? Nobody comes hea but us.

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Come on, Uncle, show me how arready.

(Stevie grabs Michael and pulls him.)

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Yeah, yeah, okay, I’m coming. (They resume their

positions.) So, whatchu tink, ’Lika? How come

get one security guard down hea?

AALLIIKKAA

Maybe he jus’ came from work an’ like check

out da watta.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Oh, well, dat makes sense. I guess soona or

lata every place goin’ get peopo, ah. I guess

we can share da place wit some moa

fishamen. I wonda if he get nets, maybe he

like lay wit me?

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Come on Uncle, you not watching.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Oh, yeah, sorry ah! Gotta watch. Okay, okay,

ready...ready...ready...ready...
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ready...ready...ready...ready...

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Ho, come on, be serious!

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Okay, okay, serious kine! Get ready. On tree,

okay?

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Okay.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

One...two...tree! Chrow! (Michael “grabs”

the back of the net and Stevie goes sailing

into the water.)

SSTTEEVVIIEE

That wasn’t funny.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Oh, kulikuli, you gotta learn how fo’ play.

(Security guard enters.) Eh, howsit brudda. So

what, you fish?

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

I’m afraid you folks gotta leave.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

What? Yeah, right. No, serious kine, you get

nets, or poles, or you one diva?

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

I’m really sorry, but you’re all going to have

to leave.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Eh, brudda, no fool around. I don’t know

you dat well yet.

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

Look, I’m sorry. But the owners have asked

that we keep the property clear.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

What? Ownas? Who da fuck you!

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

This property’s been sold and the developers

want to keep everybody off because of the

liability. And especially, they don’t want any

illegal activities going on.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Since when is fishing illegal?

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

Drinking alcoholic beverages is prohibited.

AALLIIKKAA

Yeah, yeah, okay, sorry. Uh, wait, I’ll go. I’m

the only one who was drinking. (Gets up to

pack.)

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

I’m really sorry but the management would

like you all to leave.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Management, I don’t see no management

hea. I jus’ see one stupid, fagget haole who’s

gonna get his face bus’ up real soon.

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

Haole!

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Uncle, just take me home.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Shutchua mout’.

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

Eh, I get Hawaiian blood just like you.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

So whatchoo doing trying fo’ kick us off

ouwa beach?
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SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

I’m doing my job, brudda. ‘Cause I get one

family to feed too.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Well fuck youa job! Dis is ouwa beach. We

been hea since we was boan. We ain’t even

boddering nobody. Dea ain’t even anyone

else aroun’! Ah, you stay kidding, ah! What,

Wally wen send you down hea? Dat frickin’

guy, he catch me all da time! Whea he stay.

Arright, Wally—Ha, ha, Candid Camera—you

Mista Funt. You wen’ get me good, whea

you stay?

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

It’s not a joke. If you don’t vacate the

premises now, I have to call the police. 

MMIICCHHAAEELL

So you say you one Hawaiian? Den whatch-

oo doin? You no fish, hah? You no drink?

(Michael moves to guard.)

AALLIIKKAA

(Intercedes.) Come on, Miko, cool down, we go

arready.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

No, no, no, no, no. Dis guy, he says he’s one

Hawaiian. So I like know, Bully, what makes

you Hawaiian?

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

‘O ko‘u na‘au, ko‘u ‘ohana a me ka ‘ölelo

Hawai‘i. ‘Ae, ‘ölelo au i ka ‘ölelo makuahine.

A ‘o ‘oe? (Michael cannot answer. He turns away and

starts to go. The others follow.)

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Fuck!

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

Tsa, he pelapela wale nö. (He exits.)

Scene 8

(Michael is on the floor, mending the nets. Stevie is sleeping

on the püne‘e. Alika keeps glancing over his shoulder at

Michael.)

AALLIIKKAA

Miko.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

What.

AALLIIKKAA

I gotta talk wit’ you.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

What.

AALLIIKKAA

I know why da security guard was down at

da beach.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

What! You wen’ lie to me!

AALLIIKKAA

Miko, I had to getchoo outta dea befo’ you

wen’ beef. I was worried about Stevie...

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Yeah, so, what. We home now. Why he was

down dea?

AALLIIKKAA

Miko, no wake up Stevie.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

So why he stay down dea? Spit it out

arready, I ain’t got all night.

AALLIIKKAA

‘Cause my company wen’ buy dis land an’

dey going build one moa hotel ova hea.
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MMIICCHHAAEELL

What! Youa company!

AALLIIKKAA

Shhh, Miko, Stevie!

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Eh, Stevie, wake up! Stevie Kalei! (Stevie gets

up.) Dea, now she’s up. Now you tell me

what dis bullshit is all about.

AALLIIKKAA

Miko, calm down, it’s not as bad as it

sounds.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

What? Ah, come on, ’Lika Boy, no fuck

around wit’ me. How long we been hea!

AALLIIKKAA

I know, jus’ listen.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

An’ whose house is dis?

AALLIIKKAA

I know, I know, wait!

MMIICCHHAAEELL

How can dey buy da lan’, I taut da Chong

family wen’ own dis lan’?

AALLIIKKAA

Dey sold it, I guess.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

So how come dey neva tell us?

AALLIIKKAA

Ouwa lease ran out a coupla’ yeas ago. I

neva had da money to get annoda one—we

arready went put everyting into da boat.

Dey said as long as I keep da place clean an’

quiet dey not goin’ bodda. But dey said dey

was goin’ fo’ try an’ sell da place. I guess I

neva see anyting happening fo’ long time, so

I tought maybe dey would jus’ forget about

dis’ place.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Yeah, right. Somebody gonna foget about

land in Hawai‘i. How come you neva tell me

notting?

AALLIIKKAA

What I going say? Sell da boat? I tol’ you in

high schoo’ we shoulda neva bought dat

boat. You an Georgie was da bes’ fishamen I

know.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

No talk about Georgie.

AALLIIKKAA

You guys was da bes’ fishamen aroun’. 

MMIICCHHAAEELL

I said no talk about Georgie!

AALLIIKKAA

But you neva know how fo’ run one busi-

ness. You everytime giving da fish away—

yeah, you guys had plenny friends, but da

bank, dey neva take fish.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

So what you saying, I loss da boat, hah? Was

my fault? An’ Georgie, he’s my fault too?

Hah, is dat whatchoo saying!

AALLIIKKAA

Miko, stop it arready.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

You, you was da smat one. You was sup-

posed to help us out!
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AALLIIKKAA

Come on, Miko, I only went high school.

How you expect me fo’ know what to do?

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Waste time you went Kam anyway, dey neva

teach you notting!

AALLIIKKAA

What! You so frickin’ mix up! You neva like

me go dea in da firs’ place ‘cause dey was

going teach me all da haole ways—an’ now

dat you find out I neva wen’ listen, you mad

at dem fo’ not teaching me da haole ways.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

You was supposed to learn dea game so we

could beat ‘em!

AALLIIKKAA

Miko, I neva sell ouwa place, whatchoo

yelling at me for?

MMIICCHHAAEELL

It’s youa company.

AALLIIKKAA

Oh yeah, right. Like I own ‘em. Even if I neva

work fo’ da company, dey still woudda

bought da lan’—at leas’ dis way dey know

we stay hea. My boss said dey goin’ help us

out.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Oh, yeah? What dey goin’ do? Make us one

touris’ attraction? Hah? You goin’ bring ‘em

on youa tours down hea? (Imitating Alika.)

“Here we are folks, here’s a poor Hawaiian

family doing some traditional Hawaiian fish-

ing!” So what, cuz, whatchua friends goin’

do fo’ us poor Hawaiians?

AALLIIKKAA

Dey goin’ give us one place in town fo’ live.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

I ain’t goin live in one frickin’ rat hole in

town. If I wanted fo live in one house, I

woulda live hea all dis time. I live on da

beach, an’ das whea I goin’ stay.

AALLIIKKAA

If you live in town wit me, den dey said you

can keep on fishing hea.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Yeah, right. With a hundred touris’ watching

me, how I goin’ catch anyting?

AALLIIKKAA

They said they’ll pay you to teach the

tourists how to fish.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

’Lika Boy? ’Lika Boy, look at me. No tell me

you wen’ take dat from youa boss.

AALLIIKKAA

What I goin’ do, what I goin’ say? I gotta

pay da bills. I gotta help take care Stevie. We

cannot jus’ eat fish.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

’Lika Boy, how you can do dis to me?

AALLIIKKAA

What I suppose to do, cuz? I no like you stop

fishing. An’ we cannot stop dem. You cannot

fight ‘em.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

So you wen’ sell me, hah? You wen’ sell

youa cousin like I was one fuckin’ side show?

Whatchoo going do next, pimp Lisa out? I

been taking care you since you was boan!

AALLIIKKAA

Miko, I donno what fo’ do! I’m jus’ trying

fo’—
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MMIICCHHAAEELL

Fuck you! (Michael exits. Pause. Alika gets a beer.

Notices Stevie is up.)

AALLIIKKAA

(To Stevie.) Go sleep, it’ll be arright.

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Uncle, I’m sorry.

AALLIIKKAA

Stevie, just go sleep, please.

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Yes, Uncle. (Stevie turns over and goes back to sleep.

Pause. Alika goes over and sits next to her. Rubs Stevie’s back

and drinks his beer. George enters.)

GGEEOORRGGEE

She’s so beautiful. Lucky she looks like her

Mom. You unnastan’ now, maybe, why I did

what I did? Come on, cuz, talk to me, please,

lonely out hea. Everytime she smiles, hurts

me so bad.

AALLIIKKAA

What happened to you, you neva say one

word to us. Everytime we talked, you was

jus’ joking, laughing, you neva tell us not-

ting was wrong.

GGEEOORRGGEE

‘Cause I was shame. I was shame I neva have

money. When Lisa got pregnant she started

talking ‘bout all da tings she wanted fo’ da

baby, fo’ da marriage. I know she neva mean

fo’ hurt me, but, I felt so bad ‘cause I knew

we neva was goin’ have ‘nuff money an’ no

way I was goin’ put us on welfare. She want-

ed one special crib, she wanted all kine’

matching clothes fo’ da baby. An fo’ da mar-

riage, she kept talking ‘bout having one nice

dress an’ me wearing one tux.

AALLIIKKAA

So how come you neva ask us fo’ help? We

wouldda helped you.

GGEEOORRGGEE

How I goin’ ask you guys fo’ money?

Arready we was having trouble wit’ da boat.

When da engine needed repairs, what, we

neva have money fo’ fix ‘em ‘cause I spent

all ouwa money buying fancy reels, putting

one stereo on da boat—I was so stupid.

AALLIIKKAA

We all wanted dat stuff, we was all stupid.

Georgie, all I wanna know is why you neva

talk wit’ us—we youa bruddas. Why you

wen’ kill yoaself. Hah, Georgie Boy? Why

you went hang youaself! Why you left me

fo’ take care youa kid!

GGEEOORRGGEE

’Lika Boy, sometimes in life you get desprit.

I’m sorry. But, ’Lika Boy, I was going crazy. I

couldn’t stop tinking ‘bout da kid. Always.

How I goin’ feed us, how I goin’ take care

her. Den I started dreaming about her. Den

she started talking to me. She wasn’t even

boan yet an’ she was talking to me!

SSTTEEVVIIEE

How you goin’ feed me Daddy? You no even

make enough to feed yourself. (Stevie delivers

her lines to Alika. The other cast members, from the wings,

echo her lines and taunt George.)

GGEEOORRGGEE

Stop it. I’ll work it out.

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Where we goin’ live? We cannot all stay wit

Alika. And what about school, whea I goin’

go?
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GGEEOORRGGEE

Shut up arready!

SSTTEEVVIIEE

What kinda daddy are you, you cannot even

take care youaself. You smoke, you drink,

you fight...

GGEEOORRGGEE

Shut up!

SSTTEEVVIIEE

How you goin’ feed me Daddy, you cannot

even feed youself. You not goin’ be anyting

in youa life. You don’t know how fo’ do not-

ting ‘cept grow pakalolo.

GGEEOORRGGEE

Leave me alone! (Lisa enters.)

SSTTEEVVIIEE

You’re jus’ one stupid moke.

GGEEOORRGGEE

Leave me alone!

LLIISSAA

George, what’s wrong!

SSTTEEVVIIEE

You’re notting. An’ now you like me be poor

an’ stupid too!

GGEEOORRGGEE

(George slams Lisa in the stomach.) Leave me alone! I

hate you! Shut up an’ leave me alone! (Lisa

doubles over.)

AALLIIKKAA

Georgie Boy, Georgie, why you neva’ come

to us?

GGEEOORRGGEE

(Mimes taking a rope and making a noose.) I tried fo’

kill my baby. What did I do? My baby girl.

You neva do notting, you neva wen’ hurt

nobody. Dat was my daughter in her ‘öpü—

an I wanted fo’ kill her. (He puts the noose around

his neck.) What kind man am I? Trying fo’ kill

my baby. I’m sorry. (He yanks the rope and freezes.)

AALLIIKKAA

No! No. (He takes the rope off George’s neck and brings

him down.) Oh Georgie, Georgie, I unnastan’.

(Alika holds Georgie.) When I’m at work, I tink

about how I goin take care her, how I goin’

pay fo’ her docta bills. Now she should stay

hea and what, we gotta leave. What I goin’

do, huh? What? I read da pepa every day,

looking for one way out. I can’t do dis fo’ da

res’ of my life. I hate it. I hate da lies I havta

tell. I hate da smell of coconut oil and all da

burned skin. I hate da cheap plastic leis, and

da stupid assholes calling me one Indian and

wanting fo’ take my pitcha. An’ all I got is

one dead cousin who leaves me take care his

sick kid and one bottle beer. (He takes a swig

from the beer sitting near him. Lisa enters. Listens.) An’

you know why I drink so much? Hah,

Georgie Boy? Cause I can’t shut those voices

up. ‘Cause in da back of my mind, you know,

dat place whea you don’t tink, you jus’

feel—in da back dea I know dat dis is my

rope an’ if I keep drinking enough den soon

I goin’—

LLIISSAA

Alika, what’s the matter? Who are you talk-

ing to? What were you doing?

AALLIIKKAA

Burying my cousin.

LLIISSAA

What? What are you talking about? Alika,

you’ve been drinking too much again.
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AALLIIKKAA

Too much? Too much or not enough, dat is

da question.

LLIISSAA

Alika, come inside.

AALLIIKKAA

Leave me alone.

Scene 9

(Lisa and Stevie are asleep on the püne‘e. Alika comes over to

watch them.)

MMOOMM

Now what? (Alika shrugs his shoulders.) You must

be thinking of something. (Pause.) Alika,

they’re giving you a promotion—you’ll get a

raise too. It’s a start. You heard it yourself,

he believes in you and wants to see you get

ahead.

AALLIIKKAA

You jus’ don’t get it, Mom, I don’t wanna be

a tourguide. And I definitely don’t wanna be

one tourguide manager.

MMOOMM

Really? That’s not what you told your boss.

You were pretty happy until he told you

what else would happen. What if it was

somebody else’s land they bought? What if

it was another Hawaiian family losing their

land for your job? What are you standing

for, Alika? Who are you angry at?

AALLIIKKAA

You just don’t understand.

MMOOMM

No, my boy, you just don’t understand.

America’s been doing this to our people for

how many years now. You’ve just ignored it

because it hasn’t hit home. Well now it has.

And now you want to become Mister

Activist? It’s not that simple. Michael don’t

like America—and he don’t take any of the

benefits that come from it. Simple. He knows

why he’s angry and he knows who he hates.

But not too many Hawaiians can live like

that nowadays.

AALLIIKKAA

So whatchoo saying? Take da job? Shut up

and move out of the only place I have left.

Sell out my cousin, my brudda, my ‘ohana?

Huh? Is dat what you like me do?

MMOOMM

You don’t have another job waiting for you.

You have a sickly niece who needs you, a

woman with no one but her daughter, and a

cousin so full of anger an’ hurt it’s just a

matter of time. It’s about responsibility. E

kämau ‘oe. E kämau ‘oe. You have to carry

the burden, and to do that you have to keep

your aloha for life. I know it sounds stupid,

our aloha’s been sold and used, but for us

Hawaiians it’s all we got.

AALLIIKKAA

Aloha? Is that all you gotta give me! (Lisa

wakes.)

LLIISSAA

What’s the matter?

AALLIIKKAA

Nothing. I’m jus’ talking to myself—sorry.

LLIISSAA

Are you feeling any better? (He shrugs his shoul-

ders. She sits and watches him work.)

LLIISSAA

It’s gonna be a beautiful day. (Pause.) Alika...
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AALLIIKKAA

Sixty days.

LLIISSAA

What?

AALLIIKKAA

You wanna know what’s goin on, right?

Well hea it is. Ouwa lease ran out a coupla

yeas’ ago. Da ownas jus’ sol dis property—all

of it—to da company dat owns my company

an’ dis place is goin’ be one hotel.

LLIISSAA

Oh Alika...

AALLIIKKAA

Das’ not all. My boss is going run dis new

hotel, he wants me to be one of da tour

managers, and we get sixty days fo’ move

out.

LLIISSAA

I’m sorry, I know how much this place means

to you.

AALLIIKKAA

Sixty days... You know, as shitty as my life’s

been, living hea always kept me going. I

could get away. I could get in da ocean. I

could find peace. You know what it’s like fo’

lose youaself in da ocean? When it’s so clean

an’ crystal clea’ you can see God breathing...

All da fish, jus’, jus’ so dripping wit colors,

wit life. An’ all dat life around you don’t

know an’ don’t care dat you no can make

rent, dat you get pukapuka pants, dat youa

dad comes home drunk an’ bus’ up all da

time, dat youa mudda’s got bress cancer. All

dat life, jus’ goin’ on. When I’m dea notting

else is real... My company wants to hire Miko

fo’ teach da touris’ how to fish.

LLIISSAA

You didn’t tell him that, did you?

AALLIIKKAA

Tell ‘em? I wanted him fo’ take it.

LLIISSAA

Alika, why! You know how much he hates

haoles.

AALLIIKKAA

Why? What am I supposed to do? 

LLIISSAA

I donno, maybe you have fishing rights.

Where I grew up in Washington the Indians

there had fishing rights.

AALLIIKKAA

Fishing rights? Dis is Hawai‘i. Da Indians hea

no get rights. Dis is one multimillion dolla

deal. Nobody goin’ give a damn dat two

Hawaiian boys like keep fishing. Da only

rights we get is fo’ remain silent.

LLIISSAA

So what are you going to do?

AALLIIKKAA

What am I gonna do? Da’s one good ques-

tion. Up to now, Alika’s just done what

everybody tol’ him fo’ do. Da teacha tells

Alika no cheat, so I no cheat—but I neva get

one good job eidda. My cousins tell me fo’

buy one boat, dat neva work. My boss tells

me fo’ work hard, spread da aloha, it’s

gonna pay off. Den dis is what I get—kick

off my lan’ so I can show da touris’ where I

used to live. I donno. All I like do is keep my

‘ohana togedda—four peopo’. Everybody

tells me dis is paradise—how frickin’ hard

could it be fo’ keep four peopo’ togedda in

paradise? Well, I can’t let all dis shit jus’ keep

happening to me, ah? (Alika begins to exit.) I
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gotta go find Michael.

LLIISSAA

Alika? (Pause.) Nothing. (Lisa and Stevie exit.)

Scene 10

(Michael in a cave, sitting, busily working on a shark’s-tooth

dagger. Alika finds him.)

AALLIIKKAA

Miko. (Pause.) Miko, I’m sorry fo’ what I said. I

neva mean fo’ put you down li’ dat. I jus’

neva know what fo’ do, da’s all.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Yeah, I know, ’Lika Boy.

AALLIIKKAA

Miko, I only get you, Stevie an’ Lisa lef’. I

donno whea we goin’ go but, I like you

promise me you goin’ stay wit’ us.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

When Tütü Man was alive he wen’ show me

one secret. He brought me down to dis bay

one day an’ da bay was all black. Was da

middo’ of da day! Da wata outside was flat,

but inside da bay da wata was all churning

an’ black. I got all scared, he wen’ grab my

hand an’ take me in da wata. ’Lika Boy, da

bay was choke wit’ ‘ahi. Huge buggas, hun-

dreds a’ pounds, all ova! Thru ma’ legs,

bumping me—dey was mating! Was unreal!

So much fish like you neva seen befo! Tütü

Man brought me to dis cave. He tol’ me sit

down next to dis pöhaku—dis ko‘a. I sat an’

listen to him chant an’ pray all day. Wen da

sun started fo’ go down, we wen’ walk to

da’ ocean. Da bay was starting fo’ calm

down, I watched da ‘ahi start fo’ leave. He

wen’ in da’ wata’ an’ stretch out his arms. He

wen’ straighten his back an lif’ out one ‘ahi

big as him, da’ fish wen’ kick jus’ once, an’

den he went come home to us. Tütü Man

tol’ me ouwa family been here fo’ genera-

tions, we wen take care deese fish from da

time of La‘amaikahiki. He tol’ me, I was da

next keepa of dis’ ko‘a. He tol’ me, “Näu e

mälama i këia kai a me këia ‘äina, i ola ku‘u

‘ohana. Take care dis place and my family

goin’ live.” Tütü was a smart man, but he

neva unnastan’ what was coming. I took care

dis place, I fed da fish when dey wen’ come

in. Twice a year we had ‘ahi fo’ fill ouwa

‘öpüs an’ ouwa freezas. But one time, one

tour boat wen fin’ da school. I wen swim

outside an’ try fo stop ‘em. But dose haoles,

dey wen call everybody. Next ting I know, da

bay stay full wit’ peopo’—all kin’ peopo. Dey

had speas, baseball bats, machetes, shot-

gun—everyting. Was one frickin’ slaughta!

Peopo wen crazy, hacking an’ shooting jus’

fo’ da’ fun of it. By da time was ova, mos’ a’

da’ fish was wasted. Afta I watched dat

slaughta, I was so shame. I came hea an’

prayed to ke Akua dat he forgive us. Now,

only little bit fish come back, maybe five,

ten, an’ not all da time. Some tings so

ingrained, you cannot get ridda’ it. Goin’

take long time fo’ teach dose fish dat now

it’s dangerous hea—every yea some still

goin’ die. Goin’ take long time make

Hawaiians no listen dea küpuna.

AALLIIKKAA

Every year some still going die.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Every year somting’s gotta die. (Pause.) ’Lika

Boy, fo’ you, Stevie, Georgie, Tütü man and

Tütü wahine, all my ‘ohana—I neva goin’

leave this place. (Michael continues to work on the

dagger. Alika leaves.)
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Scene 11

(Alika tries to dress but all the voices descend on him and he

cannot. They taunt and confuse him. It is only when he

“hears” his cousin Michael chanting and humming that he

can continue.)

AALLIIKKAA

To our left is ‘Iolani Palace. You can visit the

palace on our Hawaiian History Tour. ‘Iolani

Palace is the only royal palace within the

boundaries of the United States. In 1893,

Queen Lili‘uokalani...(Pauses.) You know folks,

when I joined this company, I was just outta

high school. And when I started work they

gave me speeches to memorize about the

places that we would be visiting. But folks,

today I’m having a hard time giving the

speech about the palace because it’s not

true. You see, they want me to tell you that

our last reigning monarch, Queen

Lili‘uokalani, wanted to give up her throne,

her palace, and her kingdom to the United

States for protection. Mostly because they

don’t want you to feel bad. They think

you’re going to feel bad because what really

happened is that basically some American

businessmen backed by U.S. armed forces

overthrew the Queen. They took over our

government, took away our rights as

Hawaiians and took our land. Nobody on

this bus had anything to do with that. I

know that. But folks, something really

wrong happened. I mean, first we have a

kingdom, it’s ours, the land’s ours, and then

all of a sudden we got nothing. So I’m ask-

ing you, do you think something wrong hap-

pened? I mean ‘cause now, most of us

Hawaiians we don’t have a place to live. But

when it was our country, we did.

(Silence.)

MMRR..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

Hey, Mista Alika...

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

Now Henry, mind your manners.

MMRR..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

Mabel, I believe I have a right to speak my

mind. Now son, you may remember me and

my wife from a few days ago.

AALLIIKKAA

Yes, sir.

MMRR..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

Well, she was so impressed with your hospi-

tality that she called your boss and specifical-

ly asked to have the rest of our tours with

you. Mr. Alika, my wife and I have been sav-

ing twenty years to come here. And you

know why? ‘Cause everyone told us how

nice it was here and how nice the people

were. Twenty goddamn years! You know

why we waited so long? ‘Cause where we

live it’s pretty hard to make a goddamn liv-

ing. I worked for a lotta years in the mines

and I’m probably going to die of black lung

from all the shit I had to breathe...

AALLIIKKAA

Well, I’m not saying that—

MMRR..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

No, now you listen, you had your speech,

you let me finish mine. Now those mines,

the land they’re on used to belong to my

family. But some big fat-ass company came

in with their fancy-dancy lawyers and the

next thing we know, we ain’t got a home.

But we got jobs in the mines now. So I

watch my daddy go off to work in them

mines. And I watch day after day and pretty

soon I realize the work he’s doing to feed us

is killing him. And everytime he stuck food
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on the goddamn table I would look at him

and wanna cry ‘cause he was feeding us with

his goddamn life. We didn’t have much more

than what we had on our table, on account

of being such a big family, but my old man,

he bought me a sweater once, beauty of a

sweater. And I’d go out with it on all the

time, but as soon as I got outta the house I’d

take it off ‘cause it felt like I had about two

years of his life on my back. And when I got

outta school, there weren’t nothing to do in

that goddamn town ‘cept work in the mines.

So me and the missus here, we ain’t gonna

have a big family, we gonna go to Hawaia

for three weeks. And we’re gonna do it

while I still got lungs to breathe with.

Nobody on this bus had anything to do with

all of that, I know that. But goddamn it, I’m

not giving up twenty years of my life just to

hear some young punk tell me the United

States of America took his goddamn palace.

You don’t know shit, kid. We all got sob sto-

ries. So now, why don’t you just give us that

speech we paid for...

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

Henry, sit down. You’ve made your point.

MMRR..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

Goddamn it to hell, Mabel. We save all this

time and we don’t even get to hear the god-

damn speech...

AALLIIKKAA

(To audience.) Here’s where we get off. Watch

your step when you exit.

(Alika steps off the bus, takes off his aloha shirt, throws it

away. After a beat, Mrs. Clements gets up and follows him.

He goes to the edge of the stage, picks up some rocks, and

begins to skip them across the water. Mrs. Clements comes

down and crosses over to him.)

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

You folks sure have a purty ocean.

(Alika doesn’t answer.)

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

This is the first time I’ve ever seen the ocean

close up and personal. Oh, the smell of it,

makes you feel alive, don’t it?

(Alika doesn’t answer.)

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

Am I bothering you, honey? (No answer.) Well

good, then I know you’re gonna listen to

every word I say, whether you like it or not.

And I don’t mean that unkindly either. You

see, I know something’s aching in you, and I

don’t wanna see you hurt nobody, ‘specially

yourself.

AALLIIKKAA

Why do you care?

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

Why do I care? I care because I’m a

Christian—a Baptist to be exact. You know,

so far as most white Southern Baptists are

concerned, there’s only two kinds of people

in this world: white people—and everybody

else. But I don’t agree with that, Jesus said

some mighty powerful things about loving

everyone. But I’m a God-fearing Baptist born

and raised. Do you understand what I’m

telling you, son?

AALLIIKKAA

No. You sound just like my mother. She’s

always telling me stories I don’t understand.

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

My boy says the same thing to me. You see,

I’m an American History teacher. Did I tell

you that? Well, anyways, I’m a teacher. And
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I’ve got a pretty good idea of what hap-

pened here about a hundred years ago—

same thing as happened in many places—

and it ain’t right. And I find myself married

to a man who, God bless his soul, he is a fine

and upstanding man; but who for the life of

him, can’t see, don’t wanna see, and isn’t

ever gonna see that you’re fighting for the

same things he’s fought for.

AALLIIKKAA

So what, you want me to know you’re a

Christian from a church that hates niggers

and you’re married to a blind man?

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

(She picks up a stone and tosses it across the water.) Funny

you should say that, my boy says the same

thing. God taught your ancestors how to live

on this Earth better than any people I’ve

ever studied. I guess he had to ‘cause you

folks are so far away from everything else.

Oh dear, God bless you and keep you, Mister

Alika Kealoha. I believe your people do sit in

the Bosom of Abraham.

AALLIIKKAA

Oh, so what, we got land in Heaven?

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

I know, that sounds silly. I’m sorry. All I mean

is I’m sorry.

AALLIIKKAA

Is that it, all you gotta say is you’re sorry!

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

No, that’s not all, but if you don’t understand

your mother then you’re not gonna under-

stand me. We’re all blind Alika, some of us

just know this better. And this world is an

ugly place sometimes. When it all boils down

it’s about loving and being loved—and I

believe—about aloha and sharing aloha.

(She exits. Alika stands, contemplating. He starts to make his

way back. His boss comes down from the audience where he

has been sitting.)

BBOOSSSS

Alika! (Alika stops.)

AALLIIKKAA

I quit. I hate this job. I hate the lies I havta

tell. I hate pimping my culcha. You don’t

care about Hawaiians. You don’t care dat we

been hea foa centries. We ain’t youa firs’

concern—da bottom dalla, da’s all you care

about.

BBOOSSSS

So you haven’t heard about your cousin?

AALLIIKKAA

What about him?

BBOOSSSS

He cut up two of our security guards today. 

(Michael is startled by the imaginary guards and goes 

for the shark’s-tooth pähoa. He mimes being kicked before

reaching it.)

He tried to kill them with a dagger. 

(Michael mimes being punched, kicked, dragged up against a

wall and handcuffed.)

Lucky for him they were able to subdue him.

If he had killed someone...

(Michael mimes being unhandcuffed and put in a cell.)

He’d never see the light of day again. So

you’re quitting, huh? And I don’t care about

Hawaiians? You stupid kanaka. I just spent

three hours in there trying to convince the

Board that you had nothing to do with this.
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AALLIIKKAA

That’s just ‘cause I can make money for you.

BBOOSSSS

Fuck you. I stuck my neck out for you. Gave

them my personal apology. They wanted you

outta your house in forty-eight hours. You

still don’t get it, do you. It’s not your land

and these aren’t your islands anymore. The

game’s survival. I’ve got a family to feed and

so do you. And no matter what we do,

they’re gonna keep building. So you wanna

quit? (Pause.) Don’t.

(Boss exits.)

Scene 12

(Alika walks into Michael’s area. Michael unfreezes and

mimes coming out of his cell. The two cousins face each

other.)

(Michael unfreezes.)

AALLIIKKAA

You arright in hea?

You know I quit my job?

I quit ‘cause I was going come back fishing

wit you. I figured we could find some new

grounds an’ between me an’ you we could

take care Stevie. Now what!

Now I’m on my own. You’re all da frickin

family I got left!

An’ when we’re all dead, den what?

(Looks around prison.)

You call this living? (Pause. Alika turns and leaves

Michael’s area. Hears voices.)

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Alika, come visit me, ah. Lonely in hea.

BBOOSSSS

So you’re quitting, huh? You stupid kanaka.

MMRRSS..  YYAAMMAAMMOOTTOO

Alika, we’re waiting.

AALLIIKKAA

Leave me alone! 

(Lisa and Stevie enter.)

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Uncle!

AALLIIKKAA

Sorry Stevie, Uncle’s got plenty fo’ do. Jus’

go finish youa homework.

MMOOMM

Not at the bottom of a bottle!

AALLIIKKAA

Stop it!

LLIISSAA

We didn’t say anything! Alika, did you hear

what happened?

AALLIIKKAA

(Alika nods.) I quit my job.

LLIISSAA

What?

AALLIIKKAA

You heard me, I quit. (He pours himself a glass and

gulps it down.)

(From now until Alika takes Stevie to shrine, the voices come

down on him, building to a nerve-wracking crescendo.)
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LLIISSAA

Damn it, you! Your niece needs you. You

and Michael are the closest thing to a father

she’s ever had. Now Michael’s in jail and

you’re out of a job and a place to live!

How’re you gonna take care of her now,

huh? What kind of role models has she got?

There’s a right way and a wrong way to do

things...

AALLIIKKAA

Lisa, you’re a haole, you don’t unnerstan. 

LLIISSAA

Oh, here it comes.

AALLIIKKAA

That’s right. I got a history, an’ I ain’t gonna

work for a company dat’s gonna take away

everything I love.

LLIISSAA

And since I’m haole I can’t understand that.

AALLIIKKAA

You don’t have a history, you ran away from

yours. Besides, your family hasn’t been on

their land for generations.

LLIISSAA

No. And I don’t know who anybody past my

grandparents were. And even though I never

met your küpuna, I loved them through the

stories George told me. But I’m haole—and

so is my daughter... Alika, you think your

pain is special, it’s not. You think your histo-

ry’s the ugliest—it’s not! It’s your love, it’s

your aloha that’s special! That’s why the

world keeps coming in on you!

AALLIIKKAA

(He pours another glass.) Well, I ain’t got any more

fucking aloha, okay!

MMOOMM

You’re not gonna find the answers there.

AALLIIKKAA

Leave me alone!

LLIISSAA

Okay! 

AALLIIKKAA

I didn’t mean you. I’m sorry, I’m just...I’m

sorry.

MMRRSS..  YYAAMMAAMMOOTTOO

Alika, please lead us in the Pledge of

Allegiance! (Alika turns, trying to place the voice.)

LLIISSAA

Alika, I really need, um...

AALLIIKKAA

I gotta get all our stuff together.

LLIISSAA

I know, but...(She starts to break down.) Alika, I’m

not sure that... Please! My daughter, she

loves her uncles so much! Alika, I don’t

know—

AALLIIKKAA

Stop crying, okay! We got a lot of work to

do.

MMOOMM

That’s it, push her.

AALLIIKKAA

Shut up already!

LLIISSAA

I’m sorry, I’m sorry! I didn’t mean to...why

are you always so mean to me! What do you

want? You want me to just give you my

daughter? Is that what you want?
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AALLIIKKAA

Lisa, I’m sorry, okay. I’m just having a hard

time keeping everything together.

LLIISSAA

You’re having a hard time? What about me?

Don’t you think I’m having a hard time, too?

Don’t you think I love Michael too!

BBOOSSSS

You still don’t get it do you? It’s not your

land and these aren’t your islands any more.

AALLIIKKAA

(To his boss.) Fuck you!

LLIISSAA

Alika!

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Uncle, whea we goin stay now?

AALLIIKKAA

I’ll handle it. Don’t worry, just go to sleep.

LLIISSAA

Alika, stop it, you’re scaring me!

MMIICCHHAAEELL

’Lika Boy, you da one dat keeps us togedda.

BBOOSSSS

I stuck my neck out for you! Gave them my

personal apology!

LLIISSAA

Alika, please, sit down!

SSEECCUURRIITTYY GGUUAARRDD

I’m really sorry but the management would

like you all to leave.

AALLIIKKAA

Leave me alone.

MMOOMM

Kämau. E kämau. Say it!

AALLIIKKAA

I’m tired mama, I just wanna go sleep! (Lisa

runs over to him.)

LLIISSAA

Alika! What’s wrong with you? Sit down.

AALLIIKKAA

(To Lisa.) Sit down? Sit down? What fo’? Da

management would like us all to leave.

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

You all seem to get along just fine...

GGEEOORRGGEE

Nah, cuz, no worry, I strong!

MMRRSS..  YYAAMMAAMMOOTTOO

Your cousins can’t get you a job or put food

on your plate.

AALLIIKKAA

They did!

LLIISSAA

Alika, Alika, listen to me. It’s gonna be

alright. We can make it. Okay. You’ve just

been drinking too much.

SSTTEEVVIIEE

I’m hungry. Can we eat now?

MMIICCHHAAEELL

You like beef!

GGEEOORRGGEE

No, I like chicken!
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AALLIIKKAA

Stevie, I donno, I’m kinda, I gotta...

LLIISSAA

Alika, you’re hallucinating, please, sit down!

BBOOSSSS

The game’s survival.

GGEEOORRGGEE

Da tree muskateas of da ocean!

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Us guys, we stupid.

AALLIIKKAA

Mama, I’m tired.

MMOOMM

I know son. But you cannot give up.

LLIISSAA

Alika, please, sit down, you’re gonna hurt

yourself!

AALLIIKKAA

I’m having a hard time.

LLIISSAA

I know, just sit.

MMOOMM

E kämau! Say it! You must carry on, Alika

Kaleiha‘aheoonäküpuna!

MMRRSS..  CCLLEEMMEENNTTSS

When it all boils down, it’s about aloha.

MMOOMM

Your aloha for life, don’t lose it, it’s all we

got!

LLIISSAA

Alika, please! Please! Please! We need you!

(She clings to him, hitting him.) Stop killing your-

self! Don’t leave my daughter with nothing!

Don’t let her suffer like you. Please.

MMIICCHHAAEELL

Come visit me, ah, ’Lika Boy. Lonely in hea.

GGEEOORRGGEE

Lonely out hea.

AALLIIKKAA

(Grabbing her arms, stopping her, holding her.) I’m tired

of losing everybody I love.

MMOOMM

It’s a big mess, my boy. But you’ve gotta

carry it ‘cause your ‘ohana is depending on

you. Kämau. Carry on. Say it.

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Uncle, you hurt so much because everybody

you love leaves you. You want me to hurt

like that too?

AALLIIKKAA

No. I love you Stevie. I don’t want you to

hurt like me. Kämau. (Pause.)

LLIISSAA

What? What did you say?

AALLIIKKAA

Kämau. It means to carry on. (Pause.)

SSTTEEVVIIEE

Uncle, where we going?

AALLIIKKAA

Kulikuli. (They enter the cave.) Sit down. This is

our ko‘a, our fishing shrine. Whatever hap-

pens we must take care of it.
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SSTTEEVVIIEE

Yes, uncle.

AALLIIKKAA

Time for you to learn how to patch net...

MMOOMM

Now do you understand what Tütü was 

trying to say? Maopopo maila ka mo’olelo a

kou tütü?

AALLIIKKAA

‘Cause there’s always gonna be holes in youa

net. (Alika picks up his uniform and puts it back on.

Michael paces his cell.)

AALLIIKKAA

Aloooohaaa! (Waits for a response from the audience, is

not satisfied, invites the audience to respond.)

Alooohaa! (Audience responds.) Mahalo, and 

welcome to your Aloha Tours’ “Guide to

O‘ahu.” My name’s Alika and I’ll be your

host for today. At the helm is Big Al—best

darn bus driver this side of Hollywood. This

is our Historical Sights Tour and the first

place we’ll be going to is the Arizona

Memorial. From there we’ll head on over to

‘Iolani Palace Grounds for lunch and end up

at Punchbowl Cemetery, National Memorial

of the Pacific. We at Aloha Tours are here to

serve you, so if you have any questions at all,

just ask!

(Lights out.)
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